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Elsevier and the Biometrics Institute have joined forces to bring the key influential
industry players to this forum to provide a unique mix of academic, industry
and user case studies to share insights within an interactive forum. The aim is to
stimulate innovative thinking and provide tools on how to move forward.
The main themes of the event include the new mobile paradigm, the big privacy
debate and the latest about biometric vulnerability assessments. We are offering a
government track addressing identities at the borders, in law enforcement and also
in developing economies. In a parallel session we consider biometrics for secure
transactions in banking and retail, and for customer authentication. There is also a rapid
fire discussion challenging some of the suppliers to tell us what they see in the crystal
ball for biometrics, and what we may face in the future in managing our identities.
We have radically changed the format of the event so that delegates can participate in
the discussions through the many panels that the programme provides. We close the
event with an un-conference style session where you, the industry, can decide on the
topics to be addressed.
This year’s show is supported by many partners, from industry, the media, government,
academia and associations and we would like to take this opportunity to thank them.
Our Premier Sponsor is Qualcomm, and our other valued sponsors are: British
Institute of Technology & E-Commerce, Biometix, Cognitec, and VFS Global.
The exhibition floor will offer you the opportunity to explore the various booths
showcasing applications for identity management and customer authentication.
There are also some new innovations to discover.
This is going to be a very exciting event, delivering ideas and providing the
industry with a roadmap for managing identities of the future. Come along
and join the debate.
The future of identity starts here!

Isabelle Moeller, Programme Chair, Biometrics 2014
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AGNITiO, Net 1 UEPS Technologies
provide voice biometric system to help
verify South African citizens

Biometric Newsbytes

In one of the world’s largest voice biometrics
deployments ever, AGNITiO announced it has
partnered with Net 1 UEPS Technologies to provide
the South Africa Social Security Agency with a secure
biometrics-based Proof of Life authentication system.
Using the Net1 electronic grant payment
disbursement system with the AGNITiO Voice iD
authentication engine, the agency will be able
accurately to identify the 10 million South African
citizens receiving social security benefits and
services.
Now, beneficiaries can verify their identity over the
phone, instead of physically traveling long distances
and waiting in queues at the South Africa Social
Security Agency office.
“Together with Net1, we have provided a means for
South African citizens to access their grants quicker,
easier and more securely by simply making a phone
call,” said Philippe Vinci, executive VP of marketing
and sales for AGNITiO. “By combining a governmentissued debit card with accurate voice biometrics
authentication, the Net1 UEPS Proof of Life system
has truly changed life for constituents, while
streamlining agency operations and costs.”
The AGNITiO Voice iD engine allows customers
to use simple, short voice phrases for strong
authentication.
Meanwhile, AGNITiO’s proprietary patented antispoofing technology protects users against replay
attacks, as well as several others risks.
Another noteworthy feature of AGNITiO’s software
is that it is completely language independent, which
greatly reduces the costs for global deployments
and enabling natural voice and user friendly
authentication.
In June, Net1 UEPS Technologies received
approximately $25.7 million from the South African
Social Security Agency, in relation to the recovery of
additional implementation costs during the biometric
registration of all social grant beneficiaries.

Vision-Box, Biometric Solutions to
provide Danish government with
biometric-based automated border
control solution
Vision-Box and Biometric Solutions have been
awarded a four-year contract from the Danish
government for biometric-based solutions
and components for both enrolment
and automated border control.

Content supplied
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www.biometricupdate.com
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Under the terms of the deal, which commenced
in February 2014, the companies will provide a
biometric solution and related services to the Danish
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, along with other Danish
ministries.
The solution will enable Danish government to
improve processes related to citizen’s electronic
identity, as well as help fulfil several ministries’
missions for Danish citizen and foreigners’ enrolment
for passport, visa and residence permits.
“We look forward to working with the Danish
government, and our partner Biometric Solutions,
to provide the best citizen experience ever,” said
Jean-François Lennon, director of global business
development, sales and marketing at Vision-Box. “For
that, we are committed to providing state-of-the-art
technology, designed to offer more efficient and
convenient services related to electronic identity.”
The Danish government will benefit from Vision-Box’s
portfolio of identity management solutions, which
includes the vb e-pass portable, a portable biographic
and biometric enrolment and verification solution.
The all-in-one unit gathers resident’s face and
fingerprint biometric data and his or her digital
signature.
The vb e-pass’ versatility and portable size allow
for increased mobility in citizen identification and
enrolment, as well as enhanced security checks
across the nation.
Biometric Solutions will provide its existing enrolment
portfolio, which is already being deployed at Danish
embassies and municipalities to enrol citizens while
adhering to government rules and regulations.
“We are very happy that our collaboration with
Vision-Box will help government institutions raise
their service level for citizens around the world, while
at the same time strengthening the security measures
protecting citizens’ personal data,” said Alex Ramskov
Johannsen, CEO of Biometric Solutions.

Apple patents multimode fingerprint
scanner for safer financial
transactions
Apple announced that the US Patent and Trademark
Office has granted the company a series of 48 patents,
including a major invention relating to a multimode
fingerprint scanner, specifically designed for financial
transactions.
Apple said the new fingerprint reader may have a twodimensional array of sensors, as reported by Patently
Apple.
It may operate as a ‘stationary’ scanner, designed
for the iPhone’s home button that captures the user’s
fingerprint when his or her finger is in a stationary

Biometric Newsbytes
position on the fingerprint reader. Or, there may be a
secondary scanner that operates in a ‘moving’ mode,
and will capture a fingerprint while the user is swiping
his or her finger across the reader.

While the patent notes that the scanner supports
NFC, it is still unclear as to whether or not Apple will
use this standard.
The granted patent 8,810,367 for the multimode
fingerprint scanner was originally filed in Q3 2011.
Apple credits Scott Mullins as the device’s sole
inventor.
The move comes a few months after Apple published
a new anti-spoofing concept and patent application
called Doodle.

FBI digitizes millions of records
to prepare for Next Generation
Identification system
The FBI announced it has digitally converted millions
of files stored at its Criminal Justice Information
Services (CJIS) division’s warehouse in Fairmont,
West Virginia, as the Bureau prepares to transition
to its new biometric system, according to the FBI
website.
Over the last two decades, the agency has digitally
converted more than 30 million records including
criminal history folders and civil identity, and as many
as 83 million fingerprint cards. This resulted in the
dismantling of thousands of filing cabinets once handsearched by Bureau staffers, which, as illustrated in
this video, was a very involved undertaking.
The massive conversion is part of a FBI initiative
to prepare for the activation of Next Generation
Identification (NGI) system, an advanced digital
platform of biometric and other types of identity
information.
Incrementally replacing the FBI’s Integrated
Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS),
the new system is designed to better serve its highprofile users, including law enforcement agencies
checking criminal histories and fingerprints, veterans,
government employees, and the FBI’s own laboratory.
In 2010, CJIS began construction on a new Biometric
Technology Center – which is set to open soon – and
made a more aggressive push to digitize all the files.
More recently, the division set a goal of digitizing 8.8
million files in two years.

The majority of the files being converted fell into
three different categories: criminal history files from
the early 1970s or earlier, civil identity files of people
born before 1960 who either enlisted in the military
or applied for a government position, and fingerprint
index cards.
The CJIS maintains files for individuals until they
reach 110 years of age or pass away.

The FBI says its biometric
identification database is now fully
operational
The FBI’s Criminal Justice Information Services
(CJIS) division announced its biometric identification
system, Next Generation Identification (NGI), is now
in full operational capability phase.
The agency announced last month that it had
digitally converted 30 million records and 83
million fingerprint cards stored at the CJIS division
warehouse in Fairmont, West Virginia in preparation
for the transition to the new biometric system.
The NGI is estimated to process 55,000 photos a day
and is currently on track to digitize 52 million facial
images by 2015.
This completes another phase of the FBI’s NGI
project, expanding on its biometric identification
offerings and adding new services, including Rap
Back and the Interstate Photo System.
Rap Back is a new functionality that enables users
to receive status notifications of criminal history
reported on individuals who serve in positions of
trust, such as teachers.
The new service will help law enforcement and other
criminal justice officials monitor the criminal activity
of those individuals who are under investigation or
supervision.
The Interstate Photo System is a facial recognition
tool for the law enforcement community that searches
for photographs associated with criminal identities.
In February 2011, the FBI launched phase one of NGI
as part of its goal to provide automated fingerprint
and latent search capabilities, mobile fingerprint
identification, and electronic image storage to more
than 18,000 agencies and other criminal justice
enterprises.
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The moving finger mode is designed specifically
for more secure financial transactions. When a
fingerprint reader is operated in the stationary finger
mode, a would-be hacker could try to reactivate the
rightful owner’s residual fingerprint by putting a moist
object on top of the residual fingerprint, as explained
by Patently Apple.

“It makes those records immediately accessible to
law enforcement across the country,” said Penny
Harker, head of the biometric services unit at CJIS.
She said fulfilling requests for fingerprint matches that
once took hours now take just minutes or seconds.
“It’s a great benefit to them not having a delay
simply because we were still storing files in a manual
format.”

Biometric Newsbytes
Barclays introduces biometric finger
vein reader for customers

Biometric Newsbytes

Barclays announced it has partnered with Hitachi
Europe to launch its customer authentication solution,
Barclays Biometric Reader, which is backed by Hitachi’s
Finger Vein Authentication Technology (VeinID).
The launch comes on the heels of Barclay’s roll out of
voice biometric capabilities for its telephone banking
customers.
By scanning the finger, customers can gain fast
access to their online bank accounts and authorize
payments without having to enter PIN, passwords or
authentication codes.
Barclays said it will begin offering the technology in
2015 to its Barclays Corporate Banking customers.
The device is able accurately to read and verify a
person’s unique vein patterns in the finger, which will
ultimately help protect UK businesses against identity
fraud. Barclays said it will not store records of their
customers’ vein patterns, either privately or publically.
A few banks are already using Hitachi’s VeinID for
password replacement, single sign on and ATM
machines in Japan, North America and Europe.
The Barclays Biometric Reader, which couples
vein biometric and highly secure digital signature
technology, offers a first for the global financial
sector, with the potential to expand the technology
more widely in UK branch networks.
“We have shown the technology to a range of
businesses and the interest and enthusiasm for the
product is tremendous,” said Ashok Vaswani, CEO
Barclays personal and corporate banking. “The
technology has also been tested by Hitachi for many
years and it will be game-changing for UK businesses
and consumers.
Ultimately, I hope this will pave the way for other
institutions to adopt equally robust technology in the
fight against online crime.”

a funding bill for fiscal 2015 goes into effect, according
to a report by Federal Times.
The Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on DHS first
passed Bill S.2534 back in June, but other than that no
additional measures have been taken.
The bill allocates $249 million for DHS’s Office of
Biometric Identity Management, which is part of a
greater $47.2 billion plan for a complete department
overhaul.
The accompanying House bill is requesting a total of
$250 million for the office, which is nearly $2.5 million
short of its requested amount.
As a result, the office will only have enough funds to
purchase about half of the 10-print biometric matching
devices it needs, according to the subcommittee
report accompanying the bill.
The subcommittee report said that “OBIM is
encouraged to apply any cost savings during the
fiscal year to modernization efforts,” in addition to
recommending DHS to work with the Justice, Defense
and State departments to standardize and distribute
biometric information.
Customs and Border Protection, which is now
a division of DHS, first began using biometrics
to monitor immigrants entering the country and
safeguarding borders against visa overstays

NIST issues first draft of guidelines for
third-party mobile app security
The National Institute for Standards and Technology
(NIST) announced it has issued the first draft of
guidelines designed to provide federal agencies with
an unbiased overview of the pros and cons of using
third-party mobile apps.
On one hand, a mobile workforce can boost the
government’s efficiency and productivity; but on the
other hand, federal employees’ use of mobile devices
can lead to stressful situations for agency security
managers, such as putting sensitive data and network
resources at risk.

“We are proud to be partnering with Barclays to
pioneer a new era of security in UK banking,” said
Koichi Nakai, president of services creation division,
information & telecommunications systems company
at Hitachi. “The use of our proven VeinID offers a
safe and reliable biometric solution. In a world where
cybercrime is on the rise, VeinID offers one of the
industry’s most advanced authentication technologies
ensuring businesses and their customers can stay one
step ahead of fraudsters.”

Entitled ‘Technical Considerations for Vetting 3rd
Party Mobile Applications’, the 43-page document
offers recommendations on helping agencies optimize
their mobile apps while managing their risks, NIST
officials said.

Homeland Security could get more
than $25M for IDENT biometric system
improvements

One particularly important part of the draft publication
details the types of tests that allow software security
analysts identify and understand vulnerabilities before
the application is green-lighted for employee use.

The Department of Homeland Security could get
more than $25 million for improvements to its
Automated Biometric Identification System (IDENT) if

“Agencies need to know what a mobile app really does
and to be aware of its potential privacy and security
impact so they can mitigate any potential risks,” said
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Computer security specialists at NIST are hoping to
resolve these issues by drafting new guidelines for
vetting third-party mobile applications.
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One potential risk is that individuals could be
unknowingly tracked via a calendar app, social media
app, a Wi-Fi sensor, or other utilities connected to a
GPS, said Karygiannis.
In addition to security and privacy risks, NIST
researchers said that many poorly designed apps are
likely to rapidly drain battery life and may not be ideal
for those employees working in the field with limited
access to a power source.
NIST’s guidelines are intended to maintain
accountability among developers, who sometimes
rush an app to market without thoroughly testing their
code and ensuring the quality of the app.
The increasing use of inexpensive third-party mobile
applications by agencies to boost their overall
productivity has led to employees doing more
government business on mobile devices.
On top of that, employees are typically only using a
handful of apps to conduct the majority of their work,
according to NIST.
As a result of this trend, NIST researchers are calling
on agencies to adopt a range of requirements for
applications they use on their mobile platforms.
Agencies ought to develop an app vetting system
that consists of various tools and methodologies that
identify security, privacy, reliability, functionality,
accessibility, and performance issues.
In addition to these recommendations, researchers
suggest that security administrators and software
analysts follow added precautions, including having a
firm grasp of the security and privacy risks involving
mobile apps, along with having a strategy in place
for mitigating them; providing mobile app security
and privacy training for employees; and placing all
software updates through the vetting process.
Other precautions include establishing a process for
rapidly vetting security-related application updates;
informing users and other stakeholders of what the
mobile app vetting process does and does not provide
in terms of secure behavior of app; and reviewing
mobile app testing results in the context of their
agencies’ mission objectives, security posture and risk
tolerance as mobile apps are part of a larger system.

Nigeria to issue national Mastercardbranded biometric ID cards
Nigerian Identity Management Commission (NIMC)
announced it has launched the eID pilot program,
issuing MasterCard-branded identity cards with
electronic payments functionality to 13 million
civilians.

The program marks the largest rollout of a biometric
verification card with an electronic payment solution
in Nigeria, as well as the broadest financial inclusion
program in Africa.
The eID card is a key part of the NIMC’s mandate
to develop, maintain and run Nigeria’s first central
national identity database and provide proof of
identity to Nigerians 16 years and older.
The card features 13 applications, including
MasterCard’s prepaid payment technology and
Cryptovision’s biometric identification technology,
providing millions of Nigerian civilians with the ability
to perform safe electronic payments.
“I am happy that this important milestone of the
rollout of the National Identity Management System
has been realized today,” said Nigerian president
Goodluck Jonathan at a celebratory event held in
Abuja. “I am impressed with the quality of the eID
card and the work of the corporate partners that
made it possible. I commend especially MasterCard,
and Access Bank Plc, as well as the Commission for
achieving a world-class product.”
NIMC is also collaborating with other government
agencies to consolidate all identity databases
including the driver’s license, voter registration,
health insurance, tax, SIM and the National Pension
Commission into one shared-services platform.
The Commission worked closely with both the public
and private sectors, focusing on “inclusive citizenship,
more effective governance, and the creation of a
cashless economy,” said Barr. Chris ‘E Onyemenam,
director general and CEO of NIMC.
“The National eID program enables us to create
an optimized common platform for Nigerian citizens
to easily interact with the various government
agencies and to transact electronically,” said
Onyemenam. “There are many use cases for the card,
including the potential to use it as an international
travel document, which will have significant
implications for border control in Nigeria and West
Africa.”
The card will also allow a financial history to be
established by individuals, enabling them to gain
access to the mainstream economy and establish
credit with financial institutions.
Among the private companies collaborating with
the Commission are MasterCard, Unified Payment
Services Limited, Cryptovision, and pilot issuing
banks including Access Bank Plc.
Nigerians can use the card as a payment tool to
deposit funds, receive social benefits, maintain their
savings, or perform any other financial transaction
with high-level security benefits of biometric
verification.
Additionally, they can purchase goods and services
and withdraw cash at any of the millions of
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Tony Karygiannis, a computer scientist in NIST’s
computer security division. “Many apps may access
more data than expected and mobile devices have
many physical data sensors continuous gathering and
sharing information.”

Biometric Newsbytes
Mastercard-accepted merchants and ATMS in Nigeria
and around the world.
The eID card also provides added security features as
a result of the EMV Chip and Pin standard.

Biometric Newsbytes

To receive the eID card, Nigerians aged 16 and older
will be required to register at one of the hundreds of
NIMC enrolment centers in the country.
At the center, officials will record the individual’s
demographic data and biometric data – including the
capture of 10 fingerprints, facial picture and Iris – to
verify the cardholder and ensure that the system does
not have any duplicates.
Once the individual is fully registered, NIMC will issue
a unique National Identification Number, along with
the national eID card.
NIMC said it plans to issue more than 100 million
cards to Nigeria’s 167 million residents following the
completion of the pilot program.

Turkey government soon to monitor
displaced Syrians using biometric ID
cards
Officials from Turkey’s Disaster and Emergency
Management Authority (AFAD) have successfully
managed to complete the biometric registration
of 740,000 of some 1.1 million displaced Syrians in
Turkey, according to a report by Daily Sabah.
The biometric registration process will help Turkey to
monitor more effectively the displaced Syrians, and
ultimately address any of their issues.
In an AFAD-hosted meeting held on September 2, the
country’s deputy governors met to discuss the issues
arising from displaced Syrians.
Daily Sabah reported that, according to AFAD
officials, there are 220,000 Syrian ‘guests’ currently
living in 22 facilities across Turkey. Government
officials and local authorities met last week to resolve
issues displaced Syrians faced after the unrest
emerged in several cities against Syrians.
Most of these displaced Syrians are not living in stateprovided camps. The more wealthy Syrians have
purchased or leased houses in larger cities while
impoverished Syrians are resorting to panhandling,
working low-paying jobs, or crime, to survive.

Behaviosec authentication technology
based on users’ behavioral biometrics

“The rhythm of how you type, how hard you hit the
keys, how fast you move from one key to the next,
that’s what we look at,” said Dr Costigan. “There’s
consistency and pattern there that can tell us that
you’re you.”
Behaviosec is currently rolling out its solution across
banks in Scandinavia.
Danish institution Danske Bank has been trialling the
technology, which proved to be more than 99.7%
accurate.
All mobile banking users in Denmark, Norway and
Sweden will be registered for the technology by the
end of the year, said Dr Costigan, adding that there
has also been interest from western companies.
Behaviosec’s technology has received significant
funding from US military agency Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA), and the company
has also been approached by many Silicon Valley
companies.
And despite having some limitations, Behaviosec
offers a high level of convenience that you can’t get
with other competing authentication technologies,
said D. Costigan.
“To be honest, I think there’s a little bit too much
aid about how broken passwords are,” says Dr
Costigan. “I just think that at the moment the
alternatives are just too inconvenient for the
consumer. What we’re doing is making the
password stronger by looking at you.”

Use of biometrics gets lower
transaction fees for Apple Pay
merchants
Apple announced that it is allowing Apple Pay
merchants to pay card present rates (aka
cardholder present) for all transactions consumers
make in store using their mobile phones, which
will save them as much as 1.25 percent on
each transaction, according to a report by
PYMNTS.com.
Apple Pay’s cardholder present rates of 1.5 percent
is considerably less than card not present rates,
which can command 2.75 percent or more per
transaction.
The lower transaction fee can be attributed to Apple’s
decision to provide NFC and tokenization, combined
with biometrics.

Swedish security startup Behaviosec is offering
an authentication service based on behaviorial
biometrics, according to The Independent.

The combination of the three features provides
greater assurance to credit card companies and
merchants that the card credentials presented by the
individual at a point of sale terminal actually belong to
that same individual.

Behaviosec CEO Dr Neil Costigan developed the
authentication technology, which he calls complex,
nuanced and instinctive.

Apple will also honor the same rate for all transactions
performed via the Apple Smartwatch once it is
released in 2015.
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Reports have also surfaced that suggest that Visa
and MasterCard are also thinking of extending these
lower rates to other mobile wallet providers if their
services also incorporate biometrics.

According to a NBC television report produced
in conjunction with the Center for Investigative
Reporting, the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s
Department is quietly rolling out a high-tech
biometric identification system.
The new system that the department will ultimately
roll out will be the largest law enforcement
repository outside of the US Federal Bureau of
Investigation and will augment the FBI’s Next
Generation Biometric Identification Program.
The FBI program adds new biometric modalities,
which include voice, iris and facial recognition,
to existing fingerprint databases. Now local law
enforcement agencies across the US, including the
Sheriffs’ Department, are working to integrate their
systems with the new federal database.
According to the news report, the new system will
be able to capture the fingerprints, mug shots, iris
scans, and palm prints of over 15 million people.
Privacy and civil liberties groups are concerned
because there has been little public discussion
surrounding the privacy implications of the roll-out.
The ACLU of Southern California is concerned about
the new system’s capability to track people who have
not been prosecuted or convicted of a crime.
The ACLU has called for a public discussion that
leads to a clear policy about the implementation of
such a program. Peter Bibring, a senior staff attorney
at the ACLU of Southern California said in the report:
“We should have a conversation whether new
technologies such as these have privacy costs that
are too great.”
Another concern the news report emphasizes is
security. As more companies and security agencies
gain access to this personal data, the possibility of
identity theft increases. Further, the new system will
store such data indefinitely. Privacy and civil liberties
groups have also raised concerns that county officials
will not disclose either the projected cost of the
project or which firms are participating in deploying
the new database.

Biometric wearables developer
Bionym closes $14M financing round
Bionym announced it has closed a US $14 million
Series A round of funding led by Ignition Partners
and Relay.
Rounding out the group of investors are Export
Development Canada, MasterCard, and salesforce.

Bionym has developed the Nymi band, a
wearable device that authenticates a person’s
identity by analyzing their heartbeat, or unique
electrocardiography.
The wearable device can also used with applications
that require passwords, PINs and keycards.
“We see the Nymi as a potential game changer,”
said Bionym CEO and founder Karl Martin. “We’re
establishing the Nymi as the de facto platform for
persistent, trusted identity, and this round of financing
is providing us with the resources needed to bring the
platform to market.
With nearly 40 employees, the downtown Torontobased Bionym is rapidly growing in size.
The company continues to establish key partnerships
across a range of industry sectors, working with
“its rapidly expanding partner ecosystem to create
trusted, personalized experiences for them, their
customers and employees, and solve some of their
most pressing business problems,” said Bionym
president Andrew D’Souza.
“We continue to grow our world-class team, solving
hard problems around persistent authentication,
seamless and trusted interactions, and hyperpersonalization of experiences,” said Martin. “We’re
at the forefront of a revolution in identity-based
interactions with devices and services, and our
momentum continues to grow with the support of our
investors and strategic partners.”
Bionym has already received more than 10,000 preorders for the Nymi Band, which is scheduled to roll
out later this fall.
Previously reported, Bionym joined FIDO (Fast
IDentity Online) Alliance this past July.

Samsung to partner with PayPal to
enable mobile payments with new
smartwatch
Samsung is partnering with PayPal to offer mobile
payment capabilities for the next version of its Galaxy
Gear smartwatch, according to a report by Tech Week
Europe.
The smartphone manufacturer will go head to head
with Apple, who recently announced that its soon to
be released Apple Watch would support Apple Pay,
which enables customers to make quick purchases
using their device.
A ‘high-ranking’ executive at Samsung recently
told Business Korea that the third generation of the
company’s wearable device would feature mobile
payments technology.
The new smartwatch, which uses Samsung’s
Tizen operating system and features full cellular
functionality along with sensors that capture fitness
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LA County Sheriff’s Department to
launch biometric ID system with little
discussion

com’s corporate investment group, Salesforce
Ventures.

Biometric Newsbytes

Biometric Newsbytes

related measures, will be unveiled next February at
Mobile World Congress 2015.

immediately when users identify themselves through
biometric sensors such as a fingerprint or login”.

“We are currently developing the smartwatch
equipped with fingerprint identification technology and
relevant solutions through cooperation with PayPal,
the world’s most renowned financial transaction
service company, as well as Synaptics, a global
company specialized in biometric verification,” said
the executive. “By the earliest, the third generation
smartwatch to be released early next year will have
this new system in which payment is authorized

The payments service will also be accompanied by a
new app that notifies customers of special promotions
at nearby stores so they can pre-select goods before
visiting the store and quickly pay for the item at the
checkout using their smartwatch.
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This marks the second time the company has
partnered with PayPal after it offered a similar service
with the Samsung Galaxy S5 smartphone.

Financial services sector puts voice biometrics
at heart of fraud battle

Steve Gold, freelance journalist
Voice biometric authentication has come a long way
in a relatively short space of time, mainly as a result
of significant strides in the voice to text software
algorithms and codecs used by interactive voice
response (IVR) systems.

According to Daniel Thornhill, a product manager
with Validsoft UK, voice verification – as a biometric
science – has evolved to the point where it has
now become an integral feature in multi-factor
authentication.

These advances have allowed voice biometric
software developers in particular to integrate
software-driven voice analysis technology capable
of authenticating voice templates across the limited
tonal bandwidth of GSM (2G) and 3G voice channels.

“ Voice verification – as a biometric science
– has evolved to the point where it has
now become an integral feature in multifactor authentication”

When you consider a basic GSM voice channel
offers a data bandwidth of just 9,600 bits per second,
you begin to realise that the voice biometrics voice
codecs have to be extremely advanced in order
to be capable of extrapolating complex voice
constellations from a relatively limited bandwidth.

Validsoft, he told his audience, is a security solutions
provider. “Although we don’t focus on biometrics
authentication, it is a core focus of our security
offerings,” he explained.

Bandwidth issues
While the limited GSM bandwidth issue causes
technical problems, as speakers at the October
2013 Biometrics Show revealed, the over-arching
process of authentication has become a complex
process that involves multiple layers of security – and
not just voice, fingerprint and other authentication
technologies on their own.
Speakers at the conference revealed that voice
biometrics analysis has made significant strides
over the past decade. At the 2003 event, for
example, when speakers bemoaned the
noisy voice quality of digital cellular calls
– remember here that GSM (2g cellular)
as a standard is approaching its 23rd
anniversary in the cellular network
deployment stakes – the speakers at the
October 2003 conference were treating
voice authentication across 2G and 3G
as something of a given.
Discussing this turn of events with
exhibitors at the conference revealed that
the evolution of the Apple iPhone – first
released just six years ago, paralleled by the
equally rapid ascendance of other smartphone
platforms such as Android and Windows Phone –
has pushed voice authentication developers’ skills to
the limit.

If you look at voice biometrics usage in the finance
industry, you can see that its widest usage is in
the mobile banking and e-channels arena. Voice
biometrics, he added, is more applicable to the range
of authentication solutions operating at the intercept
of security and telecommunications.

About the author
Steve Gold has been a business journalist
and technology writer for 27 years. A qualified
accountant and former auditor, he has
specialised in IT security, business matters,
the Internet and communications for most
of that time. He lectures regularly on
criminal psychology and cybercrime.
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Steve Gold looks at the technology advantages – and issues – involved with the financial
services industry’s adoption of voice biometrics at the heart of its anti-fraud and customer
verification systems. He discusses bandwidth issues, multimodal approaches, the evolution
of context for authentication including location context, and the part convenience versus
security has to play. The article features viewpoints from Validsoft, VoiceTrust and Nuance
Communications.
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“We use telecoms to solicit further info on the user.
Where the caller is using their mobile phone, this
helps us get more information on what they are
doing,” he says, adding that these developments
come against the backdrop of rising levels of fraud.

“ We use telecoms to solicit further info on
the user. Where the caller is using their
mobile phone, this helps us get more
information on what they are doing”
These levels of fraud are increasing at dramatic
rates in all channels of electronic finance, including
telephone banking and regular landline banking
channels.

1000 fraud attempts an hour
When totalled up, his company’s figures suggest
there are around 1,000 biometric-based fraud
attempts carried out every hour of the day on
financial institutions through all channels around
the world. “The interesting thing about the way
fraudsters operate is that they typically choose the
channel that they believe is the easiest route to
attack,” he says.
“They may even perform attacks on multiple
channels. Let’s say they get locked out of the user’s
PIN – they will then use social engineering across a
voice phone channel in order to gain access to that
PIN,” he added.
Despite the developments in technology, it is
important to understand that the authentication
technology has to be usable in many different
market areas. “If you look at banking, online banking
and mobile banking, you realise that the latter
is growing at a phenomenal rate. Many people
are now performing their banking actions across
different channels using different authentication
technologies,” he says.
“At some point, an authentication of the user is
required in order to verify the user is who they
say claim to be,” he says, adding that any form of
strong authentication needs to be carried out in
a consistent way. Fraud, he says, may not need a
strong authentication process, but at some point the
authentication process needs to verify who the user
claims themselves to be.

Multiple channels
Today’s financial services users want to use
and access their account(s) across multiple
channels. With mobile banking the security
process is somewhat shortsighted and multi-factor
authentication can solve a lot of the issues that
ensue from this: The problem with multifactor
authentication is that, once one channel is
compromised, it makes the entire authentication
process that bit more difficult, although the integrity
of the authentication process does not alter that
much.
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“The problem we see with banking authentication
systems is that many of the technologies and systems
have been compromised – such as RSA losing the
seeds for their security authentication,” he says,
adding that social engineering attacks are now starting
to appear as part of cybercriminal attack strategies.
In 2009, the Validsoft product manager says, out-ofband authentication – such as using SMS and voice
channel verification as a means of authenticating
an Internet banking session – was considered to be
a relatively strong authentication system, but the
problem was that the fraudsters then came up with the
idea of fraudulently obtaining a new SIM.
He describes the cellular network’s security in this
regard as relatively weak, but the process of SIM
replacement as more about customer satisfaction than
‘poking about on the security front’. It’s important to
realise, he went on to explain, that a lot of security
solutions in the remote banking area are binary in
nature, meaning that, if you cannot use the main
channel, you cannot access the system – full stop.

“ A lot of security solutions in the remote
banking area are binary in nature, meaning
that, if you cannot use the main channel,
you cannot access the system – full stop.”
“This is a strong authentication process, but it is not
the most convenient. If you are dealing with end users,
they are not always flexible – they may not be able to
authenticate themselves all the time,” he says, adding
that there is a strong need for multiple elements of
authentication in such situations.
A strong authentication system, he told his audience,
has to have a system that deals with false negatives
or false positives. On top of this you also need a
mechanism to cater for these issues.

Combine security factors
Thornhill adds that security factors can assist in
verifying the authenticity of the user in this context:
“A combination of these things is what makes the
authentication model work,” he says, adding that
there are three main routes in this regard, the first of
which is something you know – although he notes that
this security methodology has been compromised by
fraudsters.
Then there is the ‘something you have’ methodology
– using token or card readers, while the third
methodology – location – is a relatively new concept:
somewhere you are or somewhere you are not.
“This is the geo-location process – it’s very secure in
adding to the security. Another factor is something
you trust, using cryptographic technology to build up
a vector of trust around the user,” he says.
Multi-factor authentication, he added, isn’t just about
adding layers it’s about using multiple techniques
to build up confidence in the security model. And

Feature
you also need to look at the context of the financial
transaction – such as the location, gender and age of
the user. It is all, he explained, about managing the
false negatives and false positives.

“Technologies such as grey zone logic and contingency
concepts allow voice biometrics to be used on mobile
banking without excessive false negatives or positives.
Any security solution has to take a holistic approach
to authentication,” he says, adding that this means
analysing the context of the transactions, for example
network context and device context. This helps to
answer the question whether the user’s phone for this
latest session is the same unit that was seen last week.

Evolution of context
Against this backdrop, the context that can be
extrapolated from the device is evolving. By context,
he also means user context – for example gender and
other issues such as the stress in a user’s voice and so
on.
“Ideally there should be no single point of failure in
a given authentication and security process. Multifactor can solve this problem. If your voice biometric
[authentication system] fails, then context and other
forms of security can authenticate the user. They may,
for example, be in a noisy environment,” he says.
“We’re seeing a 40% reduction in false positives – aka
equal error rates – with voice biometrics, thanks to the
use of context security processes.”
So where does this leave us with regard to replay
attacks? This is where the criminal records or
synthesises the user’s voice from multiple recordings,
and replays them to the voice biometric analysis
platform.
“We can use many different techniques to analyse
more than the user’s voice. For example, we can ask
whether the user’s regular mobile is being used. This
makes the replay attack vector a lot more complex for
the fraudster,” he says, adding that, if we look at some
real-world examples, we can see this is useful for the
self-certification of benefit payments, which is a very
powerful proposition.

Replay attacks
The bottom line, he says, is that replay attacks do not
work in this situation. This technology, he went on to
say, is also useful for authenticating a funds transfer:
“We can ring the user. We can then ask a number
of background questions such as ‘has the SIM been
swapped? and ‘has the handset been compromised?’
Compromising the process is possible, of course, but
the fraud mechanism is made a lot more complex for
the fraudster.”
Thornhill says that Validsoft is now seeing a large
transition to mobile authentication, especially by
banking and other clients, simply because people
carry their mobile with them at all times: “Voice
authentication is a powerful proposition here. In-band
multi-factor authentication – such as the integrity
of the SIM, the integrity of the mobile device and
the context of the user – is important. But it is the
speech element that is the critical factor, but not
always essential as we can use dynamic contingency
processing to compensate,” he says.
“This is useful in a noisy environment. We can skew
the false negative line on the chart – not a total failure,
not a full confirmation. Send the user an SMS and so
skew the false negative and help our voice models
evolve using other forms of authentication.”

Voice biometrics now entering
mass market
Daniel Janulewicz, vice president of sales with the
Canadian operation of VoiceTrust GmbH, countered
Thornhill’s comments and told his audience at
Biometrics 2013 that as a science, voice biometrics is
now entering a mass-market situation.
Voice biometrics, he went on to say, is becoming
more and more accepted among users. “What we
have to find is the avenues of access that are the most
ubiquitous. We know that voice has become almost
as acceptable as signature. Fingerprints have an air
of criminality about it – this is not as acceptable,” he
says, adding that the term ‘mass market’ refers to an
undifferentiated market that may be geo-political or
global.

“ If we look at some real-world examples,
we can see this is useful for the selfcertification of benefit payments, which
is a very powerful proposition”

“If we look at a major bank like
Barclays or Bank of America,
they are now global in nature,”
he explained. Against this
backdrop, he says that
geo-political – national –
deployments are still very
useful for pension payments
and other applications.

Using a multi-factor model at this stage, he explains,
allows us to add another layer of positive security. For
example, we can ring the user’s mobile phone and
conduct a question and answer session, as well as use

Daniel Janulewicz:
the less intrusive the voice
biometrics system is, the
more acceptable it becomes.
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For this approach to succeed there has to be a balance
between customer convenience and customer security.
If you reduce fraud, he notes, you also decrease
customer convenience. And tokens are not always
the optimum choice, so it comes down to using these
techniques in high-risk transactions.

geo-location technology to ensure that the user is still
eligible for the benefit they are claiming.
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“My own belief is that the less intrusive the voice
biometrics system is, the more acceptable it becomes.
In the UK people are more pro-active – meaning
that they will speak their authentication. In Canada,
however, we see users as more passive: they
understand the system is monitoring them in the
background,” he says. “POTS [plain old telecoms
systems] are different from mobile comms, but they
both – these days – use VoIP technology.”

The user speaks and the system verifies. This is less
secure [than other security methods], but the trick is
to find a workflow that is convenient for the user to
want to use – and not too expensive for the company
concerned.”

Janulewicz went on to say that he comes from a call
centre background. “Skills-based routing – where you
know who that person is – allows you to send them to
the proper person in the call centre. With a voice call
you have little or no prior identifying information,”
he says.

“But if the transaction is a large one – say worth a
million dollars – then you really do need to push the
security side of things,” he says, adding that voice
authentication can tie into the SIP trunking allowing
easy integration into the existing telecoms system.
If there is no exact biometric match, then it will be
rejected. This approach, he adds, spots recordings.

‘This type of authenticated routing is widely used in
the financial and healthcare industries. GPOs [Group
Purchasing Organisations] can verify who the users
are – this is very important in the US and Canada
where healthcare data access is carefully controlled
under the HIPAA rules,” he says. It’s for these
reasons, he says, that financial institutions need an
audit trail of confirmation.

“ Authenticated routing is widely used in
the financial and healthcare industries.
Organisations . . . can verify who the
users are – this is very important in the
US and Canada where healthcare data
access is carefully controlled under the
HIPPA rules”
“In the US the audit trail is a lot more rigorous, since
any interaction needs to be tracked. In the case of
helpdesks, we’re seeing voice authentication a lot in
password resets. Password resets can cost as much
as 25 dollars per user. Average users can request new
passwords every three months, so the cost can easily
hit $100 a year,” he says.
“I was talking to a Staples manager recently. He
told me that 80% of calls to his call centre are about
password resets. By outsourcing to India we can
reduce the cost to $6 a transaction. That’s still $24 a
year and does not include the time cost of the person
making the request,” he says,
Against this backdrop, Janulewicz says that voice
biometrics generates a clear call log and this process
he explained, also allows people to review the call – a
classic example in this context involves retirement
homes in Canada, for example: was the caller lucid?
The problem here is that an orderly [nurse] can take a
fingerprint even if the patient is in a catatonic state.

Lucid and sober
The voice biometric, on the other hand, he adds, can
be audited as lucid and sober when the user makes
a request for a given chargeable service or facility.
“Fraud prevention is useful here – it’s a proof of life.
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Janulewicz says that, if you make the system too
complex, then users will not use it. If the system
is too expensive, on the other hand, he explained,
companies will not then use it.

If the software resides on the mobile device –
perhaps as an app or SD card – then it can sync
up with the network as and when required with
minimal interfacing with the user. “Voice biometrics
is a powerful proposition in the field of healthcare
insurance and pensions. With these type of claims,
you need to verify family members,” he says, adding
that the issue here is how to verify they are not using
each other’s cards to get access. Fraud, he added, is
not always hidden away and not discussed.
In Brazil, he joked, ATM security can be a problem for
the banks, as many Latin Americans withdraw their
cash – quite literally – using plastic explosive. Because
of this, Janulewicz says that the banks are prepared
to accept the risk and build it into their costings.
“They also actively want to stop fraud – which is why
Brazilian banks will set their currency on fire inside
the ATM if a physical fraud is detected. They really do
incinerate the money,” he says, adding that it is also
important to understand the scale of the problem –
there are only a few thousand of fraudsters in a given
country – as compared to many millions of users.
“This means that, if the fraudster calls in for a
fresh Visa card, the system can work out they are a
fraudster. They can be invited to attend a bank branch
to pick up a new card – and arrest them. Physical
security is the key here,” he says.
On top of this, he went on to say, as the demographic
ages, the industry is getting more pensioners wanting
access to their money accounts en masse. This means
we must have a biometric authentication system
that plugs into an existing IT system with minimal
invasiveness, he notes.
“By piggybacking on an existing IT system, this allows
existing authentication and security processes to be
used. This is very useful for ID verification where
elderly people are involved. It means they don’t have
to wait in the queue. We then know who that person
is and without causing any problems – this is very
convenient,” he says.
“We are also seeing a lot of risks for governments –
they do not have any money to waste. They cannot

Feature
Almog Aley-Raz:
Core algorithms
have improved
significantly in
the past few
years.

Janulewicz went on to say that in some countries it is
not unusual for people to continue to claim benefits
after the death of a relative. In such situations, he
says, a voice biometric helps to prevent fraud, as
when the person passes away, their voice biometric is
not as easy to forge by the relative.

Convenience issue
“Fingerprints are also not reliable. If people work
manually we have found they can actually lose
their fingerprints. This is not the case with voice
biometrics,” he says, adding that an additional issue
is the fact that some claimants give up because of the
convenience issue.

“ At Nuance we developed our vector
technology two years ago, which can
now test all the permutations required
to authenticate or verify a user in real
time. Previously this couldn’t be achieved
within the required real-time timeframe”

“In Mexico, for example, we have found that almost
a million people dropped out of the retirement claims
process as they did not want to wait in line. People
didn’t enrol for various reasons,” he says.

This speed increase is largely thanks to the fact that
the iVector platform tests and analyses the templates
as they are created, generating a vPrint analysis for
each template.

“Using photo ID security, however, we have been able
to verify who they are. A secure verification process
operating twice a year is better than 12 insecure
verifications taking place every year,” he added.

This means that, when a database of templates is
then compared to a real-time voiceprint from a caller,
the software can process as many as 10,000 vPrints
in a faction of second, rather than re-analysing each
template individually – as has been the case with
voice biometric authentication technologies in the
past.

The veteran opinion
According to Almog Aley-Raz, general manager
and vice president of voice biometrics and security
solutions with Nuance Communications, voice
biometrics offers the financial services business
access to a range of automated security options –
with all the economies that this automation brings
with it – but the technology is not without its teething
problems.
Aley-Raz, who is a veteran of the voice biometrics
industry with experience dating back two decades,
is perhaps best known for being CEO of voice
biometrics specialist PerSay, a company he helped
spin off from Comverse Technology subsidiary Verint
Systems back in 2000. Ten years later, in 2010, Nuance
Communications acquired PerSay, and Aley-Raz
assumed his current position with the company.
A major issue on the technology front of voice
biometrics is that implementers need to tweak the
trade-off between the false positives and the false
negatives – a task that has been made considerably
easier in recent years thanks to the advances made in
the voice biometrics software analysis field.
“Core algorithms have improved significantly in the
past few years. Here at Nuance we developed our
vector technology two years ago, which can now
test all the permutations required to authenticate or
verify a user in real time. Previously this couldn’t be
achieved within the required real-time timeframe,”
says Aley-Raz.

This speed advantage, he explains, is especially
important when you are dealing with a user in a
noisy environment, as the search and comparison
algorithms can adapt the task at hand many times
over – and all in real time.
“This process can be set to execute automatically or
semi-automatically, meaning that the user’s template
can be verified – or denied – in a relatively short
space of time,” he says, adding that over the past
decade, the main research into voice biometrics has
been into what is known as text analysis where the
resultant text (and allied data) is analysed in order to
verify the user is who they claim to be.
“[At PerSay and Nuance] we have focused on the
automated analysis side of the voice biometrics
technology rather than this text analysis process. The
result is that our technology can be used in a wide
range of analytical situations,” he says.

Outbound calls
“What this means that we can use our technology
for outbound call and voice analysis technology,
rather than purely inbound calling situations. This
is very useful for mobile users, as you can automate
an outbound calling service that operates as a
highly pro-active platform for adding extra layers of
verification and security,” he added.
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normally build fraud into the service cost, unlike the
banks. Enrolment [in this context] is crucial. If you
mistakenly enrol them, then that person is completely
in the system,” he says. “If you are tight on the
enrolment process of security you can ensure lower
rates of fraud through the entire system,” he added.
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Aley-Raz says that this flexibility has allowed PerSay
– and Nuance – to evolve its technology beyond its
technical analysis origins and become a supplier
of automated systems. The core platform is
based on the Linux operating system, but it
is important to understand that the rapid
analysis and verification technology that
PerSay developed – and is now being
developed further by Nuance – has
allowed the technology platform he
helped to create to move beyond its
voice biometrics origins.
“We are now developing the
technology into an highly
sophisticated anti-fraud platform that
has voice biometrics at its heart,”
he says, adding that in May 2013 the
Barclays Wealth call centre started
using this voice recognition technology
to securely identify some of its customers
over the phone.
The move, he explained, means that customers
of Barclays’ private banking division can access
their accounts without the need to answer multiple
security questions.
Where previously, a ‘knowledge-based authentication’
methodology could be viewed as intrusive and
cumbersome – as high-rolling customers often forgot
the answers to security questions such as ‘What is
the name of your favourite pet?’ and ‘Who was your
best childhood friend?’ – the voice biometrics system
sits in the background to the operator call and makes
client calls shorter.

“Where previously, a ‘knowledge-based
authentication’ methodology could be
viewed as intrusive and cumbersome –
as high-rolling customers often forgot
the answers to security questions such
as ‘What is the name of your favourite
pet?’ and ‘Who was your best childhood
friend?’ – the voice biometrics system sits
in the background to the operator call and
makes client calls shorter”
“We call this technology Free Speech, and it allows an
organisation to analyse the call – in the background
– as an aid to fraud detection, leaving the human
operators to get on with dealing with the client’s
wishes. This is pure voice biometrics, and not voice
stress analysis,” he says.
Barclays has claimed that the FreeSpeech platform can
identify a person after just 20-30 seconds of natural
conversation, with the software matching a person’s
voice to a pre-recorded individual voiceprint on file

Voice biometrics
waveform.

and silently letting the Barclays employee at the other
end of the phone know when the customer has been
verified. If the person’s voice cannot be verified in real
time, then a member of the Barclays customer service
team will ask traditional security questions.
Aley-Raz went on to say that this technology has
also been developed to the point where data flowing
across the entire voice biometrics analysis platform
– or platforms – can be clustered to detect attack
patterns for an organisation as a whole.
Analysing a fraud attack on a voice biometrics system
of a financial organisation is now required because
fraud has become a full-time profession for the
criminals concerned.
“What is now happening is that the fraudsters are
now attacking entire banking systems sequentially.
We originally developed this clustering analysis
technology for a Big Five top US bank,” he says.

Customer satisfaction
The technology generates many more benefits than
the basic anti-fraud and fraud attack detection side
of affairs. In the case of Barclays Wealth, agent and
customer satisfaction levels have risen significantly as
a result of the introduction of FreeSpeech.
These customer and client satisfaction levels are in
addition to the cost savings that are generated from
the introduction of the FreeSpeech platform. “Many
clients have been surprised by the rise in satisfaction
levels, and not just the cost savings,” he says.

This article was first published in the April 2014 edition of Biometric Technology Today.
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Qualcomm Ultra-Scan™ technology
blends Qualcomm’s ubiquitous connectivity,
multi-sensor integration and processing capabilities,
with Ultra-Scan’s patented Appendix F certified
fingerprint technology. The result is a small,
lightweight, low power 4-finger ultrasonic slap
and roll sensor capable of worldwide IAFIS/
ABIS connectivity, in mobile or desktop form
factors. These devices deliver unsurpassed image
quality and near perfect capture rates under all
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Find out more at:
www.qualcomm.com

Biometix Pty Ltd

British Institute of Technology and E-Commerce

Biometix is one of the most experienced biometric
analysis company in the industry. Since 1999
we have been involved with many significant
international biometric projects providing:

A catalyst organisation, bringing together talent, industry and
government. We specialise in capacity building, consulting on
strategies and solutions. The British Institute of Technology and
E-commerce is one of the leading private university sector providers in
the UK, and is recognised as such by the UK Quality Assurance Agency.
It is accredited to BS ISO 9001 and BS ISO 2701. BITE Biometric
Consulting offers a range of services including criminological case
studies and ISO standardisations to curb identity theft.

• Audit and Consulting: Identifying how to
improve performance, reduce costs, improve
workflow and enhance security.
• Reporting: Our award-winning Biometric
Reporting and Dash-boarding Tool, Performix,
can provide standardised reports or
investigative insights.

Find out more at:
www.bite.ac.uk

• Vulnerability and Penetration Tests: Investigate,
test and mitigate risks against fake biometrics or
other security related threats.

Find out more at:
www.biometix.com

Cognitec Systems
Cognitec develops market-leading face recognition
technology and applications for enterprise and
government customers around the world. Various
independent evaluation tests have proven the
premier performance of the FaceVACS® software.
Cognitec’s portfolio includes products for facial
image database search, video screening and
analytics, border control, ICAO compliant photo
capturing and facial image quality assessment.
Corporate headquarters are located in Dresden,
Germany; other offices are in Miami, FL; Rockland,
MA; and Sydney, Australia.

Find out more at:
www.cognitec.com

VFS Global
VFS Global is the world’s largest outsourcing and technology services
specialist for governments and diplomatic missions worldwide. The
company manages visa and passport issuance-related administrative
and non-judgemental tasks for its client governments, which enables
governments to focus entirely on the critical task of assessment. With
1369 Application Centres and operations in 115 countries across five
continents, VFS Global serves the interests of 45 client governments.
The company has successfully processed over 86 million applications
since its inception in 2001.
The company’s highly differentiated solutions include dedicated
visa and passport application centres, front-office service centres,
information services (call centres), web-based modules (for
appointment scheduling and online payment collection), biometrics
(enrolment services and development of end-to-end solutions)
verification/legalisation/attestation, among others.
VFS currently serves 17 client governments across 67 countries with
over 18 million biometric enrolments completed as at 30 June 2014.
VFS Global’s capabilities in biometrics now extend beyond enrolment
services to development of end-to-end Identity Management Solutions
such as Multi Mission Model, Single Tenancy solution, and Mobile
Biometrics and Authentication systems.

Find out more at:
www.vfsglobal.com
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audit and performance assessments

Biometix has been performance
testing and optimising the leading
biometric products for clients
globally since 1999.
Biometix is proudly independent
and provides support throughout
the entire biometric system lifecycle.

big data, reporting and analysis
vulnerability and penetration testing
biometric data sharing and interoperability

To find what Biometix can offer you talk with Dr Ted Dunstone during Biometrics 2014.
Dr Dunstone will be speaking in the exhibition hall at 11:00am Sep 22.
Or contact Dr Dunstone via email or telephone.
ted@biometix.com +44 2 032 397 470

www.biometix.com

British Institute
of Technology & E-commerce

55-59 Oxford Street, London W1D 2EQ

The British Institute of Technology & E-commerce is a catalyst organisation, bringing together knowledge,
industry and government. We specialise in capacity building, consulting on strategies and solutions. We
provide impartial, independent advice to organisations that deal with personal identity for corporate and
national security purposes.
Our services are global, with particular focus on the gulf cooperation countries. Our experts have worked
with government departments in the UK, UAE and Singapore and specialise in law enforcement, homeland
security, money laundering, border securities, banks and financial institutions.
BITE Biometric Consulting offers a range of criminological and academic research papers and case studies to
support crime control options, as well as surveys and ISO standardisations to curb identity theft.
•
Cyber Forensics
•
Identity Forensics
•
Biometric Auditor Certificate
We also provide training on biometric data management and biometric auditor CPD, this includes leadership,
industry updates, best practice, and privacy aspects of implementing biometrics into public and private
sector environments from an internal and external perspective.
For more information or a meeting with one of our experts,
please contact us on 0203 288 3101 or email farmer@bite.ac.uk

@biteuk

Official British Institute
of Technology & E-commerce

ebitemedia

Exhibitor Profiles
STAND: F165

Abilma GmbH

British Institute of Technology
and E-commerce
New Connection

Abilma GmbH is a newly formed company, concentrating
on portable combined biometric devices. This is a new
generation of multimodal devices, including finger slap
or palm print live scanner, camera, voice recording and
passport reader. The product is designed to be used at
any place and any time.
Products and Services
• AFIS/Livescan
• Document reader
• Enrolment architecture
• Fingerprint

• Face
• Mobile biometric device
• Multimodal

Contact Information
• Claus Rubner • Tel: +49 37438 21727
• Email: email@abilma.com
• Web: www.abilma.com

STAND: W90

Aware Inc.
Aware provides COTS, standards-based biometrics
software for applications including law enforcement,
border management, defense, and credentialing. Our
products include SDKs, workstation applications (.NET
and browser-based), BioComponents (controls/applets),
Biometric Services Platform (BioSP™), and Nexa™
biometric matching SDKs. Each product provides granular,
modular functionality and is available a la carte. They
perform a wide range of critical biometric functions for
fingerprint, face, and iris modalities, including image autocapture, hardware abstraction, data formatting, workflow,
and biometric matching.
Products and Services
• AFIS/Livescan
• Enrolment architecture
• Fingerprint
• Face

•
•
•
•

Hand
Iris
Middleware
Multimodal

Contact Information
• David Benini • Tel: +1 781 687 0306
• Email: dbenini@aware.com • Web: www.aware.com

STAND: B520

Biometrics Institute
The Biometrics Institute is an independent not-for-profit
membership organisation, founded in 2001 with funding
from the Australian government. Its mission is to be a
forum for biometric users and other interested parties
and to facilitate the responsible use of biometrics. It has
over 160 member organisations in the public and private
sector from Australia, New Zealand, Europe, USA and
Asia/Pacific. It offers biometric vulnerability and privacy
impact assessments in addition to other member services.
Products and Services
• Education and Training

Contact Information

A catalyst organisation, bringing together talent,
industry and government. We specialise in capacity
building, consulting on strategies and solutions.
The British Institute of Technology and E-commerce is
one of the leading private university sector providers
in the UK and is recognised as such by the UK Quality
Assurance Agency. It is accredited to BS ISO 9001 and
BS ISO 2701.
BITE Biometric Consulting offers a range of services
including criminological case studies and ISO
standardisations to curb identity theft.
Products and Services
• Emerging biometrics
• Mobile biometric device
• Smart card/On-card matching
• Consulting
• Education and training

Contact Information
• Tel: +44 20 3288 3101
• Email: biometrics@bite.ac.uk
• Web: www.bite.ac.uk

STAND: B512

CMITech
CMITech provides compact, easy to use and costeffective iris biometrics systems for tomorrow’s
enrolment, ID management and physical access control
deployments. The company offers a full range of product
configurations, including the BMT-20 binoculars type
camera for large-scale enrolment, the EMX-30 USB-based
desktop and countertop imager, and the new EMA30 physical access control system with an embedded
processor and on-board encoding and matching.
All products deliver exceptional image quality for
optimized matching accuracy with outstanding subject
usability, making them ideal for the widest range of
governmental and commercial applications.
Products and Services
• Iris
• Liveness detection

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Philip P Tusa
Tel: +1 408 391 2929
Email: ptusa@cmi-tech.com
Web: www.cmi-tech.com

• Isabelle Moeller • Email: manager@biometricsinstitute.org
• Web: www.biometricsinstitute.org
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STAND: B450

Exhibitor Profiles

STAND: F130

STAND: F330

Cognitec Systems

Daon

Cognitec develops market-leading face recognition
technology and applications for enterprise and
government customers around the world. Various
independent evaluation tests have proven the premier
performance of the FaceVACS® software. Cognitec’s
portfolio includes products for facial image database
search, video screening and analytics, border control,
ICAO-compliant photo capturing and facial image
quality assessment. Corporate headquarters are located
in Dresden, Germany; other offices are in Miami, FL;
Rockland, MA; and Sydney, Australia.

Daon is a leading global provider of award-winning
Identity Lifecycle and Identity Intelligence solutions.
Our industry-leading thought leadership in identity
and biometric assurance software has fuelled national
security programs managing over 800 million identities
in Australia, Europe, Africa, the Middle East, Asia,
and the Americas. Daon customers require enterprise
solutions providing the highest levels of privacy, security,
performance, scalability, and reliability available today.
Our international reputation for excellence stems from
a deep understanding of our customers’ requirements,
an innovative product suite powered by an open COTS
platform, and an unparalleled depth of technical industry
expertise. Staffed by a team of highly experienced
engineers and consultants with deep domain knowledge
and a lifetime of experience in this industry, Daon
solutions set the standard for excellence in identity
lifecycle solutions.

Products and Services
• Emerging biometrics
• Enrolment architecture
• Face
• Liveness detection
• Middleware

Products and Services
• AFIS/Livescan
• Emerging biometrics
• Enrolment architecture
• Fingerprint
• Face
• Hand
• Iris
• Liveness detection

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Dr Jürgen Pampus
Tel: +49 351 862 920
Email: info@cognitec.com
Web: www.cognitec.com

Cross Match Technologies
Cross Match Technologies, Inc. is a leading provider
of biometric identity management solutions. Through
our recent merger with DigitalPersona, Inc., we
provide customers with unrivalled biometric enrollment
and authentication solutions that draw on a deep
understanding of the customer’s unique identity
management challenges. Offerings are tailored specifically
for government, defense, law enforcement, banking, retail
and corporate enterprise, and include software, hardware,
and related services addressing multiple biometric
technologies. Our solutions support mobile or stationary
applications and encompass fingerprint, palm and iris
scanners; facial capture systems; secure document
readers; AFIS/ABIS systems; enrollment, matching and
custom software; and related professional services.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hand
Iris
Liveness detection
Middleware
Mobile biometric device
Multimodal

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Middleware
Mobile biometric device
Multimodal
Signature
Smart card/
On-card matching
• Vein
• Voice

Contact Information

STAND: B420

Products and Services
• AFIS/Livescan
• Document reader
• Emerging biometrics
• Enrolment architecture
• Fingerprint
• Face

•
•
•
•
•

Meredith Dwyer
Tel: +1 561 622 4605
Email: international-sales@crossmatch.com
Web: www.crossmatch.com

•
•
•
•

Clive Bourke
Tel: +353 18181640
Email: sales@daon.com
Web: www.daon.com

STAND: F320

Dermalog
The German software company is a global market leader
in biometric solutions. With products ranging from hightech AFIS and border control systems to the most secure
identity card in the world, DERMALOG has more than
20 years’ experience in the research and development
of biometric products and procedures. The Automated
Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) is the company’s
core product. It achieves highest possible identification
and hit rates in service – in small and large databases.
Products and Services
• AFIS/Livescan
• Document reader
• Emerging biometrics
• Enrolment architecture
• Fingerprint
• Hand

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Liveness detection
Middleware
Mobile biometric device
Multimodal
Signature
Smart card/
On-card matching

Henning Nehse
Tel: +49 40 4132270
Email: henning.nehse@dermalog.com
Web: www.dermalog.com
THE BIOMETRICS
INNOVATION LEADER
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Elsevier

FingerQ
New Connection

Elsevier is a leading international publisher of Computer
Science journals, books and electronic products.
By delivering first class information and innovative tools,
we continue to refine our portfolio to serve the research
need of industry professionals, researchers and students
worldwide.
We are proud to play an integral part within the computer
science community and to participate in the advancement
of this field.
Visit our booth F123 to meet publishers and view the latest
journal information on biometrics.
We look forward to meeting you!
Products and Services
• Education and training

Contact Information
• Suzanne Abbott, Journal Publisher,
Computer Science, Security and Robotics
• Email: s.abbott@elsevier.com
• Web: www.elsevier.com/computerscience

FingerQ is a subsidiary of the World Wide Touch
Technology Group (WWTT), a publically listed company
in Hong Kong (1282.HK). ‘F ingerQ Platform and PrivacQ
Products’ is a unique, patented technology that creates
a new era of biometric authentication communication,
allowing the user to manage identify authentication,
identify protection, fraud prevention, and security for
highly confidential on-line applications. This platform
is designed to work with mobile devices with popular
operating systems.
Products and Services
• Emerging biometrics
• Enrolment architecture
• Fingerprint
• Face
• Mobile biometric device
• Voice

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Tony Tan
Tel: +853 2832 1315, or +853 2832 1316
Email: tonytan@fingerq.com.mo
Web: www.fingerq.com

STAND: F150

STAND: F245

Facebanx

Fuel3D Technologies Ltd
New Connection

Facebanx provides identification and verification
biometric solutions. Facebanx has devised a unique
combination of face recognition, voice recognition and
document verification that will allow your organization
to cut costs, improve onboarding rates, and reduce your
levels of fraudulent activity. Facebanx is the first software
developer to devise a fully integrated CRM video chat
system that includes face recognition, voice recognition
and ID document capture all within one application.
Products and Services
• Document reader
• Emerging biometrics
• Face
• Liveness detection
• Middleware
• Mobile biometric device
• Multimodal
• Voice

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Matthew Silverstone/Steve Cook
Tel: +44 207 387 6499
Email: contact@facebanx.com
Web: www.facebanx.com

Fuel3D have developed the Fuel3D handheld scanner,
a point-and-shoot 3D imaging system that captures
extremely high resolution mesh and colour information
of objects.
Born in Oxford University, Fuel3D is developed by
an expert team of hardware and software engineers
and scientists. Originally developed for the medical
imaging sector, Fuel3D’s technology is being adapted
for the broader 3D market, with the goal of bringing the
benefits of point-and-shoot 3D imaging to consumers and
professionals alike.
Products and Services
• Fingerprint
• Face
• Hand
• Mobile biometric devices

Contact Information
• Tel: +44 (0)844 870 8659
• Email: info@fuel-3d.com
• Web: www.fuel-3d.com
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STAND: F220

STAND: F135

Fujitsu Technology Solutions

Hitachi Ltd

Fujitsu is the leading Japanese information and
communication technology (ICT) company offering a full
range of technology products, solutions and services.

Hitachi offers a range of security-related solutions
including a biometric system based on the award-winning
Finger Vein Authentication system. Hitachi’s technology
provides a key element of the Identity Assurance process
by delivering a fast, accurate, and commercially useable
biometric test of identity.

Fujitsu provides high security ID Management Solutions
for a wide range of applications based on Fujitsu’s palm
vein technology.
PalmSecure™ technology has been deployed worldwide
in a wide range of vertical markets, including Security,
Banking, Healthcare, Enterprises and Education.
• Access control
• Time & Attendance
• Identity Management
• SAP Biolock

• 2 Factor Authentication
• Login/SSO
• Compliant Archiving

Products and Services
• Multimodal
• Smart card/On-card matching
• Vein

Products and Services
• Emerging biometrics
• Vein

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

John Gilbert
Tel: +44 1628 585581
Email: john.gilert@hitachi-eu.com
Web: www.hitachi.eu/veinid/

Contact Information
• Jhelanie Ahmed
• Tel: +44 08433541795
• Email: jhelanie.ahmed@ts.fujitsu.com
• Web: https://www.fujitsu.com/fts/solutions/
business-technology/security/palmsecure

STAND: F240

STAND: B400

Gradiant
New Connection

Icon UK - Xyzmo e-Signature
Solutions
New Connection

Gradiant is a private R&D Centre located in Vigo (Spain)
with 93 engineers (23 with PhDs). Gradiant brings you
multiplatform solutions for face, handwritten signature
and speaker recognition.
• Face: Created for mobile scenarios, with embedded
real-time processing; liveness detection; fully
compatible templates between computer and
smartphones.
• Signature: Dynamic signature for improved
performance; compatible with signature tablets and
smartphones; configurable enrollment and security
levels; detection of easy-to-forge signatures and
template coherence.
• Speaker: Text-independent verification; text-dependent
liveness check.
Products and Services
• Face
• Liveness detection
• Multimodal
• Signature
• Voice

• Real-time identification for fraud avoidance;
• Strongest UK/EU legal evidential weight;
• Secure, standards-based eSignature portfolio.
Step-change efficiencies and opportunities for paper
replacement in every sector and use including
compliance, sales/service productivity, QA, citizenship,
mobile working, contracting, on-boarding, risk
management, etc.
Dynamic biometric signature profiles from xyzmo have
‘significant’ advantages over static biometrics. Explore
your ROI and why consumers prefer handwritten
biometric e-signatures.
Products and Services
• Enrolment architecture
• Mobile biometric device
• Signature

Contact Information

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Handwritten Biometric e-Signature solutions for
managing identity and increasing efficiency with:

•
•
•
•

Daniel Ramos
Tel: +34 627 53 40 09
Email: dramos@gradiant.org
Web: www.gradiant.org and
www.biometricsbygradiant.com
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Chris Jones
Tel: +44 1256 760042
Email: info@Icon-UK.net
Web: www.icon-uk.net
and www.xyzmo.com

Exhibitor
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Lumidigm

MODI Modular Digits GmbH

Lumidigm, a global leader in authentication solutions, is
dedicated to enabling convenient, secure, and reliable
identification of people, products and credentials. Our
multispectral imaging technology, innovative software
and biometric fingerprint sensors allow customers to
know ‘who’ to a high degree of certainty. Call Lumidigm
for fingerprint sensors and authentication solutions
needed for banking, healthcare, commercial and
government applications. Lumidigm is part of HID Global,
an ASSA ABLOY Group brand, and is headquartered in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA.

MODI GmbH is a German company which has specialized
in identification products for more than 10 years and
has developed a revolutionary camera technology – the
Adomo® Technology. Based on this proven technology,
MODI has designed its future vision of high-speed
entrance control for high security areas and ABC gates
with outstanding features. MODI is a partner in the
FastPass research project of the European Commission,
which has the aim of harmonizing Europe’s air-, sea- and
land borders.

Products and Services
• Document reader
• Emerging biometrics
• Fingerprint
• Liveness detection
• Mobile biometric device
• Multimodal

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Bill Spence
Tel: +1 505 272 7057
Email: sales@lumidigm.com
Web: www.lumidigm.com

Products and Services
• Enrolment architecture
• Face
• Liveness detection
• Mobile biometric device

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Dieter Klawunder
Tel: +49 2261 915520
Email: info@modi-gmbh.de
Web: www.modi-gmbh.de
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STAND: F230

STAND: B512

NexID Biometrics

Smart Sensors Ltd

With founders among the world’s leading authorities
on anti-spoofing and biometric liveness detection,
NexID Biometrics is a leading software and technology
supplier to the biometric-authentication industry. NexID
develops and licenses liveness-detection software
that enables fingerprint-scanning technologies to
authenticate scanned images more accurately, and
with greater confidence, by mitigating spoof-related
risks. The company also provides testing and analysis
of fingerprint-scanning devices to identify existing
vulnerabilities to known spoofing strategies.

Smart Sensors Ltd offers software, know-how and
licensing so integrators can deploy the precision of
iris recognition biometrics in cost-effective solutions
that authenticate each person’s unique ID. Our tools
for iris feature extraction, biometric key creation and
fast-matching operate on many product and processor
platforms. The company works with a wide range of
channel partners who produce products and systems
that are sold internationally into applications as diverse
as secure hands-free access control, military force
protection and automated border crossing.

Products and Services
• AFIS/Livescan
• Emerging biometrics
• Fingerprint
• Liveness detection
• Mobile biometric device

Products and Services
• Iris
• Liveness detection
• Middleware
• Mobile biometric device
• Smart card/On-card matching

Contact Information

Contact Information

•
•
•
•

Mark Cornett
Tel: +1 315 212 4376
Email: mark.cornett@nexidbiometrics.com
Web: www.nexidbiometrics.com

•
•
•
•

Martin George
Tel: +44 1225 388 690
Email: martin@smartsensors.co.uk
Web: www.smartsensors.co.uk

STAND: F160
STAND: F250

SMUFS Biometric Solutions
New Connection

Qualcomm
New Connection

SMUFS Biometric Solutions (SBS) is an Israeli startup,
developing and manufacturing unique mobile biometric
hardware and software solutions, for integrators and endusers, primarily in the mobile domain. SBS makes this a
reality by developing a new generation of ultra-reliable,
ultra-secure and mobile biometric fingerprint scanner
that safeguards individual identity, while making solutions
more economically viable.

Qualcomm Ultra-Scan™ technology blends Qualcomm’s
ubiquitous connectivity, multi-sensor integration and
processing capabilities, with Ultra-Scan’s patented
Appendix F certified fingerprint technology. The result is a
small, lightweight, low power 4-finger ultrasonic slap and
roll sensor capable of worldwide IAFIS/ABIS connectivity,
in mobile or desktop form factors. These devices deliver
unsurpassed image quality and near perfect capture
rates under all environmental conditions. Visit our booth
F250 to preview our new Ultra-Scan Sensor Technology
and see for yourself why Qualcomm continues to set the
standard for wireless technology innovation.
• Iris
Products and Services
• Mobile biometric device
• AFIS/Livescan
• Multimodal
• Emerging biometrics
• Vein
• Enrolment architecture
• Voice
• Fingerprint
• Face

Contact Information
• Valerie Hayes
• Tel: +1 858 658 2773 or +1 877 461 4411
• Email: vhayes@qti.qualcomm.com or
qgov@qualcomm.com
• Web: www.qualcomm.com

SBS SMUFS, Secured Mobile Universal Fingerprint
Scanner, is a compact, self-powered, standalone device.
It works with most smartphones and tablets, and is iOS
android and windows compatible. Suitable for demanding
1:N identification challenges, on the field, through a
biometric server, or over a GPRS network. SMUFS can
be also used in remote areas in ‘offline mode’, when no
internet or GPRS services are available.
SBS works with integrators from all around the globe,
which develop custom APPs for their customers, based
on a rich SMUFS’s SDK. SBS also supplies end-to-end
solutions based on our SMUFS devices.
Products and Services
• AFIS/Livescan
• Enrolment architecture

• Fingerprint
• Mobile biometric device

Contact Information
•
•
•
•
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Oren Epstein
Tel: +972 8 699 7148 or +972 50 526 1771
Email: oren@smufsbio.com
Web: www.smufsbio.com
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SRI International Sarnoff

Techshino Europe Technology B.V.

SRI offers field-proven biometric solutions that deliver
exceptional security without compromising throughput
or ease of use. From handheld systems to walkthrough
portals, the Iris on the Move® (IOM) product suite
provides indoor/outdoor identity verification at
unprecedented speeds and distances. SRI’s industry
leading IOM technology allows aviation authorities
to accelerate screening processes while increasing
overall safety.

As a total solution provider, Techshino is a high-tech
company providing products and services for biometric
identification (face, fingerprint and iris) and data security.
With 17 years of experience in the biometric identification
industry, Techshino has accumulated 6 billion uses of
devices and has 700,000 devices in operation. In 2009,
Techshino’s core iris recognition algorithm won the
second place in NICE II.

Products and Services
• Emerging biometrics
• Iris
• Mobile biometric device
• Multimodal

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Customer Support
Tel: +1 609 734 2553
Email: info@sri.com
Web: www.sri.com

Products and Services
• AFIS/Livescan
• Emerging biometrics
• Enrolment architecture
• Fingerprint
• Face
• Iris
• Liveness detection
• Middleware
• Mobile biometric device
• Multimodal

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Trijnie Vlietstra
Tel: +31 (0) 702210072
Email: trijnie.vlietstra@techshino.com
Web: en.techshino.com

STAND: F144

STAND: B400

IET – The Institute of Engineering and Technology

Wacom

The IET provides a wealth of biometrics research through IET Biometrics;
our peer-reviewed research journal. The IET publishes a wide scope of
research that encompasses the interdisciplinary nature of the field. While
focusing on the core technological issues, the journal encompasses
human factors, data security and database technologies, and takes into
consideration the associated psychological and physiological issues.

Wacom, a global company with its HQ
in Japan, is a market leader for pen input
solutions.

Also published by The IET, Age Factors in Biometric Processing, which is
available in print, text or eBook format.
As a membership organisation, the IET, is Europe’s largest professional
body of engineers with almost 160,000 members in 127 countries. With
a publishing portfolio of 28 journals and over 400 eBooks, alongside
IET Inspec, and IET.tv, the world’s largest online archive of engineering
and technology video content, the IET’s extensive collection provides
a collaboration of research and information in a broad spectrum of
engineering and technology fields for the academic and research audience.
Products and Services
• AFIS/Livescan
• Document reader
• Emerging biometrics
• Enrolment architecture
• Fingerprint
• Face

•
•
•
•
•

Hand
Iris
Liveness detection
Middleware
Mobile biometric
device

• Multimodal
• Signature
• Smart card/
On-card matching
• Vein
• Voice

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Kruna Vukmirovic, Executive Editor (IET Research Journals)
Tel: +44 1438 765504
Email: kvukmirovic@theiet.org
Web: www.ietdl.org/journals
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Wacom´s patented technology is perfect
for capturing handwritten signatures as it
works with a high resolution and accuracy.
The pads are installed in many different
scenarios/applications, which include:
POS, ePayment, electronic passports,
insurance, banking and hotel check-in.
With Wacom signature pads, customers
optimise, highly secure and facilitate their
digital workflows wherever documents are
filled out, signed and verified.
Products and Services
• Signature

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Mark Hoole
Tel: +44 7985508714
Email: mark.hoole@wacom.eu
Web: signature.wacom.eu

Exhibitor Profiles

STAND: W60

Seminar Programme
biometricsLive

Wednesday 22 October 2014 – Seminar Theatre: Whittle Room
11:00

11:30

A case study of an open source, standards based multimodal biometric data brokerage solution, connecting
disparate biometric systems
Ted Dunstone, Managing Director, Biometix Pty Ltd., Australia
Android Bio-warp communication using cybernetic techniques for mobiles
Muhammad Farmer, Chief Executive, British Institute of Technology & E-commerce, UK

12:00

The importance of human factors in iris biometrics
Martin George, CEO, Smart Sensors Ltd, UK

12:30

Next generation mobile fingerprint sensor technology: LES is more
Thomas Buss, Business Development Executive and Strategic Advisor, Integrated Biometrics LLC, USA

13:00

Handwritten biometric electronic signatures deliver real-time identity assurance
Chris Jones, Managing Director, Icon UK xyzmo e-signature solutions, UK

13:30

New age solutions for governments and diplomatic missions worldwide
Christabel Silva, Head - Global Account Management, VFS Global, UK

New Connections
Short presentations from our New Connections Exhibitors
14:45

FingerQ

15:00

Fuel3D

15:15

Gradiant

15:30

Qualcomm

15:45

SMUFS

Thursday 23 October 2014 – Seminar Theatre: Whittle Room
New Connections
Short presentations from our New Connections Exhibitors
11:15

SMUFS

11:30

Qualcomm

11:45

Gradiant

12:00

Fuel3D

12:15

FingerQ

13:30

Mobile devices as a part of corporate infrastructure: An analysis of security threats and review of preventive
measures in information intensive environment
Mr Jameel Qadri, Quality Manager, British Institute of Technology & E-commerce, UK
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07.30 - 09.00 Registration
MOUNTBATTEN ROOM The Future of Identity Starts Here!
Biometric Academic Research and Innovation

09.00

Welcome to Biometrics 2014: The future of identity starts here!
Isabelle Moeller, Chief Executive, Biometrics Institute; Conference Chair, Biometrics 2014
Nigel Clear, Commercial Director Conferences, Science & Technology, Elsevier, UK

09.10

Session Moderator’s Introduction

09.15

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: Human cognition, technology, and the human element
in distributed cognition
Itiel Dror, Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience, Department of Psychology,
University College London, UK

09.40

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: Automatic analysis of face and facial expressions
Maja Pantic, Professor of Affective & Behavioural Computing, Chair of the
Intelligent Behaviour Understanding Group (iBUG), Imperial College London, UK

Itiel Dror

10.05 - 10.30 Refreshment Break
10.3012.30

MOUNTBATTEN ROOM Biometric Academic Research and Innovation continued

12 speakers reveal the latest biometrics research with a focus on pattern recognition, mobility and forensics.
See the onsite information boards for full programme details for this session.

12.30 - 13.30 Lunch
MOUNTBATTEN ROOM Setting the Scene for the Future of Identity

Session Moderator: Arron Baker, Senior Business Representative – IGMS, Office of
DCE-Immigration, Immigration New Zealand; Chairman & Director, Biometrics Institute

13.30

Session Moderator's Introduction

13.40

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: Biometrics going forward
Brendan Crean, Programme Director, Home Office Biometrics
Programme, Home Office, UK

14.10

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: The mobile wave: The world has changed
Roy Vella, Mobile Evangelist & Entreprenuer, V2 Ltd, UK

14.40

Fraud in the digital age
Richard Hurley, Communications Manager, CIFAS –
The UK’s Fraud Prevention Service, UK

Brendan Crean

Roy Vella

15.00 – 15.30 Afternoon Refreshment Break
MOUNTBATTEN ROOM The New Mobile Paradigm

Session Moderator: Terry Hartmann, Vice President, Security Solutions & Industry Applications, Unisys, USA

15.30

Session Moderator’s Introduction

15.35

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: Making the digital experience secure and personal
Vlad Botic, Chief Technology Officer - Europe, EHQ Enterprise Business Operations, Samsung Electronics EHQ, UK

16.05

Discussion Session: Mobility rules – How will it affect the future of identity?
Moderator: Terry Hartmann, Vice President, Security Solutions & Industry Applications, Unisys, USA
PANELLISTS
Device perspective: Vlad Botic, Chief Technology Officer - Europe, EHQ Enterprise Business Operations, Samsung
Electronics EHQ, UK
Operator perspective: Peter Gunning, Business Development, Identity Services, End User Technology & Security, BT
Technology, Service & Operations, UK
Privacy perspective: Emma Carr, Deputy Director, Big Brother Watch, UK
Industry perspective: Brett McDowell, Executive Director, FIDO Alliance, USA
Ujjwal Sabharwal, Head of R&D and Product Management, Sagem Morpho Security Pvt Ltd, India

DISCUSSION

Conference Programme

Session Moderator: Kevin Bowyer, College of Engineering,
University of Notre Dame, USA

17.15 End of Day One
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Wednesday 22 October 2014
MOUNTBATTEN ROOM Identity as a Service – Lessons Learnt from Government
Session Moderator: Arron Baker, Senior Business Representative – IGMS, Office of DCE-Immigration,
Immigration New Zealand; Chairman & Director, Biometrics Institute

09.05

Short Presentations and Discussion:
Country perspectives on emerging biometric
uses in identity management
Moderator: Arron Baker, Senior Business
Representative – IGMS, Office of DCE-Immigration,
Immigration New Zealand; Chairman & Director,
Biometrics Institute
Identity, privacy and online services –
A New Zealand example

DISCUSSION

Session Moderator’s Introduction
PANELLISTS
Biometric interoperability – An Australian perspective
Andrew Rice, Assistant Secretary Cyber and Identity
Security Branch, Australian Government Attorney-General’s
Department (AG) – Cyber & Identity Security Branch, Australia
UK ID Assurance Programme
David Rennie, Identity Assurance Programme,
Government Digital Service, Cabinet Office, UK
Revolutionising security in the UAE through the use of
biometric technology and developing a comprehensive
framework to address identity, trust and security in
eGovernment by the Emirates Identity Authority
zMuhammad Farmer, CEO and Founder, British Institute of
Technology & E-commerce, UK
Biometrics and privacy policy – An Israeli perspective
Ram Walzer Avidar, Biometric Applications Commissioner,
Prime Minister’s Office, Israel

10.50 – 11.20 Refreshment Break
ELIZABETH WINDSOR ROOM
Secure Transactions in Financial Services

MOUNTBATTEN ROOM
ID at Borders & the Future of Travel

Session Moderator: David Birch, Ambassador,
Consult Hyperion, UK

Session Moderator: Mark Crego,
Global Managing Director, Accenture Border
and Identity Services, Accenture, USA
11.20

Session Moderator’s Introduction

11.25

Update from the European Commission on
SmartBorders and Biometrics
Richard Rinkens, Head of Biometrics,
Directorate-General for Home Affairs,
European Commission, Europe

11.25

ECB recommendations for internet payments
Ignacio González-Páramo, Vice President,
Global Compliance, Payvision, UK

11.40

Update from Immigration Australia
Paul Cross, Assistant Secretary, Identity Branch,
Risk Fraud and Integrity Division, Department of
Immigration & Border Protection, Australia

11.40

The future of consumer authentication in retail
payments
David Baker, Head of Card Payment Innovations Unit,
The UK Cards Association, UK

11.55

Discussion Session: Identities at the borders and the
future of travel
Moderator: Mark Crego, Global Managing Director,
Accenture Border and Identity Services, USA
PANELLISTS
Border perspective: Tony Smith CBE, Managing
Director, Fortinus & Former Director General,
UK Border Force, UK
Edgar Beugels, Head of the Research and
Development Unit, Frontex, EU
Paul Cross Assistant Secretary, Identity Branch,
Risk Fraud and Integrity Division, Department
of Immigration & Border Protection, Australia
Richard Rinkens, European Commission, EU
Security perspective: Rafi Ron, CEO, New Age
Security Services (NASS), USA
Airport perspective: Chris Woodroofe,
Head of Security and Business Continuity,
Gatwick Airport, UK
Law enforcement perspective: Mark Branchflower,
Head of Fingerprint Unit, Police Forensics
Sub-Directorate, INTERPOL, France

11.55

Discussion Session: Identity is the new money
Moderator: David Birch, Ambassador,
Consult Hyperion, UK
PANELLISTS
Industry perspective: Brett McDowell,
Executive Director, FIDO Alliance, USA
Payments perspective: Ignacio González-Páramo,
Vice President, Global Compliance, Payvision, UK
Consumer perspective: Eileen Tuohy,
Head of Innovation, Payments Councils, UK
Privacy perspective: Charles Kerrigan, Partner,
Olswang, UK
Financial perspective: Santiago Uriel Arias,
Managing Director, Cooperation Programs, Spanish
Confederation of Savings Banks (CECA), Spain
Retail perspective: Richard Braham, Policy Advisor,
Payments, Distance Selling and Consumer Credit,
British Retail Consortium, UK

DISCUSSION

Session Moderator’s Introduction

DISCUSSION

11.20

13.15 – 14.15 Lunch and Exhibition Viewing
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Conference Programme

09.00

Wednesday 22 October 2014 continued....
MOUNTBATTEN ROOM
Biometrics for Kinship Verification

ELIZABETH WINDSOR ROOM
Commercial Applications in Hospitality
and Financial Services

Session Moderator: Peter Went, CEO, WCC Smart
Search and Match, The Netherlands

Session Moderator: Neil McEvoy, Chief Executive,
Consult Hyperion, UK

Session Moderator’s Introduction

14.15

Session Moderator’s Introduction

14.20

Biometrics for kinship verification: Assisting
legitimate immigrants and victims of trafficking
Christopher Miles, Biometrics Program Manager,
Department of Homeland Security, Science and
Technology Directorate, Resilient Systems Division,
USA

14.20

Biometrics in live entertainment
Nick Dryden, CEO Sthaler Ltd, UK

Biometrics in Developing Economies

14.40

Biometric use for fair voter registration in
developing countries
Niall McCann, Senior Electoral Advisor and
Coordinator Global Programme on Elections,
United Nations Development Programme, USA

Allowing the customer to choose their biometric
verification based upon the environment and personal
preference
Andy Foote, VP, Innovation Research & Development,
Wholesale Services Group, Wells Fargo Bank N.A., USA

15.00

Identity assurance using biometrics in the context of
movement from cash to ePayments
Neil McKenna, Director, EMEA Product Management,
Citi Prepaid Services, UK and Rajesh Shenoy, Director
and Global Head Digital Security Services, Citi
Treasure and Trade Solutions, UK

15.20

Discussion session: Innovation in customer
authentication
Moderator: Neil McEvoy, Chief Executive,
Consult Hyperion
Panellists: Session speakers

14.45

15.00

Safeguards on personal data in ID projects
Alan Gelb, Senior Fellow, Center for Global
Development, USA

15.15

Discussion session: Opportunities and challenges
for biometrics in developing economies
Moderator: Peter Went, CEO, WCC Smart Search
and Match, The Netherlands
PANELLISTS
Niall McCann, Senior Electoral Advisor and
Coordinator Global Programme on Elections,
United Nations Development Programme, USA
Mark Branchflower, Head of Fingerprint Unit,
Police Forensics Sub-Directorate, INTERPOL, France
Alan Gelb, Senior Fellow, Center for Global
Development, USA
Andrew Hopkins, Senior Registration Officer, United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR),
Switzerland
Alastair Partington, Unique Identity lead,
Technology Innovation & Ecosystem, Accenture, UK
Nishant Shah, Co-founder and Research Director,
Centre for Internet and Society, Bangalore, India

DISCUSSION

16.00 – 16.30 Afternoon Refreshment Break
ELIZABETH WINDSOR ROOM
Rapid Fire Discussion

Session Moderator: Tim Jefferson, Director,
The Human Chain, UK

16.30

16.00 – 16.30 Afternoon Refreshment Break
MOUNTBATTEN ROOM
Law Enforcement

Session Moderator: Frank Smith, Deputy Director,
IT Development, Home Office IT, UK
16.30

16.50

FBI Video Analytics Priority Initiative
B. Scott Swann, Special Assistant to the Executive
Assistant Director, Science and Technology Branch,
FBI, USA
Future of the DNA service in the context of future
forensic biometric service provision
Kirsty Faulkner, Head of NDNAD Delivery Unit,
National DNA Delivery Unit , HO Science Group,
Home Office, UK

17.10

Evolution and convergence
Jim Loudermilk, Director, Biometrics Institute and
Senior Level Technologist, Science and Technology
Branch, FBI, USA

17.30

QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION

DISCUSSION

Conference Programme

14.15

17.45 End of Day Two | Drinks and Networking Reception
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Selected vendors will give a five minute talk on the
topic of “Quo vadis identity?”.
They will present their view on what the biometrics
industry could do in the coming 12-18 months to shape
identities of the future.
Following the presentations, the floor will be
opened up for an interactive discussion between the
presenters and the audience.
Panellists:
Multimodal biometrics combining behavioural &
physical characteristics
Ingo Deutschmann, General Manager, BehavioSec,
Sweden
The future of biometrics and banking
Rich Agostinelli, CEO, Cross Match Technologies, USA
The construct of identity in a digital commercial
landscape
Russell King, CEO, Paycasso, UK
Biometrics as a means of privacy protection
Peter Smallridge, Global Segment Marketer, 3M, UK
What’s coming next for voice ID
Philippe Vinci, EVP Marketing & Sales, Agnitio, Spain

Thursday 23 October 2014
MOUNTBATTEN ROOM The Big Privacy Debate
09.00

DISCUSSION

09.45

In conversation with Rafael Capurro about ethical aspects of biometrics
Rafael Capurro, President, International Center for Information Ethics (ICIE) , Germany
Interviewed by: Juliet Lodge, University of Leeds; Member, Privacy Expert Group, Biometrics Institute
Discussion session: (Y)our data? Why privacy matters
Moderator: Joseph Atick, Chairman, Identity Counsel International, USA
Rafael Capurro
PANELLISTS
Ethics perspective: Rafael Capurro, President, International Center for Information Ethics (ICIE), Germany
Industry perspective: Jim Jasinski, SVP of Business Development, Digital Signal Corporation, USA
Government perspective: Simon Rice, Group Manager (Technology), Information Commissioner’s Office, UK
Privacy advocates: Emma Carr, Deputy Director, Big Brother Watch, UK. Pam Dixon, Founder and Executive Director,
World Privacy Forum, USA
Consumer facing perspective: Andy Foote, VP, Innovation Research & Development, Wholesale Services Group, Wells
Fargo Bank N.A. USA. Andrew McClelland, Chief Operations & Policy Officer, IMRG (Interactive Media in Retail Group),
UK. Vlad Botic,Chief Technology Officer - Europe, EHQ Enterprise Business Operations, Samsung Electronics EHQ, UK

11.00 – 11.30 Refreshment Break
MOUNTBATTEN ROOM
Vulnerability, Liveness Detection and Testing – Building Trust in Biometrics

Session Moderator: Ted Dunstone, Chair, BVAEG, Biometrics Institute

Face recognition at the limit: FRVT results and the JANUS program
Patrick Grother, Biometric Standards and Testing Lead, National Institute of Standards & Technology, USA and
Mark Burge, Program Manager for the JANUS Program, IARPA, USA

11.50

A framework for conducting vulnerability assessments
Joy Smith, Director, Novetta, USA

12.10

Discussion session: Biometrics Vulnerability Assessments – Identifying the gaps and making biometrics more secure
Moderator: Ted Dunstone, Head, BVAEG, Biometrics Institute

DISCUSSION

11.30

BVAEG (Biometrics Vulnerability Assessments Expert Group) Panellists:
Nigel Gordon, Communications Electronic Securities Group (CESG), UK, Biometrics Working Group (BWG), UK
Ralph Breithaupt, Project Manager & Senior Scientist, Federal Office for Information Security, Germany
Raul Sanchez-Reillo, University Carlos III of Madrid (UC3M) – Electronic Technology Department, Spain
Sébastien Marcel, Head of Biometrics Group, Idiap Research Institute and Director, Swiss Center for Biometrics
Research and Testing at Idiap, Switzerland
Patrick Grother, Biometric Standards and Testing Lead, National Institute of Standards & Technology, USA

13.00 – 13.45 Lunch and Exhibition Viewing
ELIZABETH
WINDSOR ROOM

13.45

Introduction to the Unconference
After 2½ days of discussions and presentations, this session will provide you with the
opportunity to have some of your ideas and questions heard in smaller group discussions and
take home some real answers.

14.00

Interactive working group discussion
The themes for discussion will include:
• Mobility rules? How will mobility affect the future of ID?
• Why privacy matters – How will privacy be protected?
• Identity management in government applications
• Biometrics in commercial/consumer applications
• How can vulnerabilities be managed?
• Additional topics suggested by conference delegates.

14.30

MOUNTBATTEN ROOM Reflections from the working groups
Results, questions, and challenges shared by the working groups.
Leave with lots of ideas on how to shape the future of identity until
we reconvene at Biometrics 2015.

biometrics
un-conference
QUO VADIS
IDENTITY?

15.00

MOUNTBATTEN ROOM CLOSING KEYNOTE ADDRESS: The performance of the self
Gary Carter, Chairman, Northern European Operations, Shine360°, UK

15.30 End of Conference

Gary Carter
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09.20

Session Moderator: Joseph Atick, Chairman, Identity Counsel International, USA
Why privacy matters
Simon Rice, Group Manager (Technology), Information Commissioner’s Office, UK

Speaker Profiles
WELCOME AND
CONFERENCE OPENING

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 09:00

Speaker Profiles

Welcome to Biometrics 2014:
The future of identity starts here!

Isabelle Moeller, Chief Executive,
Biometrics Institute, Conference
Chair, Biometrics 2014

Biographies

Nigel Clear, Commercial Director
Conferences, Science &
Technology, Elsevier, UK

Isabelle Moeller has been working with the Biometrics Institute
since May 2002 and after almost 10 years in Australia, she is
now based in London. Isabelle has extensive experience in
the formation and management of new associations, event
development and the creation of global expert networks, and
has been instrumental in the establishment of the Biometrics
Institute in Australia and Europe.
She has managed many government-funded projects
successfully, including the Biometrics Vulnerability Assessment
Project, which was co-funded by the Australian Department of
Prime Minister & Cabinet and the Biometrics Institute Privacy
Code.
She has played a key role in the establishment of independent
and impartial international Biometrics Institute; in particular
through bringing together biometric experts from around the
world. She liaises with the media to raise awareness about
the responsible use of biometrics. Isabelle is supported by a
unique board of directors consisting of subject matter experts,
including the FBI, Metropolitan Police UK, and New Zealand
Immigration, and several expert and sector groups, which are
sub committees of the Biometrics Institute.
Isabelle holds a Master of Arts in English Literature, Business
and the Arts from the Johann-Wolfgang-Goethe University in
Frankfurt Main, Germany.
Nigel Clear has over 25 years’ experience in publishing and
events serving the finance, IT, information management and
scientific sectors. He spent five years working for Anglo–
Dutch company VNU as Commercial Director, where he was
responsible for the world’s largest information exhibition
(Online Information), published Information World Review
and was heavily involved with the launch and acquisition of
information and management events. Since Joining Elsevier
in 2006 he has assumed responsibility for the global scientific
conferences business, which has quadrupled in size under his
leadership and serves in excess of 16,000 delegates in over 20
countries annually.
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Speaker Profiles
Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 09:10

Session Moderator

Biography

Kevin Bowyer, Schubmehl-Prein
Professor of Computer Science
and Engineering, University
of Notre Dame, USA

Kevin Bowyer is the Schubmehl-Prein Professor of
Computer Science and Engineering at the University
of Notre Dame and Chair of the Department. He is
General Chair of the 2015 IEEE International Conference
on Automatic Face and Gesture Recognition, and also
the 2015 IEEE International Conference on Biometrics
Theory, Applications and Systems. Professor Bowyer is
a Fellow of the IEEE, a Fellow of the IAPR, and a Golden
Core Member of the IEEE Computer Society. He received
a 2014 Technical Achievement Award from the IEEE
Computer Society, “for pioneering contributions to the
science and engineering of biometrics”.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Human cognition, technology,
and the human element in
distributed cognition
Itiel Dror, Senior Cognitive
Neuroscience Reader,
University College
London, UK

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 09:15

Biography
Itiel Dror takes theoretical scientific understanding of
the human brain and cognition, and translates them
into practical and tangible ways to improve human
performance in real world domains.
Dr Dror has extensive experience in working in the
forensic/biometric domain, as well as in aviation (mainly
with the US Air Force) and in the medical domain. He
has published over 100 scientific articles and serves as
Associate Editor and on the Editorial Boards of several
scientific journals (e.g., Pragmatics & Cognition, Forensic
Science Policy & Management, and Science & Justice). He
holds a PhD in Psychology from Harvard University.

Presentation Synopsis
Cognitive technology enables distributed cognition and
‘offloading’ that gives rise to new ways in which humans
can collaborate with technology, working together to
reach remarkable achievements. Human cognition, and
how the users interact and collaborate with technology,
is critical for the success of technological systems and
human cognitive abilities (this is true not only in biometric
systems, but also in many other expert domains, such as
medicine and aviation).

Further information can be found at: www.cci-hq.com,
as well as articles, such as ‘The use of technology in
human expert domains: Challenges and risks arising
from the use of automated fingerprint identification
systems in forensics’ (Law, Probability and Risk, 2010),
‘What is (or will be) happening to the cognitive abilities of
forensic experts in the new technological age’ (Journal of
Forensic Sciences 2013), and ‘Cognitive technology’ (2013
Yearbook of Science & Technology).

This presentation will examine how such successful
collaborations and distributed cognition can be achieved
in biometric systems, as well as potential pitfalls (and
solutions) to problems, such as bias and its implications
for blind verification.
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Speaker Profiles

BIOMETRIC ACADEMIC
RESEARCH AND INNOVATION

Speaker Profiles
Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 09:40

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Speaker Profiles

Automatic analysis of face
and facial expressions

Biography
Maja Pantic obtained her PhD degree in computer
science in 2001 from Delft University of Technology, the
Netherlands. Until 2005, she was an Assistant/Associate
Professor at Delft University of Technology. In 2006,
she joined the Department of Computing at Imperial
College London, UK, where she is Professor of Affective
& Behavioural Computing and the Head of the iBUG
group, working on machine analysis of human non-verbal
behaviour.

Maja Pantic, Professor of Affective
& Behavioural Computing, Chair
of the Intelligent Behaviour
Understanding Group
(iBUG), Imperial
College London, UK

She is the Editor-in-Chief of the Image and Vision
Computing Journal (IVCJ/ IMAVIS), and the Associate
Editor of both the IEEE Transactions on Cybernetics (IEEE
TCyber) and the IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and
Machine Intelligence (IEEE TPAMI). She is an IEEE Fellow.

Presentation Synopsis
Face is our pre-eminent means to recognise other
members of our species, as well as to communicate
affective and social signals. This talk enumerates some
characteristics of the human face and aspects of human
facial behaviour and how they can be automatically sensed
and analysed by computers. Past research in the field
conducted by the iBUG group at Imperial College London
and how far are we from enabling computers to sense and
recognise human faces and facial expressions is the main
focus of the talk.

Session: Biometric Academic Research
and Innovation – General Biometrics

Professor Pantic is one of the world’s leading experts on
machine understanding of human behavior, including
vision-based detection, tracking, and analysis of human
behavioural cues such as face, facial expressions, and
body gestures, and multimodal analysis of human
behaviours such as laughter, social signals, and affective
states. She has published more than 200 technical papers
in these areas of research. Her work is widely cited
and she has had a great deal of popular press coverage
(including New Scientist, BBC Radio, and NL TV 1 and 3).

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 10:30–11:30

The BEAT platform
Session Moderator: Kevin Bowyer, Schubmehl-Prein Professor of Computer Science and Engineering,
University of Notre Dame, USA.
Speaker: Sébastien Marcel, Head of Biometrics Group, Idiap Research Institute, Swiss Center for Biometrics
Research and Testing, Switzerland

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Sébastien Marcel is a senior researcher at the Idiap
Research Institute (Switzerland), where he heads a
research team on biometrics (face, voice, vein and
spoofing attacks detection), and is also lecturer at the
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL).

The BEAT European project aims to build a biometryindependent platform for biometrics research, development
and certification. By making use of such a system, academic,
governmental or industrial organizations enable users to
develop processing tool-chains, re-use data, algorithms,
workflows, and compare results from distinct algorithms and/
or parameterizations easily and with minimal interaction.

He has been an Associate Editor of IEEE Transaction on
Information Forensics and Security (TIFS) since 2013, is
co-Editor of the Handbook of Biometric Anti-Spoofing,
Guest Editor of an IEEE TIFS Special Issue on ‘Biometric
Spoofing and Countermeasures’ and of IEEE Signal
Processing Magazine Special Issue on ‘Biometric Security
and Privacy’.
He is the principal investigator of EU FP7 research projects
including MOBIO, TABULA RASA and BEAT, and is also
the Director of the Swiss Center for Biometrics Research
and Testing.
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The task of building a general-purpose modalityindependent evaluation platform is challenging because
it must satisfy the requirements of a wide range of
experimental and attestation (certification) scenarios.
In BEAT, we addressed this task by first going through a
formal design phase, where requirements and operational
constraints were assembled, before prototyping and
implementation took place.
• Benchmarking of biometric systems and components;
• Attestation of single and multimodal biometric systems;
• Biometric algorithm and system optimization.

Speaker Profiles
Session: Biometric Academic Research
and Innovation – General Biometrics

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 10:50

Kevin Bowyer, Schubmehl-Prein Professor of Computer Science and Engineering, University of Notre Dame, USA.

Presentation Synopsis
This talk details various fundamental problems with the
IREX VI methodology and results. These problems are not

acknowledged in the IREX VI report. The effect of each of
the problems is to undermine any validity that the IREX VI
results might have.

Session: Biometric Academic Research
and Innovation – General Biometrics

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 11:10

Iris recognition over time: Two studies, one result
Patrick Grother, Biometric Standards and Testing Lead, National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), United States Department of Commerce, USA.

Biography
Patrick Grother is a scientist at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, responsible for biometric
standards and testing. He leads the MINEX, IREX,
FRVT and FIVE evaluations of fingerprint, iris and
face recognition technologies that support biometrics
in national-scale identity management. He received
Department of Commerce Gold Medals for tests of border
management technologies (2003) and for specification
of biometrics in the US Government’s PIV credentialing
program (2007). He assists US Government agencies on

Session: Biometric Academic Research
and Innovation – Pattern Recognition

research, development and evaluation, and serves as editor
of several ISO standards – he received the IEC 1906 Award
in 2009 and the ANSI Lohse IT Medal in 2013.

Presentation Synopsis
• How both Notre Dame’s iris images, and operational
border crossing data, show little evidence of iris ageing;
• The NIST iris ageing study: IREX VI criticisms in
numerical context;
• What is known, what is not: How iris and other
longitudinal studies should proceed.

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 10:30–11:30

The impact of glasses and ageing on facial recognition and human
face matching performance
Session Moderator: Maja Pantic, Professor of Affective & Behavioural Computing, Chair of the Intelligent
Behaviour Understanding Group (iBUG), Imperial College London, UK.
Speaker: Rebecca Heyer, Senior Human Scientist, Defence Science and Technology Organisation
(DSTO), Australia

Biography
Rebecca Heyer is a Senior Human Scientist with the
Defence Science and Technology Organisation’s (DSTO)
National Security and Intelligence, Surveillance &
Reconnaissance Division. Rebecca joined DSTO in 1999,
after several years in forensic and medical research,
and has spent time working on studies of multinational
experimentation, social network analysis, multi-agency
command and control, and biometric systems analysis
for Australian government agency clients. Rebecca holds
a Bachelor of Health Sciences, Bachelor of Science with
Honours in Psychology, a Masters in Criminology, and
a Graduate Certificate in Defence Operations Research.
In 2013 she completed her PhD, which investigated
the factors that impact on the performance of facial
recognition system users.

Presentation Synopsis
It has been well documented that facial recognition
systems are vulnerable to a range of variables, including

pose, illumination and expression, but anecdotal evidence
suggests that glasses and ageing are also cause for
concern. This presentation reports on two ongoing
projects that seek to empirically examine the impact of
glasses and ageing on facial recognition performance,
using a range of commercial facial recognition algorithms
and a large database of imagery. We outline the key results
thus far, discuss upcoming work, and propose some
preliminary recommendations for the consideration of
agencies employing facial recognition systems.
• Anecdotal evidence and previous research
demonstrating the impact of glasses and ageing on facial
recognition;
• An overview of initial scoping and empirical
investigations into the impact of glasses and ageing on
facial recognition;
• Future research directions and preliminary
recommendations to address the impact of glasses and
ageing on facial recognition.
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Methodological errors undermine IREX VI results

Speaker Profiles
Session: Biometric Academic Research
and Innovation – Pattern Recognition

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 10:50

Speaker Profiles

Introduction to face recognition and social media
Jonathan Phillips, Electronic Engineer, National Institute of Standards and Technology, USA

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Dr Jonathon Phillips is a leading technologist in the fields
of computer vision, biometrics, and face recognition at
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
where he runs challenge problems and evaluations to
advance biometric technology. From 2000-2004, Dr Phillips
was assigned to DARPA. In an Essential Science Indicators
analysis of face recognition publication over the past
decade, Jonathon’s work ranks at #2 by total citations and
#1 by cites per paper. He was awarded the Department of
Commerce Gold Medal. His work has been reported in
the New York Times, BBC Radio 4, and the Economist. He
has appeared on NPR’s Science Friday show. He is a fellow
of the IEEE and IAPR. In 2013, he won the inaugural Mark
Everingham Prize.

Traditional applications for face recognition include
verifying a claimed identity and searching a large gallery
for the identity of an unknown person. Because of its
nature, social media face-recognition applications are
different. This talk will provide an overview of these new
applications and explain the difference between social
media and traditional applications. The talk will focus on
two social media applications. The first is labeling faces
in a social network. This application explains how face
recognition algorithms can take advantage of the structure
of social media to improve its accuracy. Many images
contain two or more faces, and the names of the people in
the image are listed in the caption. The challenge is to label
the faces with the correct name. I will show it is possible
to label the faces from a collection of images and captions.
For these new applications, I will explain how performance
is measured.

Session: Biometric Academic Research
and Innovation – Pattern Recognition

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 11:10

‘Liveness’ detection in facial biometrics using gaze stability
Farzin Deravi, Reader in Information Engineering, University of Kent, UK

Biography
Farzin Deravi is Reader in Information Engineering at
the University of Kent, School of Engineering and Digital
Arts. He is a fellow of the Institution of Engineering and
Technology (IET), and Editor-in-Chief of the IET Image
Processing journal. He is currently the Vice President
of the BioSecure Association, Chair of the European
Association for Biometrics’ Training and Education
Committee, and also serves on BSI and ISO committees on
biometric standardisation.

Presentation Synopsis
Spoofing attacks on biometric systems are amongst the
major impediments to their use for secure unattended
applications. This talk reviews the challenge of such
‘presentation attacks’ on biometric systems and
approaches to detecting them. A novel method for face
liveness detection is presented by tracking the gaze of the
user. In the proposed system, a visual stimulus is placed
on the display screen, at apparently random locations,
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which the user is required to look at while their gaze is
measured. Features extracted from sets of collinear and
co-located points are used to estimate the liveness of
the user. The choice of stimulus and features are based
on the assumption that natural head/eye coordination
for directing gaze results in a greater accuracy, and thus
can be used to effectively differentiate between genuine
and spoofing attempts. Tests are performed to assess the
effectiveness of the overall system and the results support
the suitability of the proposed approach for detecting such
presentation attacks. The talk concludes with looking at
future prospects for handling presentation attacks using
mobile devices.
• Spoofing attacks present a real challenge to the
widespread adoption of biometric systems;
• Information from eye-gaze direction may be used to help
detect presentation attacks;
• Further research is needed to develop more robust
presentation attack detection schemes.

Speaker Profiles
Session: Biometric Academic
Research and Innovation – Mobile

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 11:30–12:30

Session Moderator: Kevin Bowyer, Schubmehl-Prein Professor of Computer Science and Engineering,
University of Notre Dame, USA.
Speaker: Thirimachos Bourlai, Assistant Professor, Lane Department of Computer Science and Electrical
Engineering, West Virginia University, USA

Biography
Thirimachos Bourlai holds a BS (MEng. Equiv.) degree
in Electrical and Computer Engineering from Aristotle
University of Thessaloniki (Greece), a MS in Medical
Imaging with Distinction, and a PhD (on Facial Recognition)
from the University of Surrey, UK. From Feb 2008 to
Aug 2012 he worked at West Virginia University, first,
as a Visiting Research Assistant Professor and, then, as
a Research Assistant Professor. Since Aug 2012 he has
been an Assistant Professor at West Virginia University,
where he is the founder and director of the Multi-Spectral
Imagery Laboratory (MILab). He is also an Adjunct Assistant
Professor at the School of Medicine, Department of
Ophthalmology at West Virginia University.
He is actively involved in several applied projects, in
the areas of biometrics, biomedical imaging, deception
detection and human computer interaction. The projects
have been funded by DoD-ONR, DoD-DTRA, FBI, CITeR, i.e.
a National Science Foundation (NSF) Industry/University
Cooperative Research Center (I/UCRC), and TechConnect
WV. He has published numerous book chapters, journals,
magazine articles and conference papers.
He is an IEEE Senior Member, an IEEE Communications
Society Member, an IEEE Signal Processing Society
Member, an IEEE Biometrics Compendium Member, a
member of the National Safe Skies Alliance, a Biometrics
Institute Organization Member, a National Defense
Industrial Association (NDIA) Member, a European
Association of Biometrics (EAB) Member, and a member of
the American Physical Society.

Session: Biometric Academic
Research and Innovation – Mobile

Presentation Synopsis
Within the past two decades, we have noticed
improvement in the performance of forensic face
recognition (FR) systems in controlled conditions
characterized by suitable lighting and favourable
acquisition distances. However, over the years, the
technology has steadily progressed to tackling increasingly
more realistic conditions, rather than adequately handling
only well-controlled imagery. Most related research
emphasizes maintenance of high-recognition performance,
while coping with increased levels of image variability.
Among the most insidious problems of visible-spectrum
based FR algorithms are: (1) the variation in level and
nature of illumination; (2) the fact that as the level of
illumination decreases, the signal-to-noise ratio rises
quickly, and thus automatic processing and recognition
become very difficult; (3) dealing with severely degraded
face images – such as images acquired at long standoff
distances etc. In order to address these issues, recent
research has moved into the use of infrared (IR) imagery
(e.g. intensified near infrared (NIR), Short Wave IR,
Middle/Long Wave IR – thermal), and the development of
techniques for cross-spectral matching. This presentation
will discuss the latest research efforts towards solving the
aforementioned FR challenges, and discuss the future of
this technology.
• Infrared Sensors for short- and long-range face
recognition;
• Night time face recognition: Challenges and proposed
solutions;
• Matching infrared against visible face images.

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 11:50

Touchalytics: On the applicability of touchscreen input as behavioural
biometrics
Ivan Martinovic, Associate Professor, University of Oxford, UK

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Ivan Martinovic is an Associate Professor at the
Department of Computer Science, University of Oxford
and a lecturer of the MSc in Software and Systems
Security. Before coming to Oxford he was a postdoctoral
researcher at the Security Research Lab, UC Berkeley,
and at the Secure Computing and Networking Centre,
UC Irvine. His research interests are in the areas of cyberphysical system security, user authentication, and applied
cryptography. Ivan has over 65 publications in this field
and has co-chaired several security conferences, including
the ACM Conference on Security and Privacy in Wireless
and Mobile Networks (ACM WiSec 2014).

This talk covers recent research results on behavioural
biometric based on the user’s touchscreen behaviour.
We introduce a classification framework consisting of
30 behavioural features that can be extracted from the
touchscreen input of commodity mobile devices. We
discuss its potential applications and provide insights on
its security analysis, as well as its resilience to different
impersonation attacks.
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Moving forward: Face recognition at challenging conditions –
From mobile phones to high-end cameras

Speaker Profiles
Session: Biometric Academic
Research and Innovation – Mobile

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 12:10

Speaker Profiles

Advances in testing and evaluation using Human–Biometric sensor
interaction modules
Stephen Elliott, Director, International Center for Biometric Research, Purdue University, USA

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Dr Stephen Elliott is an associate professor with an
appointment in Technology, Leadership and Innovation
at Purdue University. He is the Director of the International
Center for Biometric Research (ICBR). Dr Elliott serves
on a number of advisory and standards boards, and has
been honored for his teaching, research and work in the
voluntary consensus standards. He has published 100
articles on biometrics, ranging from chapters, journal
articles and conference proceedings, and has given
numerous talks on biometric research. Dr Elliott has also coedited a number of international and national standards, and
was a US delegate for ISO/IEC SC 37 Biometric Standards
committee. Dr Elliott serves on the ANSI Committee on
Education, and as a member of the INCITS Executive Board.

Since 2005, the International Center for Biometric
Research has been conducting a number of evaluations
relating to measuring the usability, and its impact on the
performance of biometric systems. This talk will discuss
testing evaluations, models that take into account research
conducted in operational and scenario environments, and
introduces three new models that take into consideration
biometrics + token (border gates), impostors (attack model),
and feedback loops (dynamic HBSI). The talk will also
discuss challenges and opportunities related to testing
biometrics on mobile devices and how usability impacts
performance.

Session: Biometric Academic
Research and Innovation – Forensics

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 11:30–12:30

Developments in forensic face comparison
Session Moderator: Maja Pantic, Reader in Information Engineering, University of Kent, UK.
Speaker: Arnout Ruifrok, Team Leader, Netherlands Forensics Institute, the Netherlands

Biography

comparison. Arnout’s current research interests are the
performance of man and machine in biometric comparison,
and the development of 3D-based facial recognition
methods using unconditioned surveillance video.

Arnout C. C. Ruifrok received his MSc in biology from the
University of Groningen, the Netherlands, in 1982. In 1987
he received his PhD from the University of Groningen. In
2002, he joined the Netherlands Forensic Institute (NFI)
group for Image analysis and Biometrics. In this group
his main responsibilities are research and application of
biometric features in forensic identification, and forensic
applications of biometric systems, especially facial

Presentation Synopsis

SETTING THE SCENE FOR
THE FUTURE OF IDENTITY

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 13:30

Session Moderator

Biography

Arron Baker, Senior Business
Representative – IGMS, Office of
DCE-Immigration, Immigration
New Zealand; Chairman
& Director, Biometrics
Institute

Arron Baker is a Senior Manager with Immigration New
Zealand, Ministry of Business, Employment & Innovation.
Arron was first appointed to the Biometrics Institute Board
in 2009 and was appointed Deputy Chairman in 2011
and Chairman in 2012. Arron has extensive international
experience in immigration and border management,
identity and biometric systems and project and programme
management. He has had postings with INZ to North Asia
and most recently as Regional Director – Asia/Middle East,
based in Singapore. Arron is currently Co-Chair of the Data
Sharing Working Group of the Five Country Conference
(FCC) involving immigration and border agencies from
the United Kingdom, Canada, United States, Australia and
New Zealand. Arron is currently based in Wellington, New
Zealand.
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• Biometrics and forensic science;
• Challenges in forensic identification;
• Data quality.

Speaker Profiles
Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 13:40

Biometrics going forward

Biography

Brendan Crean, Programme Director,
Home Office Biometrics Programme,
Home Office, UK

Brendan Crean joined the Immigration and Nationality
Directorate of the Home Office in January 2005, as Head
of Customer Contact in the newly formed Customer
Services Directorate of Managed Migration. He had
previously worked in senior operational roles at the
Prudential and the Woolwich Building Society.
From 2009-2012, Brendan was Director of Intelligence &
Analysis in the Immigration Group, responsible for the
strategic delivery of intelligence within the Immigration
Group, delivering high-quality intelligence products and
improving the allegations process across the Agency.

Presentation Synopsis
Biometrics have come a long way over the past 10 years
and the Home Office now supports front-line police and
immigration to deliver major aspects of public safety,
protecting us, for example, from criminals seeking to
avoid detection, identifying bogus visa applicants and
imposters seeking to enter the UK. Biometrics have proved
their worth in a changing world where new requirements
and larger biometric collections are a normal part of the
landscape.

In June 2012 Brendan was appointed to the role of
Director of the Identity and Data Integrity Directorate with
strategic responsibility for assuring the overall quality and
integrity of the data used by Immigration within the Home
Office, as well as supporting initiatives on data matching,
data sharing and data cleansing. He also had strategic
responsibility for identity in immigration and led on the
future roll out of Biometric Residency Permits overseas
and in country.
Currently, Brendan is the Programme Director for the new
Home Office Biometrics Programme, which is looking at
future biometric services across the Home Office.
Brendan is delivery-focussed both through collaborative
working and by supporting staff to enable them to deliver
their best.

As the UK Home Office approaches the renewal of its
current technology for the next generation, this offers a
good opportunity to review how we structure the services
we will be using in the years ahead. Our consideration
needs to be broader than just fingerprints, and include
DNA and facial imaging in a way that balances the
protection of the public and the privacy of individuals.
Brendan Crean is head of the Home Office Biometrics
Programme, which aims to deliver the current and future
services needed for policing and immigration control, and
he will explain how the challenges of the future are being
addressed.
• Biometrics have established themselves in the UK Home
Office as a core feature of police and immigration work,
with increasingly powerful automation being demanded
and provided.
• Current challenges include supporting the increasing
size of biometric databases, requirements for multimode biometric solutions, interconnection between
systems including international exchanges, mobile
fingerprinting solutions and the important balance
between protection of the public and safeguarding
privacy.
• The Home Office are thinking ahead and planning for
the next generation of law-enforcement systems in the
UK, for immigration and the police; to meet continuing
requirements into the years ahead. The presentation
will take stock of what we have achieved and how we
begin to prepare for the next stage of the journey.
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The Mobile Wave:
The world has changed

Biography
Roy Vella is a mobile financial services expert and
independent advisor/consultant to players large (such
as Visa, Vodafone and the GSMA) and small (a number
of startups) in the space. Prior to offering his services-atlarge, Mr Vella was at Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS), where
he led the bank’s mobile efforts globally. Before RBS he
spent five years with PayPal, starting out as the Director of
Business Development in the US Merchant Services team,
and finally as the Head of Mobile Payments, leading the
mobile payments initiative in Europe. Prior to PayPal, Mr
Vella worked as the VP of Sales & Marketing at 4charity,
Inc. (a software startup focusing on corporate philanthropy
for the Fortune 500), and as a Partner at Quantum
Technology Ventures (a corporate VC firm focusing on the
storage industry). As an entrepreneur, Mr Vella co-founded
NetAbacus Corporation, a web-based purchasing service
for small businesses, serving as the VP of Marketing/
Strategic Relations.

Roy Vella, Managing Director,
Vella Ventures Ltd, UK

Presentation Synopsis
In record time, mobile telecommunications have
dramatically altered the world in which we live in
unforeseen and important ways. The collision of online,
telecommunications and financial services has changed
the landscape in all three arenas, and those who
understand and take advantage of these new market
dynamics will be the winners in the long term. This session
sets the context for some of the major trends happening
globally, the key players in the new ecosystem and how
they come together to form a new paradigm for business.

Before graduate school, he began his career in Client
Service at the Leo Burnett Company in Chicago. He
received a BA in Mathematics (with High Honors and
elected to Phi Beta Kappa) from Holy Cross College, a JD
from Stanford Law School, and an MBA (with certificates
in Global and Public Management) from the Stanford
Graduate School of Business.

Session: Setting the Scene
for the Future of Identity

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 14:40

Fraud in the digital age
Richard Hurley, Communications Manager, CIFAS – The UK’s Fraud Prevention Service, UK

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Richard Hurley has been with CIFAS – the UK’s Fraud
Prevention Service since 2008, and is responsible for their
communications and PR – dealing with media, raising
fraud-related issues to public bodies, and also driving public
education and awareness raising campaigns. In this role,
he has been involved in increasing media attention towards
fraud-prevention methods and news, including numerous
special reports on fraud, fraud prevention and online safety,
as well as appearances on national radio and television
including BBC Breakfast and Sky News.

The year 2007 is now frequently referred to as ‘1BC’
(1 before cyber). Yet fraud is as old as mankind itself. What
separates cyber-enabled fraud from its (now) seemingly
more ‘old fashioned’ predecessors? And what has actually
happened since 2008? These questions and others will be
addressed in the presentation Fraud in the Digital Age,
along with the resultant challenges to organisations and
individuals alike. The presentation will cover:

Richard is also responsible for various Member
communications within CIFAS, and has represented CIFAS
internationally, including to fraud prevention professionals
from Lithuania, Mexico and The Russian Federation.
Before joining CIFAS, Richard had nearly eight years’
experience in the Financial Services industry, including
internal communications and managing customer complaints.
He graduated from Cambridge University in 1999 and is
a self-professed geek with too much knowledge of both
Doctor Who and obscure post-punk and grunge records.
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• How fraud has become a question of data;
• Whether identity and identification processes are
now being challenged due to the changes in the fraud
landscape since 2007/08;
• Is it possible to beat the fraudsters using the current
system(s) or do more fundamental questions now need
to be asked?

Speaker Profiles
Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 15:30

Session Moderator

Biography

Terry Hartmann, Vice President,
Security Solutions & Industry
Applications, Unisys, USA

Terry Hartmann is Vice President for Unisys Security
Solutions & Industry Applications worldwide, covering
People Identity; Transportation; Public Safety & Justice;
Physical Security; Financial Services; Communications and
Application Modernization Solutions.
Terry is internationally recognized in the identification
and biometrics industry. His opinion, insight and counsel
is regularly sought by government and commercial
organizations the world over. Terry wrote the ISO
19794-5 International Standard for Facial Recognition,
and the original ICAO Technical Report that formed the
basis of ePassports standards. He has spoken at over 80
conferences internationally on identity matters. Terry
served for 10 years on the Board of Directors for the
Biometrics Institute; and is on the Planet Biometrics Expert
Advisory Panel.
In 2012, Terry was responsible for creating the Unisys
whole-of-company Mobility Solutions portfolio and goto-market strategy from inception through business case
investment, thought leadership, advocacy, to media
launch.
In 2013, Terry received the ID World ID Leadership Award
assigned to outstanding members of the ID community
who have distinguished themselves during the previous
12 months for commitment, leadership, creativity and
innovation.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Making the digital experience
secure and personal
Vlad Botic, Chief Technology Officer –
Europe, EHQ Enterprise
Business Operations,
Samsung Electronics
EHQ, UK

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 15:35

Biography
Vlad Botic is a senior IT professional with over 15 years
of experience in enterprise IT and business change roles.
Working as the CIO for one of the largest law firms, Vlad
implemented complex systems and, in the past three years,
had the pleasure of managing six mergers across EMEA,
US and APAC. Vlad has been mainly focusing on delivering
IT strategy with focus on mobility, with the emphasis
on security and user experience. Recently, Vlad joined
Samsung as the CTO, helping Samsung deliver enterpriseready solutions. With access to incredible innovation and
with focus on the main trends in technology today, Vlad
is currently focusing on Health Care, specifically mHealth
and connected patient, as well as the Internet of Things.

Presentation Synopsis
This presentation will cover what Samsung is doing in the
biometrics space. It will include the company’s mobile
proposition and security around that, and the role that
biometrics plays today and will do so in the future.
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PANEL DISCUSSION

Speaker Profiles

Mobility rules – How will it affect the future of identity?
Session Moderator
Terry Hartmann, Vice President, Security Solutions &
Industry Applications, Unisys, USA

Session Synopsis
• Is the service convenient? Usability and applications.
• Is it cool? New (wearable) devices.
• Is it safe? Privacy and fraud questions.
• What applications will be seen?
• The new mobile paradigm – New devices, easy
usability, real applications and responsible use.

Panellists
Vlad Botic, Chief Technology Officer – Europe, EJQ
Enterprise Business Operations, Samsung Electronics
EHQ, UK
Emma Carr, Deputy Director, Big Brother Watch, UK
Emma Carr joined Big Brother Watch as Deputy Director
in February 2012 and was appointed Acting Director in
2014. Previously, she worked for political campaign and
research groups in the UK. She was actively involved
in politics at university and worked on the 2010 general
election in the North East.
Emma graduated from Northumbria University in 2010
with a degree in History and Politics, and recently
completed a MSc in Public Services Policy and
Management at King’s College London. She has a
particular interest in cyber security and cyber crime,
which formed the topic of her dissertation.
Emma regularly features on radio and television, having
appeared on the Today Programme, ITV Daybreak, Al
Jazeera, Woman’s Hour, Sky News and BBC News 24, and
is regularly quoted in the national and regional press.
Peter Gunning, Business Development, Identity Services,
End User Technology & Security, BT Technology, Services
& Operations, UK
Peter Gunning CISSP is a security consultant with BT.
With 25 years of IT industry experience in the banking
and telecommunications sectors, he specialises in identity
management, authentication, and the security issues
that the internet and the advent of online commerce has
thrown at us. A contributor to BT’s ‘Let’s Talk Security’
blog, he has a particular interest in helping consumers
navigate the complexities and dangers of our online lives.
Brett McDowell, Executive Director, FIDO Alliance, USA
Brett McDowell is a management consultant providing
executive services to Internet standards and governance
stakeholders. He currently serves as Executive Director of
the Fast IDentity Online (FIDO) Alliance, the organization
Brett helped establish in 2012 to remove the world’s
dependency on passwords through open standards for
strong authentication. Brett is also an advisor to Agari and
the Bitcoin Foundation.
Previously, Brett spent several years at PayPal where,
as Head of Ecosystem Security, he was tasked with
developing strategies and leading initiatives to make
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the Internet a safer environment for PayPal and their
customers. Brett and his team drove several open
standards including DMARC, HSTS, and FIDO, as well
as policy initiatives at ICANN, MAAWG, OTA, MPIW
and the CA Browser Forum. In his role at PayPal Brett
also spearheaded their authentication strategy, including
working with global policy makers to evolve best practices
in strong authentication regulation.
Recognized for his contributions to the industry, Brett
has held several leadership positions including founding
Management Council Chairman for the NSTIC IDESG,
co-founder and Chairman of DMARC.org, Treasurer
for the National Cyber Security Alliance, Secretary for
StopBadWare.org and Vice President for FIDO Alliance.
Prior to joining PayPal in 2009, Brett managed a number
of IEEE-ISTO initiatives, serving as Executive Director for
Kantara Initiative, Liberty Alliance Project, and VoiceXML
Forum. Before that, he was the founding Director of
Information and Media Technology for MASS MoCA.
Brett has extensive industry standards experience having
worked with IETF, ISO, ITU-T, ANSI, OASIS, W3C, INCITS,
IEEE and served on the ETSI ICT Standards Board. Brett
is a frequent speaker at information security and ICT
industry events.
Brett graduated with honors in physics from Alma College,
received a Lemelson Fellowship from Hampshire College,
and interned two summers at Fermilab.
Ujjwal Sabharwal, Head of R&D and Product
Management, Sagem Morpho Security Pvt Ltd., India
Ujjwal Sabharwal received his mechanical engineering
degree from Delhi College of Engineering and his Masters
in Management from the Indian Institute of Technology in
Bombay.
He has 12 years of experience in product development,
product management, presales and marketing, having
worked in one of India’s largest IT organizations, as well
as spending 6 years in the biometrics domain, working
with market leaders such as Morpho. In his current role,
Ujjwal manages the product management and R&D for
biometrics products for Morpho in India.
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MOUNTBATTEN ROOM Identity as a Service – Lessons Learnt from Government
Session Moderator: Arron Baker, Senior Business Representative – IGMS, Office of DCE-Immigration,
Immigration New Zealand; Chairman & Director, Biometrics Institute

09.05

Short Presentations and Discussion:
Country perspectives on emerging biometric
uses in identity management
Moderator: Arron Baker, Senior Business
Representative – IGMS, Office of DCE-Immigration,
Immigration New Zealand; Chairman & Director,
Biometrics Institute
Identity, privacy and online services –
A New Zealand example

DISCUSSION

Session Moderator’s Introduction
PANELLISTS
Biometric interoperability – An Australian perspective
Andrew Rice, Assistant Secretary Cyber and Identity
Security Branch, Australian Government Attorney-General’s
Department (AG) – Cyber & Identity Security Branch, Australia
UK ID Assurance Programme
David Rennie, Identity Assurance Programme,
Government Digital Service, Cabinet Office, UK
Revolutionising security in the UAE through the use of
biometric technology and developing a comprehensive
framework to address identity, trust and security in
eGovernment by the Emirates Identity Authority
zMuhammad Farmer, CEO and Founder, British Institute of
Technology & E-commerce, UK
Biometrics and privacy policy – An Israeli perspective
Ram Walzer Avidar, Biometric Applications Commissioner,
Prime Minister’s Office, Israel

10.50 – 11.20 Refreshment Break
ELIZABETH WINDSOR ROOM
Secure Transactions in Financial Services

MOUNTBATTEN ROOM
ID at Borders & the Future of Travel

Session Moderator: David Birch, Ambassador,
Consult Hyperion, UK

Session Moderator: Mark Crego,
Global Managing Director, Accenture Border
and Identity Services, Accenture, USA
11.20

Session Moderator’s Introduction

11.25

Update from the European Commission on
SmartBorders and Biometrics
Richard Rinkens, Head of Biometrics,
Directorate-General for Home Affairs,
European Commission, Europe

11.25

ECB recommendations for internet payments
Ignacio González-Páramo, Vice President,
Global Compliance, Payvision, UK

11.40

Update from Immigration Australia
Paul Cross, Assistant Secretary, Identity Branch,
Risk Fraud and Integrity Division, Department of
Immigration & Border Protection, Australia

11.40

The future of consumer authentication in retail
payments
David Baker, Head of Card Payment Innovations Unit,
The UK Cards Association, UK

11.55

Discussion Session: Identities at the borders and the
future of travel
Moderator: Mark Crego, Global Managing Director,
Accenture Border and Identity Services, USA
PANELLISTS
Border perspective: Tony Smith CBE, Managing
Director, Fortinus & Former Director General,
UK Border Force, UK
Edgar Beugels, Head of the Research and
Development Unit, Frontex, EU
Paul Cross Assistant Secretary, Identity Branch,
Risk Fraud and Integrity Division, Department
of Immigration & Border Protection, Australia
Richard Rinkens, European Commission, EU
Security perspective: Rafi Ron, CEO, New Age
Security Services (NASS), USA
Airport perspective: Chris Woodroofe,
Head of Security and Business Continuity,
Gatwick Airport, UK
Law enforcement perspective: Mark Branchflower,
Head of Fingerprint Unit, Police Forensics
Sub-Directorate, INTERPOL, France

11.55

Discussion Session: Identity is the new money
Moderator: David Birch, Ambassador,
Consult Hyperion, UK
PANELLISTS
Industry perspective: Brett McDowell,
Executive Director, FIDO Alliance, USA
Payments perspective: Ignacio González-Páramo,
Vice President, Global Compliance, Payvision, UK
Consumer perspective: Eileen Tuohy,
Head of Innovation, Payments Councils, UK
Privacy perspective: Charles Kerrigan, Partner,
Olswang, UK
Financial perspective: Santiago Uriel Arias,
Managing Director, Cooperation Programs, Spanish
Confederation of Savings Banks (CECA), Spain
Retail perspective: Richard Braham, Policy Advisor,
Payments, Distance Selling and Consumer Credit,
British Retail Consortium, UK

DISCUSSION

Session Moderator’s Introduction

DISCUSSION

11.20

13.15 – 14.15 Lunch and Exhibition Viewing
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Conference Programme Day 2

09.00

Wednesday 22 October 2014 continued....
MOUNTBATTEN ROOM
Biometrics for Kinship Verification

ELIZABETH WINDSOR ROOM
Commercial Applications in Hospitality
and Financial Services

Session Moderator: Peter Went, CEO, WCC Smart
Search and Match, The Netherlands

Session Moderator: Neil McEvoy, Chief Executive,
Consult Hyperion, UK

Session Moderator’s Introduction

14.15

Session Moderator’s Introduction

14.20

Biometrics for kinship verification: Assisting
legitimate immigrants and victims of trafficking
Christopher Miles, Biometrics Program Manager,
Department of Homeland Security, Science and
Technology Directorate, Resilient Systems Division,
USA

14.20

Biometrics in live entertainment
Nick Dryden, CEO Sthaler Ltd, UK

Biometrics in Developing Economies

14.40

Biometric use for fair voter registration in
developing countries
Niall McCann, Senior Electoral Advisor and
Coordinator Global Programme on Elections,
United Nations Development Programme, USA

Allowing the customer to choose their biometric
verification based upon the environment and personal
preference
Andy Foote, VP, Innovation Research & Development,
Wholesale Services Group, Wells Fargo Bank N.A., USA

15.00

Identity assurance using biometrics in the context of
movement from cash to ePayments
Neil McKenna, Director, EMEA Product Management,
Citi Prepaid Services, UK and Rajesh Shenoy, Director
and Global Head Digital Security Services, Citi
Treasure and Trade Solutions, UK

15.20

Discussion session: Innovation in customer
authentication
Moderator: Neil McEvoy, Chief Executive,
Consult Hyperion
Panellists: Session speakers

14.45

15.00

Safeguards on personal data in ID projects
Alan Gelb, Senior Fellow, Center for Global
Development, USA

15.15

Discussion session: Opportunities and challenges
for biometrics in developing economies
Moderator: Peter Went, CEO, WCC Smart Search
and Match, The Netherlands
PANELLISTS
Niall McCann, Senior Electoral Advisor and
Coordinator Global Programme on Elections,
United Nations Development Programme, USA
Mark Branchflower, Head of Fingerprint Unit,
Police Forensics Sub-Directorate, INTERPOL, France
Alan Gelb, Senior Fellow, Center for Global
Development, USA
Andrew Hopkins, Senior Registration Officer, United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR),
Switzerland
Alastair Partington, Unique Identity lead,
Technology Innovation & Ecosystem, Accenture, UK
Nishant Shah, Co-founder and Research Director,
Centre for Internet and Society, Bangalore, India

DISCUSSION

16.00 – 16.30 Afternoon Refreshment Break
ELIZABETH WINDSOR ROOM
Rapid Fire Discussion

Session Moderator: Tim Jefferson, Director,
The Human Chain, UK

16.30

16.00 – 16.30 Afternoon Refreshment Break
MOUNTBATTEN ROOM
Law Enforcement

Session Moderator: Frank Smith, Deputy Director,
IT Development, Home Office IT, UK
16.30

16.50

FBI Video Analytics Priority Initiative
B. Scott Swann, Special Assistant to the Executive
Assistant Director, Science and Technology Branch,
FBI, USA
Future of the DNA service in the context of future
forensic biometric service provision
Kirsty Faulkner, Head of NDNAD Delivery Unit,
National DNA Delivery Unit , HO Science Group,
Home Office, UK

17.10

Evolution and convergence
Jim Loudermilk, Director, Biometrics Institute and
Senior Level Technologist, Science and Technology
Branch, FBI, USA

17.30

QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION

DISCUSSION

Conference Programme Day 2

14.15

17.45 End of Day Two | Drinks and Networking Reception
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Selected vendors will give a five minute talk on the
topic of “Quo vadis identity?”.
They will present their view on what the biometrics
industry could do in the coming 12-18 months to shape
identities of the future.
Following the presentations, the floor will be
opened up for an interactive discussion between the
presenters and the audience.
Panellists:
Multimodal biometrics combining behavioural &
physical characteristics
Ingo Deutschmann, General Manager, BehavioSec,
Sweden
The future of biometrics and banking
Rich Agostinelli, CEO, Cross Match Technologies, USA
The construct of identity in a digital commercial
landscape
Russell King, CEO, Paycasso, UK
Biometrics as a means of privacy protection
Peter Smallridge, Global Segment Marketer, 3M, UK
What’s coming next for voice ID
Philippe Vinci, EVP Marketing & Sales, Agnitio, Spain

Speaker Profiles
Mountbatten Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 09:00

Session Moderator

Biography

Arron Baker, Senior Business
Representative – IGMS, Office of DCEImmigration, Immigration New Zealand;
Chairman & Director,
Biometrics Institute

Arron Baker is a Senior Manager with Immigration New
Zealand, Ministry of Business, Employment & Innovation.
Arron was first appointed to the Biometrics Institute
Board in 2009 and was appointed Deputy Chairman
in 2011 and Chairman in 2012. Arron has extensive
international experience in immigration and border
management, identity and biometric systems and project
and programme management. He has had postings
with INZ to North Asia and most recently as Regional
Director – Asia/Middle East, based in Singapore. Arron is
currently Co-Chair of the Data Sharing Working Group of
the Five Country Conference (FCC) involving immigration
and border agencies from the United Kingdom, Canada,
United States, Australia and New Zealand. Arron is
currently based in Wellington, New Zealand.

Session: Identity as a service – Lessons
Learnt From A Government Perspective

Mountbatten Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 09:05

Identity, privacy and online services – A New Zealand example
Presentation Synopsis
Arron Baker will overview New Zealand’s identity
assurance, online and digital services programmes.
This includes the Evidence of Identity Standard, RealME
secure online logon system, Identity Verification
Service and Federated Service Delivery Strategy.

This represents a connected strategy to provide highconfidence identity-establishment systems for New
Zealanders and non-New Zealanders, a secure national
logon service and a programme to link government digital
services online in a seamless manner with the customer at
the centre of the system.

Session: Identity as a service – Lessons
Learnt From A Government Perspective

Mountbatten Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 09:15

Biometric interoperability – An Australian perspective
Andrew Rice, Assistant Secretary Cyber and Identity Security Branch, Australian Government AttorneyGeneral’s Department (AG), Australia

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Andrew Rice is Assistant Secretary, Cyber and Identity
Security Policy Branch in the National Security Resilience
Policy Division in the Attorney-General’s Department
(AGD). He is responsible for development of national
policy relating to Identity Security, for implementation of
the Document Verification Service, and for cyber security
aspects of critical infrastructure resilience.

Australia has a federated system of identity. Identity
credentials are managed by two layers of government
and there is no national identity card or credential. The
governments of Australia manage identity security in
this context in a cooperative, non-legislated fashion. As
with other countries, Australia governments’ identity
assurance resources are supporting growth in the digital
economy, while also working to prevent fraud in the online
environment.

Andrew’s background includes 12 years in the Australian
Department of Defence, working in the fields of
intelligence analysis and policy, international defence
relations policy, defence force capability analysis, and
logistics and national industry policy. He also worked for
four years in the ACT Chief Minister’s Department, with
responsibility for social policy, counter-terrorism and
critical infrastructure coordination, regional policy and
coordination, and economic and urban planning policy.
Andrew has Bachelor and Post-graduate degrees in
history and international relations. He is a graduate of the
Australian Joint Services Staff College. He completed a
Vincent Fairfax Fellowship in 2001. He is married and has
two young daughters.

Australian Governments have the ability to provide a range
of biographical and biometric services to assist in security
and law-enforcement outcomes. However, Governments
need to coordinate the dispersed management of identity,
principally by regulatory and service delivery agencies,
and ensure compliance with privacy and other legislation.
Governments work to ensure the protection and usability
of biographical and biometric holdings and also support
the private sector, where needed, to develop innovative
solutions to identity assurance, through governments’
work on standards and through providing access to identity
assurance tools.
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Session: Identity as a service – Lessons
Learnt From A Government Perspective

Mountbatten Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 09:25

Speaker Profiles

UK ID Assurance Programme
David Rennie, Identity Assurance Programme, Government Digital Service, Cabinet Office, UK

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

David Rennie is Industry Engagement Lead for the Identity
Assurance Programme (IDAP), a part of the Cabinet Office’s
Government Digital Service (GDS). Originally a payments
consultant in the financial services sector, David joined the
Home Office’s Identity Card Programme in 2005 to define
and develop the notion of ‘identity services’. In 2007 he
supported James Crosby’s Public Private Forum on Identity
Management, which reviewed the issues through widescale engagement across many sectors and published its
findings in 2008. Since then he has been working on the
UK public sector’s approach to digital identity assurance,
initially from within Directgov, and latterly through the
Identity Assurance Programme.

In this speech, David Rennie will describe the work of the
Cabinet Office’s Identity Assurance Programme and the
new GOV.UK Verify service. He will also explain the role
of the Open Identity Exchange in facilitating collaboration
between the public sector and private sector to develop
the UK’s identity infrastructure.

Session: Identity as a service – Lessons
Learnt From A Government Perspective

Mountbatten Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 09:35

Revolutionising security in the UAE through the use of biometric
technology and developing a comprehensive framework to address
identity, trust and security in eGovernment by the Emirates Identity
Authority
Muhammad Farmer, CEO and Founder, British Institute of Technology & E-commerce, UK

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Professor Muhammad Farmer is the Founder and Chief
Executive Officer of the British Institute of Technology
& E-commerce (BITE). He is an expert on strategy and
international development and an advisor on information
security. Professor Farmer has worked with multi-national
companies and government departments on policy,
strategy, and education and has published many research
papers and has also contributed to books on semantics
of the web, security management, authorization and
authentication.

Identity and trust are two important issues that surround
any service-providing system operating in a distributed
environment and which deals with sensitive details
of its users. This paper explains how trusted digital
infrastructure provided by Emirates Identity Authority
(EIDA) would help to create citizen-centric government
services in the United Arab Emirates. The main focus
of the paper is an exploration of a cohesive framework
by providing a systematic approach to create a robust
information-sharing system within a secure environment.
A model will also be presented to explain how synergy
among institutions can be achieved and how a user would
be able to access web-based government services with a
single login using a universal identity card.

In 2012, Professor Farmer received the Chartered Manager
of the Year 2012, London Award at the House of from the
Chartered Management Institute. He is a fellow of the
Institute of Directors and life member. He is a fellow of the
Royal Society of Medicine and a fellow of the Chartered
Management Institute and has a BSc honours degree in
computer science from Greenwich and PhD from London.
His contemplation and paper on the World Wide Web
was dismissed in its early days by the critics of information
technology on the exponential growth of the internet as
unbelievable. His predicament on the problems of security
has become the reality of today.
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Learnt From A Government Perspective

Mountbatten Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 09:45

Ram Walzer Avidar, Biometric Applications Commissioner, Prime Minister’s Office, Israel

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Ram Walzer Avidar has been the Biometric Applications
Commissioner in the Israeli Prime Minister’s Office
since October 2011. In this role, he has formulated an
integrative policy paper for biometric applications in
Israel. The paper details principles regarding biometrics,
information security and privacy, upon which every
manager in the governmental, public or private sectors
should create and manage biometric applications. He also
supervised the implementation of the law that calls for the
use of biometrics in passport and IDs and regulates the
establishment of the biometric database.

In the past few months, the Biometric Applications
Commission formulated an integrative policy paper for
biometric applications in Israel. Another document was
drafted based on this paper, in which the policy guidelines
have been listed. The policy paper will be presented to the
government shortly for approval.

PANEL DISCUSSION

The paper details principles regarding biometrics,
information security and privacy, upon which every
manager in the governmental, public or private sectors
should create and manage biometric applications.

Mountbatten Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 10:50

Identity as a Service – Lessons Learnt from a Government Perspective
Session Moderator:
Arron Baker, Senior Business Representative – IGMS,
Office of DCE-Immigration, Immigration New Zealand;
Chairman & Director, Biometrics Institute

Panellists:
Ram Walzer Avidar, Biometric Applications Commissioner,
Prime Minister’s Office, Israel

ID AT BORDERS & THE FUTURE OF TRAVEL

Session Moderator
Mark Crego, Global Managing
Director, Border and Identity Services,
Accenture, USA

Muhammad Farmer, CEO and Founder,
British Institute of Technology & E-commerce, UK
David Rennie, Identity Assurance Programme,
Government Digital Service, Cabinet Office, UK
Andrew Rice, Assistant Secretary Cyber and Identity
Security Branch, Australian Government AttorneyGeneral’s Department (AG), Australia

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 21 October 2014 • Time: 11:20

Biography

09:55–
Mark Crego is the Global Lead for Border and Identity
Management in Accenture. He is an Accenture Certified
Master Technology Architect, with specialized skills in
biometrics, identity management, eBusiness, database,
and legacy systems modernization.
Mark has most recently served as lead architect on the
India Unique ID Aadhaar program, and chief architect
of US-VISIT/IDENT, the identity management system
for the US Department of Homeland Security. Mark was
responsible for the US-VISIT architecture that implemented
competitive fusion, reducing overall vendor costs by 60%,
scaled US-VISIT from 7 million to over 120 million subjects,
and decreased error rates significantly.
He has also led Accenture’s Identity & Access
Management service line, the eBusiness architect of the
United States Postal Service, the legacy systems model
lead for IBM, the North American director of the Global
Billing Association, and the chairman of the Spectrum
Institute for Legacy Systems Modernization.
Mark has over 23 years of systems engineering and
management experience, including twelve in identity
management and biometrics.
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of Travel

Mountbatten Room:
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Speaker Profiles

Update from the European Commission on SmartBorders and Biometrics
Richard Rinkens, Head of Biometrics, Directorate-General for Home Affairs, European Commission, EU

Biography
Coming from the Commission’s internal Informatics DG,
where he implemented the Commission’s Document
Management and Archiving system, Richard Rinkens
joined the Visa Information System (VIS) team at DG Justice
Freedom Security, in 2005. He became responsible for the
Biometric Matching System (BMS), which was to become
the common EU AFIS. The BMS is currently providing
fingerprint identification and verification services to the VIS
and might do that in the future for EURODAC, the Schengen
Information System II (SIS II). He is now dealing with the
Smart Borders initiative, combining a European Entry/Exit
System, a European Registered Traveller Programme, and
an amended Schengen Borders Code.
Richard also deals with biometrics in SISII and does
general biometric coordination and consultancy in the
area of justice, security and freedom. He has an academic
background in electronics, informatics and artificial
intelligence.

Presentation Synopsis
The absence of border-control at internal borders of
Schengen member countries and the positive effects this
has on the free circulation of persons is perceived as one of
the biggest achievements of the European Union.
In order to guarantee a safe and welcoming Schengen area,
the external borders need to be well managed, and this
burden is shared by all member countries. Over the past 10

Session: ID at Borders & the Future
of Travel

years, the European Commission has been trusted with the
implementation of various systems and legal frameworks
to enable a better management of migration. Many of
these systems, e.g. EURODAC, the Visa Information System
and the Schengen Information System II, use biometric
identifiers to permit some form of identity management.
The latest addition is the SmartBorders programme,
consisting of an Entry–Exit System, a Registered Traveller
Programme and serious modifications to the Schengen
Borders Code. The Entry–Exit System will enable a
number of things, such as enforcing the rule on 90 days’
stays; providing accurate, meaningful and easy collection
of statistics for policy making; and creating valuable data
for law-enforcement purposes. The Registered Traveller
Programme will enable a quicker, more predictable
and easier border-control procedure through the use of
Automated Border Control gates and streamlined manual
control lanes for third country nationals.
• The Schengen member countries continue creating
a safe and welcoming area for EU citizens and
third-country nationals alike, using biometrics in a
responsible way.
• After EURODAC, VIS, PRUM and SISII, the
SmartBorders programme, made up of an Entry-Exit
System and a Registered Traveller Programme, will
bridge the gaps.
• How to reconcile needs and requirements from
passengers, authorities, airports and airlines.

Mountbatten Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 11:40

Update from Immigration Australia
Paul Cross, Assistant Secretary, Identity Branch, Department of Immigration and Border Control (DIBP),
Australia

Biography
Paul Cross chairs the Five Country Conference Data
Sharing Working Group and is a Director on the board
of the Biometrics Institute, an independent organisation
engaged in research, analysis, and education in biometrics
worldwide.
He is responsible for the development and management
of identity resolution services, biometric capabilities,
documentation verification services, and for the setting
of policy and strategic directions for the management of
identity within DIBP.
Paul has worked in DIBP for 16 years. In previous roles he
has been responsible for IT development, IT operations,
disaster recovery, IT change management, information
management and security (protective, personnel, and IT
security).
Paul chaired the Department’s IT Change Approval Board
and Production Control Authority, and represented DIBP
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at inter-agency forums working on whole-of-government
approaches to identity management, delivery of eServices,
secure networks, information sharing, disaster recovery, IT
and protective security.
Paul has a background in application development. He has
worked on mainframe, eBusiness and midrange platforms,
and in areas concerned with usability and architecture.
As Director of Border and Entry Systems at DIBP from
September 2001 to January 2005, he was the System Owner
of Australia’s key border security systems, including the
Advanced Passenger Processing System (APP), and the
Movement Alert List (MAL). In this role he also worked
closely with DIBP’s partner border agencies, providing
integrated border protection, immigration control and
security related solutions.
Paul has a thorough knowledge of the business and
technical landscape at DIBP through his broad experience
with systems, border technology, and identity-related
issues.

PANEL DISCUSSION

Mountbatten Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 11:55

Session Moderator
Mark Crego, Global Managing Director, Border and
Identity Services, Accenture, USA

Session Synopsis
This session will explore:
• What international co-operation is needed to make
things happen?

Currently, as Head of the Fingerprint Unit, his main
duties are the organisation of INTERPOL fingerprint AFIS
services, organisation of meetings and conferences,
and identification projects. Currently, Mr Branchflower
is involved in several projects concerning the exchange
of fingerprint information between INTERPOL member
countries, increasing the use of INTERPOL AFIS services,
and developing the new facial identification service.

• What can technologies deliver for faster, better border
management?

Paul Cross, Assistant Secretary, Identity Branch, Department
of Immigration and Border Control (DIBP), Australia

• How can processing of passenger data (API and PNR)
ahead of passenger arrivals be facilitated?

Richard Rinkens, Head of Biometrics, Directorate-General
for Home Affairs, European Commission, EU

• How can a more satisfying traveller experience be
created, without compromising security and privacy?
• How do solutions address consent and the benefits of
opting?

Panellists
Edgar Beugels, Head of Research and Development Unit,
Frontex, EU
Edgar Beugels worked for 15 years for the Immigration
Service (IND) of the Netherlands before joining Frontex
(the European Union’s External Border Agency), right from
its foundation in 2005. Initially, he worked there as the
acting security officer, but since 2007 he has been working
for the Research and Development Unit. At present Edgar
is the Head of Unit.
The Research and Development Unit follows up on
research and developments that are of relevance for
border security. In this context the unit carries out
assessments of technologies, provides (technical) support
to its stakeholders (Member States of the European Union
and the European Commission), strives for harmonization
and contributes to new developments. The unit also
participates in short-, mid- and long-term border security
related projects being executed at the EU level.
During the past years Edgar actively participated in the
development of the border control/security policy at
both a national and international level (EU and beyond).
He was deeply involved (participation in EU Council
Working Groups) in the development of the Schengen
acquis (creating the borderless area between the Member
States of the EU), as well as its implementation (Schengen
Evaluation). As a policy advisor in the IND he facilitated the
introduction of innovative techniques in the field of border
control (automated border control-biometrics based).
He has participated in numerous missions to all Schengen
Member States as well as in numerous border security
related missions to all continents of the world.
Edgar holds a MA in law from the University of Leyden.
Mark Branchflower, Head of Fingerprint Unit, Police
Forensics Sub-Directorate, INTERPOL, France
Mark Branchflower joined New Scotland Yard fingerprint
branch in England in 1984 as a trainee fingerprint officer.
After qualifying as a fingerprint expert in 1989, he left
the UK and, in 1990, became a fingerprint officer with
INTERPOL at its headquarters in Lyon, France. Since 1990
he has participated in many INTERPOL European and
International working groups on fingerprint standards,
AFIS, training, disaster victim Identification, and DNA.

Rafi Ron, CEO, New Age Security Solutions (NASS), USA
Rafi Ron is a leading aviation and Homeland security
expert with more than 40 years of security and counterterrorism experience worldwide. Federal and state
authorities, as well as members of the news media have
recognized him as an authority on the subject.
Mr Ron is the former Director of security at Tel-Aviv
Ben-Gurion International Airport and the Israeli Airport
Authority from 1997 to 2001. In 2001 he formed New Age
Aviation Security and New Age Security Solutions, where
he is President and CEO. In that capacity he manages aviation
security-related projects in the US and internationally,
including: threat and vulnerability studies; security
planning; system design and integration; and training.
He has provided guidance for airports in the US, Europe,
the Middle East, Africa, and Asia. His company has been
hired by leading law-enforcement agencies to develop
counter-terrorist training programs.
Mr Ron spent 20 years in Israel’s Prime Minister Office as
an operational intelligence and special operations officer
and retired at the rank equivalent to full Colonel.
Tony Smith, CBE, Managing Director, Fortinus, and
Former Director General, UK Border Force, UK
Tony Smith has over 40 years’ experience in border and
immigration control, and is the only immigration officer
to be promoted through the ranks to Director General.
He holds the unique distinction of being Head of Ports
and Borders in two different countries – Canada and the
UK. He retired in March 2013 as Director General of the
UK Border Force. Tony was awarded the CBE in the 2013
New Year’s Honours List for his services to the safety and
security of the London 2012 Olympics. He is now a global
consultant on leadership and border security.
Chris Woodroofe, Head of Security and Business
Continuity, Gatwick Airport, UK
Chris Woodroofe is a chartered chemical engineer who
left Imperial College, London, with a first class masters
degree to join Nestlé’s UK graduate scheme. After six
years he joined BAA Gatwick to oversee baggage system
operations in the north terminal, progressing to senior
engineering management roles with responsibility for
utilities and core infrastructure. With new ownership
at Gatwick came new opportunities, and for two years
he balanced a part time MBA with his responsibilities as
Gatwick’s Head of Engineering. Now Chris has a new
challenge; leading a team of 1,600 security professionals
as Gatwick’s Head of Security & Business Continuity.
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SECURE TRANSACTIONS
IN FINANCIAL SERVICES

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 11:20

Session Moderator

government bodies and international organisations
including the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. Before
helping to found Consult Hyperion in 1986, he spent
several years working as a consultant in Europe, the Far
East and North America.

David Birch, Ambassador,
Consult Hyperion, UK

Biography
David G.W. Birch is an internationally recognised
thought leader in digital money and digital identity.
One of the 2014 ‘Power 50’ in European digital financial
services and a NextBank Fintech ‘titan’, in 2013 he was
named one of WIRED magazine’s global top 15 favourite
sources of news from the world of business and finance,
and was ranked the no.1 influencer in European
emerging payments by Total Payments magazine.
Dave is a Director of Consult Hyperion, the technical
and strategic consultancy that specialises in electronic
transactions. Here he provides consultancy support to
clients around the world, including all of the leading
payment brands, major telecommunications providers,

v

Session: Secure Transactions
in Financial Services

Described at the Oxford Internet Institute as ‘one of
Britain’s most acute observers of the internet and social
networks’, in The Telegraph as ‘one of the world’s leading
experts on digital money’, in The Independent as a
‘grade-A geek’ and by the Centre for the Study of Financial
Innovation as ‘one of the most user-friendly of the UK’s
uber-techies’, Dave is well-known for his thought leadership
blogging, podcasts and events for Consult Hyperion’s
Tomorrow’s Transactions series.
He has lectured to MBA level on the impact of new
information and communications technologies and
contributed to publications ranging from the Parliamentary
IT Review to Prospect. He wrote a Guardian column for
many years. He is a media commentator on electronic
business issues and has appeared on BBC television and
radio, Sky and other channels around the world. Retail
Systems magazine said that his recent book ‘Identity is the
New Money’ is bold, forward-thinking [and] grapples with
weighty issues in a concise and accessible way.
He graduated from the University of Southampton with a
BSc (Hons) in Physics.

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 11:25

ECB recommendations for internet payments
Ignacio González-Páramo, Vice President Global Compliance, Payvision, UK

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Ignacio González-Páramo is Vice President for Global
Compliance at Payvision. In this role, Ignacio is in charge
of corporate compliance with all card schemes’ rules, as
well as with domestic and international regulations and
legislation. In addition, in his capacity as Compliance
Officer, Ignacio acts as the corporate’s point of interaction
with Home State and local regulators. He also takes care
of relationships with the Card Schemes and handles public
affairs on behalf of Payvision as a Payment Institution.
Ignacio currently represents Payvision in the European
Payment Institutions Federation (EPIF).

In his presentation, Ignacio will present an overview on
how the Recommendations for the Security of Internet
Payments, published by the European Central Bank on
January 2013 might impact the payments business. He
will also make a deeper review of Strong Customer
Authentication – as the one recommendation with the
most outstanding effect on the industry – and will provide
the attendees with advice on how to handle future
scenarios.

Prior to joining Payvision in 2012, he worked at ServiRed,
S.A., the major domestic Payments’ Scheme in Spain, in
various capacities, most recently as Head of Rules and
Compliance. Ignacio holds a Bachelor of Laws (LLB) from
Universidad Pontificia Comillas (ICADE), Madrid, and a
Master’s degree in e-commerce and IT from Universidad
Carlos III, Madrid.
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The presentation will help the audience to:
• Gain an insight on the key features of this initiative, as
well as on the objectives that policy makers intend to
achieve with it.
• Hear Ignacio’s views on the overall risks that this
piece might bring to the current landscape, as
well as the specific business impact of some of the
recommendations.
• Be advised on how to manage these risks while striking
a balance between efficiency and safety.

Speaker Profiles
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The future of consumer authentication in retail payments
David Baker, Head of Card Payment Innovations Unit, The UK Cards Association, UK

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

David Baker is the Head of Card Payment Innovations Unit
at The UK Cards Association. This forward-looking team
is currently engaged in the business of ‘mobilising’ card
payments through the use of digital technologies to provide
a seamless customer experience in both the offline and
online shopping channels. David is a cards and payments
lifer with over 30 years’ experience of working in the
industry. In his various roles he has seen life from an issuer,
acquirer, processor and scheme point of view.

David will outline a vision for the future of consumer
authentication in retail payments, exploring how
biometrics might play a role in the payment processes
that are being designed for the future. He will look at
some of the issues that must be addressed before we see
any mass deployment, and also suggest that consultation
and collaboration across industries will be critical to any
national rollout.

PANEL DISCUSSION

Identity is the new money
Session Moderator
David Birch, Ambassador, Consult Hyperion, UK

Session Synopsis
•
•
•
•

Is your identity going to be the new money?
What are the opportunities and threats?
What role may biometrics play?
What privacy issues need to be addressed and by whom?

Panellists
Richard Braham, Policy Advisor, Payments Distance Selling
and Consumer Credit, British Retail Consortium, UK
Richard Braham is lead on retail payments, e-commerce
and consumer credit policy. Richard’s works covers
all issues related to payment systems, including cost,
litigation, regulation and security, in both the UK and
Europe. E-commerce covers all elements of online retail,
including mobile, tablet and more traditional forms of
telephone sales and mail order. He previously worked
at the National Endowment for Science Technology and
the Arts (NESTA) – focused on the role of innovation
and technology as a driver of growth, where he held
various policy and communications role, latterly as
speech writer for the CEO. Prior to that, Richard worked
in a political consultancy in the property industry and as
the Parliamentary Researcher for an MP in the House of
Commons.
Ignacio González-Páramo, Vice President Global
Compliance, Payvision, UK
Charles Kerrigan, Partner and Head, International Finance
Group, Olswang LLP, UK
Charles Kerrigan is Head of the International Finance Group
at Olswang LLP. He has broad experience in M&A and
financing, with an emphasis on TMT and Corporate Real
Estate. He acts for domestic and international lenders, and
for investors, funds and other institutions and organisations.
Charles is recommended as a leading individual in the
Legal 500 (“clients praise the ‘technically excellent’ Charles
Kerrigan” … “insightful, clever and well-connected”) and
has practiced in London and New York.
He is an expert on Digital Money and the law of bank
payments and chairs a panel at the Digital Money Forum.

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 11:55
Charles lectures on secured lending, subordination and
capital markets at the City of London College of Law. He is
a guest lecturer at The London School of Economics and
Political Science on the LLM in The Law and Practice of
International Finance.
He is a member of the Editorial Board of LexisNexis.
Brett McDowell, Executive Director, FIDO Alliance, USA
Eileen Tuohy, Head of Innovation, Payments Councils, UK
As Head of Innovation in the Payments Council’s Research
and Policy Unit, Eileen Tuohy’s role includes:
• Maintaining a watching brief and providing regular
update and comment to Payments Council members on
innovation in the global payments space.
• Promoting to Members of the Payments Council
innovative developments that might support future
industry-wide collaborative payments developments.
• Working with Fintech accelerators to support and
mentor start-ups.
• Structuring and managing the Payments Council’s
Annual Innovations Conference, which considers the
future of the wider payments eco-system from the enduser perspective.
Eileen believes that biometrics can help to speed up and
secure payments, whilst making the consumer experience
as seamless as possible.
Santiago Uriel Arias, Managing Director Cooperation
Programs, Spanish Confederation of Savings Banks
(CECA), Spain
Santiago Uriel Arias, has been working for more than 20
years in the Financial Sector.
In 2004 Mr Uriel Arias joined the Spanish Confederation
of Savings Banks, as CIO of the Cooperation Area of the
Confederation, where he has been leading the innovation
activities of the Savings Banks. Since 2011 he has been
the Managing Director of the Cooperation Area, with
full responsibilities in the following areas: Technology &
Innovation, Client Management & Marketing, Efficiency,
Payments & Operations, and Regulation. Since March 2013
he has been the President of the Spanish Banking Sector
Cooperation Centre, and a member of the Board of the
Spanish Clearing House.
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Session Moderator

Biography

Peter Went, CEO, WCC
Smart Search and Match,
The Netherlands

Peter Went is the Chief Executive Officer of WCC, where
his role is to oversee the company’s operations in The
Netherlands and the United States.
Mr Went founded WCC in 1996 after a frustrating search
for a new house exposed the fact that existing database
technologies were ill-equipped for performing certain
types of searches. This revelation led him to develop
a search tool that worked more like the human mind,
and set the foundation for WCC’s ELISE fuzzy database
technology.
Prior to WCC, Peter Went held a number of leadership
positions with different high-technology companies. He
served as CTO of Quality System Development, which
developed and marketed an integrated banking system for
European banks. He also was Founder & CEO of UniSoft,
where he orchestrated the company’s expansion into the
Czech Republic.
Mr Went’s experience also includes various roles in both
software development and business consulting. He has
served as lead developer with Shell International, principal
consultant at James Martin Associates, and principal
consultant with Platinum Technology.

Session: Biometrics for Kinship
Verification

Mountbatten Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 14:20

Assisting legitimate immigrants and victims of trafficking
Christopher Miles, Biometrics Program Manager, Resilient Systems Division, Department of Homeland
Security, USA

Biography
Christopher (Chris) Miles is a Biometrics Program
Manager with the Resilient Systems Division (RSD) of
the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Directorate
for Science and Technology (S&T) Homeland Security
Advanced Research Projects Agency (HSARPA). He
manages the development of rapid and low-cost DNA
analysis for family relationship verification and past
biometrics basic research portfolio efforts in multibiometric research, standoff biometrics, and decision
fusion research.
Mr Miles served as Co-Chair of the White House National
Science and Technology Council (NSTC) Subcommittee
on Biometrics & Identity Management (www.biometrics.
gov) coordinating the biometrics research and
development of 12 Federal Departments. He also was
Chair of the Sponsor’s Committee for the National
Science Foundation (NSF) Center for Identification
Technology Research (CITeR), a 10-year Industry/
University Cooperative Research Center with 20 federal
and industry sponsors and 13 Universities that have
conducted over 150 research projects to date (http://
www.citer.wvu.edu/).
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Mr Miles received his Bachelor of Science degree in
Electronics and Computer Engineering from George Mason
University and previously worked for the Department of
Justice, National Institute of Justice where he managed the
biometric, sensor and surveillance, and firearm technology
portfolios. Prior to NIJ, he provided technical support to
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s display
technology program, which developed many of the HDTV
components, and worked for the US Army Night Vision
Laboratory on thermal targeting systems.

Presentation Synopsis
The United States Department of Homeland Security
(DHS), Science and Technology Directorate (S&T) has
worked with the Departments of Defense and Justice to
automate and integrate the laboratory equipment required
to process DNA down into a single field instrument. DHS
S&T has also added the ability to verify parent–child
relationships automatically, which can help refugee
applicants prove their family relationships when they lack
sufficient documentation, identify victims of trafficking
and reunite them with their families, and provide rapid
investigative leads to DHS officers.

Speaker Profiles
Mountbatten Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 14:45

Session Moderator

documents for the UNDP Country Office’s electoral
assistance projects in Jordan, Zambia, Yemen, Afghanistan
and Lebanon. He previously worked as an Operations
Advisor to the national electoral management bodies for
UNDP in Sierra Leone (2006-2008) and Kenya (2010), as well
as with UN Mission in Liberia in 2005.

Niall McCann, Senior Electoral
Advisor and Coordinator,
Global Programme on
Elections, United
Nations Development
Programme, USA

Biography
Niall McCann is the Lead Electoral Advisor at the
Democratic Governance Group in United Nations
Development Prgogramme’s (UNDP’s) Bureau for
Development Policy. In this position he provides
programming and advisory support to all UNDP
Country Offices engaged in providing electoral
assistance (approximately 60 per year). Electoral
assistance represented approximately 11% of UNDP’s
entire global portfolio across all development sectors,
in financial terms, in 2013.

Prior to his recent UNDP work, he was the Chief Electoral
Technical Advisor in Lebanon (2008-2009) for the European
Union Delegation, and as Team Leader on the 2010 EU
Election Expert Mission assessing the voter registration
process in Zambia. In election observation, he was Deputy
Chief Observer for the 2011 European Union Election
Observation Mission for the Southern Sudan Referendum,
and was Deputy Head of Mission for the OSCE/ODIHR
Limited Election Observation Mission to Croatia for the
2007 Parliamentary elections. He was Political Officer
on five other Core Teams for OSCE/ODIHR in Romania,
Hungary, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Croatia (twice) from
2000-2004. From 1996-1999, he was Elections Officer/Senior
Elections Officer with the OSCE Mission in Bosnia and
Herzegovina.

From 2011 to May 2013 he was Senior Electoral
Assistance Advisor at UNDP Brussels and Coordinator
of the EC-UNDP Joint Task Force in Electoral
Assistance. During this time, among other tasks,
he formulated UNDP’s electoral assistance project

Mr McCann has worked closely with a number of UNDP
Country Offices that have procured and assisted in the
rollout of biometric voter registration systems on the
request of national electoral management bodies, of
which there have been approximately ten in total. Current
projects include Yemen, where the Supreme Commission
on Elections and Referenda is rolling out the first biometric
voter registration system in the Arab world.

Session: Biometrics in Developing
Economies

Mountbatten Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 15:00

Safeguards on personal data in ID projects
Alan Gelb, Senior Fellow, Center for Global Development, USA

Biography
Alan Gelb is a senior fellow at the Center for Global
Development. His recent research includes the
development applications of biometric ID technology
and ID programs, the special development challenges of
mineral-rich countries, and improving aid effectiveness
through linking assistance to development outcomes.
He has worked widely across developing countries, but
has a special focus on the growth and transformation
of Sub-Saharan Africa. He was previously director
of development policy at the World Bank, and chief
economist for the Bank’s Africa region and staff director
for the 1996 World Development Report ‘From Plan to
Market’.

Presentation Synopsis
Biometric technology is being used in developing
countries in an ever-wider range of specific programs,
as well as to underpin national systems of identification.
Many of these countries, as well as some that have not
yet introduced such systems, have weak institutions,
including in the area of protection of personal data,
and sometimes low levels of civil and political rights.

The presentation will focus on the spread of national
programs and their use of biometric technology across
countries at different levels of economic and institutional
development, as well as the state of data privacy laws.
Some key points from cases:
• When used appropriately, identification technology
offers convenience gains to users. Relative to
alternatives, new technology can be privacy-enhancing,
at the point of service, for example in transfer and relief
programs.
• Identification technology offers potential gains to
developing countries in managing a range of public
programs as well as improving benefit and tax
administration. However, some of the gains require the
ability to match records across data sets raising difficult
tradeoffs with privacy.
• Donor support for the use of identification technology
needs to take the social, political and legal context
into account. Privacy assessments should be standard
components of project preparation, as well as support
for effective privacy laws.
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Opportunities and challenges for biometrics in developing economies
Session Moderator
Peter Went, CEO, WCC Smart Search and Match,
The Netherlands

Session Synopsis
Biometrics adoption in developing countries is starting to
attract attention especially in Africa, Asia, Indonesia and
Latin America, and the potential for applications is huge.
The use ranges from population registration at birth, to
conducting elections and delivery of services such as
financial needs, food or other social services as well as
identification in refugee camps or border management.
Biometric technologies offer an opportunity to secure an
individual’s identity, providing better support for citizens.
At the same time, there are concerns; privacy certainly,
but also exclusion. What data protection laws and legal
frameworks are in place in these countries to protect the
citizens and how well are they implemented in practice?
The legal capacity is very limited in many developing
countries, and this opens up a number of questions. Is
there a need for a code of conduct or similar, to help
ensure that personal data is not abused?

Panellists
Mark Branchflower, Head of Fingerprint Unit, Police
Forensics Sub-Directorate, INTERPOL, France
Mark Branchflower joined New Scotland Yard fingerprint
branch in England in 1984 as a trainee fingerprint officer.
After qualifying as a fingerprint expert in 1989, he left
the UK and, in 1990, became a fingerprint officer with
INTERPOL at its headquarters in Lyon, France. Since 1990
he has participated in many INTERPOL European and
International working groups on fingerprint standards,
AFIS, training, disaster victim Identification, and DNA.
Currently, as Head of the Fingerprint Unit, his main
duties are the organisation of INTERPOL fingerprint AFIS
services, organisation of meetings and conferences,
and identification projects. Currently, Mr Branchflower
is involved in several projects concerning the exchange
of fingerprint information between INTERPOL member
countries, increasing the use of INTERPOL AFIS services,
and developing the new facial identification service.
Alan Gelb, Senior Fellow, Center for Global Development,
USA
Andrew Hopkins, Senior Registration Officer, United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR),
Switzerland
From Canada, Andrew Hopkins is a Senior Registration
Officer with the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR) based in Geneva. Mr Hopkins
began his refugee work resettling Vietnamese refugees
to the United States in 1991 at the US Orderly Departure
Program out of Bangkok and Ho Chi Minh City. He has
since helped initiate several large-scale refugee group
resettlement projects in Kenya, Nepal and Thailand. In later
assignments, Mr Hopkins contributed to the drafting of
the UNHCR Registration Handbook, the development of
the first versions and subsequent global rollout of proGres,
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UNHCR’s registration and case-management software.
He has experience working and supporting population
data management in emergency operations, most recently
contributing to a major refresh in UNHCR’s emergency
management guidelines. Mr Hopkins is currently leading
UNHCR’s biometrics business effort to ensure that
refugee identities are established and maintained globally
throughout the refugee lifecycle.
Niall McCann, Senior Electoral Advisor and Coordinator,
Global Programme on Elections, United Nations
Development Programme, USA
Alastair Partington, Unique Identity Lead, Technology
Innovation & Ecosystem, Accenture, UK
Alastair Partington is a Senior Manager at Accenture
within TGP Emerging Technologies Innovation, where
he heads the Unique Identity Service Area. Previously,
he was the Accenture Technology Labs’ Identity and
Biometrics R&D Lead. Alastair works across a range of
industries and has delivered biometric and identity-related
projects at clients around the world, including the UK
Border Force, BAA, the South African Revenue Service,
Singapore Airlines, and Citi.
Alastair holds a BSc in Astrophysics from University
College London, is an IEEE Certified Biometrics
Professional, and holds two patents (with three pending) in
the fields of Biometrics and Smart Energy Analytics. Away
from the office, he loves racing cheap cars, enjoys sailing,
and tolerates fixing other people’s computers.
Nishant Shah, Co-founder and Research Director, Centre
for Internet and Society, Bangalore, India
Dr Nishant Shah is the Co-founder and Director, Research
at the Centre for Internet and Society, Bangalore, India.
He is an International Tandem Partner at the Centre
for Digital Cultures, Leuphana University, Germany,
and a Knowledge Partner with the Hivos Knowledge
Programme, The Netherlands. In these varied roles,
he has been committed to producing infrastructure,
frameworks and collaborations in the global south to
understand and analyse the ways in which emergence
and growth of digital technologies have shaped the
contemporary social, political and cultural milieu. He
is the editor for a series of monographs on ‘Histories
of Internet(s) in India’ that looks at the complicated
relationship that technologies have with questions of
gender, sexuality, body, city, governance, archiving and
gaming in a country like India. He is also the principle
researcher for a research programme that produced
the four-volume anthology ‘Digital AlterNatives With a
Cause?’ that examines the ways in which young people’s
relationship with digital technologies produces changes in
their immediate environments.
He is a regular columnist with India’s leading English
language newspaper The Indian Express. His academic
and research publications reflect his political stance on
open access and open knowledge infrastructure and are
all available for free download and distribution under
open license.
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Session Moderator

Biography

Neil McEvoy, Chief Executive,
Consult Hyperion, UK

Neil McEvoy is a founding Director of Consult Hyperion.
He specialises in security for financial transactions
and smart identity cards. He is the inventor of Consult
Hyperion’s Structured Risk Analysis method. Every working
day, hundreds of billions of pounds of financial transactions
are settled through secure networks that Neil has specified
and procured. Millions of citizens carry smart identity cards
that he has specified.
Neil’s expertise has been provided to clients as diverse
as the Bank of England, the Hong Kong government,
American Express and the European Space Agency.
Prior to founding Consult Hyperion, Neil worked as a
consultant specialising in the transmission of scientific data
from spacecraft, network management and cryptography.
He graduated in 1980 from University College, Oxford in
chemistry.
Neil is the author of papers on several topics, most recently
on information risk analysis, secure transactions and
identity cards.

Session: Commercial Applications
in Hospitality and Financial Services

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 14:20

Biometrics in live entertainment
Nick Dryden, CEO Sthaler Ltd, UK

Biography
Prior to founding Sthaler, Nicholas Dryden has developed
a number of successful ventures in multimedia and
technology.
Nick started in the industry as a Computer Network,
Telecoms and Communications consultant with Optiva Ltd.
in 1989, supporting organisations such as Reuters in the
development of their media distribution using intranets
and the internet. Following this, Nick combined his media
and technology work with his interest in the music industry
and moved into managing artists and became a founding
Director of Channelfly plc (now Mama Group owned by
HMV) in 1999. This involved working with music venues,
and publishing and promotion across a range of media
platforms.
After exiting the business, Nick founded Xtaster and
Beehive Systems in 2003, which built complex social IP
platforms to engage youth and activate research and

marketing campaigns. Xtaster developed a 1 million
strong member based network across the UK and
Germany, and Beehive Systems worked with the member
network and major brands such as Microsoft and Sony to
participate in brand research.
Upon selling Xtaster, Nick started working with
Mastercard in 2009 to introduce a cashless payment
system at music festivals and then developed the
Sthaler finger vein based payment system, which was
introduced at the Festival No.6 during September 2012
with BT.

Presentation Synopsis
• Biometric Financial and Audience Management for
Events
• Consumer Attitudes Towards Biometric & Cashless
Payments
• Biometrics From the festival site to high street
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Allowing the customer to choose their biometric verification based upon
the environment and personal preference
Andy Foote, VP Innovation Research & Development, Wholesale Services Group, Wells Fargo Bank NA, USA

Biography
Andy Foote is a Vice President and strategist in Wells
Fargo’s Wholesale Services Group, where he is
responsible for innovation research and evaluation in the
areas of voice technology, biometrics, and authentication.

treasury management, web development, and product
management.

Presentation Synopsis

Prior to his current role, Andy worked in product
management for the commercial banking internet portal,
where he was responsible for authentication strategy
and tools. He was a member of the launch team for Wells
Fargo’s commercial mobile banking platform, and has
over 17 years’ experience at Wells Fargo in the areas of

The choice of using a biometric method may be influenced
by personal beliefs, social stigmas, accessibility, environment
conditions and/or hardware support. Companies should
consider offering multiple biometric options to the customer,
allowing them to choose the best method for a particular
scenario. This is even more important when rolling out
mandatory biometric verification to corporate customers.

Session: Commercial Applications
in Hospitality and Financial Services

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 15:00

Identity assurance using biometrics in the context of movement from
cash to e-Payments
Neil McKenna, Director EMEA Product Management, Citi Prepaid Services, Ireland, and Rajesh Shenoy,
Director and Global Head Digital Security Services, Citi Treasure and Trade Solutions, UK

Biographies
Neil McKenna, Director EMEA Product Management,
Citi Prepaid Services, UK
Based in Dublin, Ireland, Neil McKenna is Director and
Product Head for Citi Prepaid Services in Western Europe.
In his current role, Neil is responsible for the strategic
growth of the prepaid business in Europe, including market
management and commercial performance, strategic product
and partnership development, and product compliance.
Since joining Citi in 1998, Neil’s previous roles have included
Business Development Manager for the Treasury and Trade
Solutions (TTS) business in Ireland, and Head of Client
Solutions for the global Treasury Solutions Group business.
Prior to joining Citi, Neil was based in London and held
positions with the Walt Disney group and Arcelor Mittal. Neil
holds an MSc Business Administration (Management) degree
from Trinity College Dublin and is a member of the Chartered
Institute of Management Accountants.
Rajesh Shenoy, Director and Global Head Digital Security
Services, Citi Treasure and Trade Solutions, UK
Rajesh Shenoy serves as Director and Global Head of Digital
Security Services at Citi within the Treasury and Trade
Solutions (TTS) business. In this role he is responsible for the

identity solutions product for Citi’s institutional clients and
providing digital security capabilities for Citi’s corporate
banking channels. Prior to this, Raj was the global channel
manager for the industry leading TTS online banking portal
CitiDirect BE, as well as client -facing analytics solutions.
Since joining Citi in 1998, Raj has served the organization
in a variety of capacities – with leadership roles in product,
client advisory, operations, and technology functions
while working at Citi branches in the United States, United
Kingdom, Canada, Russia, China, Singapore, Venezuela,
and Ireland. Raj holds an MBA in Finance from the Wharton
School at the University of Pennsylvania and graduated
with a Bachelor of Science degree in Computer Systems
Engineering from Stanford University.

Presentation Synopsis
This presentation will outline what we see as the opportunity
for identity to become an integrated and value-adding
element of a 21st century payment solution for public sector
organisations and corporates around the world. How such
integration of biometrics and payments may be possible,
and what we would see as the critical success factors, and
the risks, as this opportunity becomes a reality.

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 15:20

PANEL DISCUSSION

Commercial Applications in Hospitality and Financial Services
Session Moderator

Wholesale Services Group, Wells Fargo Bank NA, USA

Neil McEvoy, Chief Executive, Consult Hyperion, UK

Neil McKenna, Director EMEA Product Management, Citi
Prepaid Services, Ireland

Panellists
Nick Dryden, CEO Sthaler Ltd, UK
Andy Foote, VP Innovation Research & Development,
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Rajesh Shenoy, Director and Global Head Digital Security
Services, Citi Treasure and Trade Solutions, UK
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Session Moderator

Biography

Frank Smith, Deputy Director,
IT Development, Home Office
IT, UK

Frank Smith is the Head of Strategy and Innovation in
the Biometrics Programme within the UK Home Office.
He has a broad range of experience on immigration
and police systems, including mobile solutions, secure
chip technology for travel documents (PKI), and working
internationally. He is Chair of the EU working group
on mobile solutions for the police and immigration
(e-MOBIDIG); Chair of the IGC Technology working group;
and one of the two UK members of the Management Board
of the Agency, managing EU-wide immigration and law
enforcement systems (eu-LISA).
During his career Frank has worked across a broad
spectrum of technology, business, policy and legislation
within the Home Office, and has served as Private
Secretary to the Minister for Immigration and Broadcasting.
Frank is at home in both policy and technology domains,
and is well respected for helping to improve mutual
understanding between these two aspects of business.

Session: Law Enforcement

Mountbatten Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 16:30

FBI Video Analytics Priority Initiative
B. Scott Swann, Special Assistant to the Executive Assistant Director, Science and Technology Branch,
Federal Bureau of Investigation, USA

Biography
B. Scott Swann entered duty with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation’s (FBI) Criminal Justice Information Services
(CJIS) Division in 1996. In 1998, he was assigned to the
Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System
(IAFIS) Program Office and worked as an engineer
ensuring the integrity of FBI IAFIS repositories. He was
also involved in several technology refreshments of the
FBI CJIS System-of-Services.
As a Unit Chief for the Services, Evaluation & Analysis
(SEA) Unit between 2008 and 2010, Mr Swann was
responsible for directing, coordinating, and administering
research, development, test and evaluation of biometrics
technologies and services to support the Next Generation
Identification Program. In 2010, Swann accepted a
joint duty assignment with the Office of the Director of
National Intelligence (ODNI), where he served as an
Executive Officer and Science and Technology Identity
Intelligence Lead for the Intelligence Community (IC).
Today, Mr Swann works as the Special Assistant to
the Executive Assistant Director of the Science and
Technology Branch within the FBI Director’s Office. Mr
Swann has served as co-chair for the Justice Biometric
Cooperative, the CJIS Division representative and FBI
Agency Primary to the National Science and Technology
Council’s Subcommittee on Biometrics & Identity
Management, and a member of the International
Association for Identification’s Biometric Information
Systems Committee. Mr Swann is a certified project
management professional through the Project
Management Institute. He holds an undergraduate degree

in business management from Salem-Teikyo University and
a Master of Science degree in software engineering from
West Virginia University.

Presentation Synopsis
The Boston Marathon terrorist attacks on 15 April 2013
presented the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) with
a daunting challenge – too much rich video and digital
photographic information to process efficiently and
make actionable in a limited amount of time. During the
investigation, the FBI was flooded with thousands of
distinct still images, a multitude of videos, and tens of
thousands of calls to the Bureau’s Public Access Line.
Many terrorists seek a very public stage for their acts of
mass violence. The FBI and its partners must be prepared
for similar environments in the future.
In 2013, the FBI commissioned a Video Analytics Major
Issue Study (VA-MIS) to investigate how best to address
scalability for major events like Boston, and the everyday
challenges the FBI faces regarding video and imagery
data (e.g. hundreds of video surveillance streams,
investigations involving crimes against children, bulk
imagery and video acquisition, and bank robbery video
analysis). VA-MIS results served as the impetus for a
Branch-level priority initiative to establish an FBI enterprise
capability for VA, with an emphasis on partnerships with
intelligence community allies. The initiative encompasses
capability integration, common tools, common
infrastructure, common training, well-defined and wellunderstood policies and procedures, and data integration.
This presentation will provide insight into the FBI’s
progress and upcoming plans to improve VA capabilities.
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Future of the DNA service in the context of future forensic biometric
service provision
Kirsty Faulkner, Head, National DNA Database (NDNAD) Delivery Unit, Home Office Science Group,
Home Office, UK

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Kirsty Faulkner has worked for the National DNA Database
since its establishment in 1995, initially as a forensic
scientist. Subsequently, she has performed a number of
roles within the DNA process, including service delivery,
quality assurance and project management. This has
culminated in her leading the National DNA Database
Delivery Unit for the Home Office.

This presentation will consider DNA as a biometric tool
used in law enforcement. It will focus on:

Kirsty sits as an active member of the NDNAD Strategy
Board and she also supports the work of Interpol through
membership at the DNA Monitoring Expert Group. She has
also provided bespoke consultancy to countries wishing to
establish a national DNA database.

• A brief summary of the history of DNA as a biometric
tool;
• The current challenges within DNA;
• The future of DNA and the support of law enforcement
initiatives.

Mountbatten Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 17:10
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Evolution and Convergence
James A. Loudermilk, Director, Biometrics Institute and Senior Level Technologist, Science and
Technology Branch, Federal Bureau of Investigation, USA

Biography
James A. Loudermilk is the Senior Level Technologist for
the FBI Science and Technology Branch. He focuses upon
identification issues, especially biometrics, and frequently
represents the FBI on these topics. He has recently served
as the Department of Justice co-chair of the Biometrics
and Identity Management Subcommittee of the National
Science and Technology Council. He represents the FBI
on the Identity Intelligence Board of Directors, and is a
member of the FBI Biometric Steering Committee. He
is also the branch portfolio manager. He has previously
served as Chief Architect, Chief IT Strategist, Deputy
Chief Technology Officer, and Assistant Director of the
IT Operations Division. Before entering the civil service,
Mr Loudermilk was in the private sector for over 20 years,
holding various executive positions, in system engineering,
software development, program management, logistics,
and was a divisional CIO.
Mr Loudermilk holds Bachelor’s and Master’s Degrees
in Mathematics from the University of Dayton, and
the Degree of Applied Scientist, in Communications
Engineering, from the George Washington University. He
is a graduate of the US Army Command and General Staff
College.
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Presentation Synopsis
This talk will address ridge, face, and DNA evolution in
search reliability and response time to ‘while you wait’
performance; evolution of ubiquitous broadband mobile
communications; and convergence of various government
and commercial biometrics applications
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Session Moderator

Biography

Tim Jefferson, Director,
The Human Chain, UK

Tim Jefferson is the Managing Director of The Human
Chain, providing business and technical consultancy,
service realization and thought leadership in mobile and
wireless in Europe and North America, focusing on new
product and service introduction.

Session Summary
A few selected vendors will give a short five minutes talks
on the topic of ‘Quo vadis identity?’ They will present
their view on what the biometrics industry could do in
the coming 12-18 months to shape identities of the future
– addressing a wide-range of topics such as technology
innovation, privacy or customer requirements.

Tim is a senior consultant with over 25 years of commercial
and technical experience. He is a natural enthusiast for
his subject and helps businesses to understand and use
new mobile and wireless technology to drive revenue
opportunities, reduce costs, improve customer experience
and re-engage with their end users.
His recent work has focused in helping people understand
the changing world of commerce and how central
mobile now is for merchants, brands, banks, transit
authorities, telcommunications, ID/authentication and
technology providers. Projects have included scoping
new value propositions, go-to-market activities and service
introduction for mobile ID and authentication, including
biometrics, e/m-commerce, mobile wallets, mobile
payments (including mobilePOS), m-ticketing, physical and
logical access.
Tim has authored numerous reports, white papers and
published documents, including New mobilePOS Services,
NFC Payments in Europe, The Changing Face of Mobile,
NFC microSD, Alternative NFC Form Factors and Mobile
Wallets.
Tim is a highly experienced chairman, facilitator and
speaker for a number of mobile and wireless technology
events. Recently these have covered mobileID,
authentication, m-commerce, mobile wallets, mobile
banking and payment, MVNOs and contactless/NFC.

Session: Rapid Fire Discussion

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 16:30

Multimodal biometrics combining behavioural and physical
characteristics
Ingo Deutschmann, General Manager, BehavioSec, Germany

Biography
Ingo Deutschmann is a security professional with more
than 15 years’ experience in development, consulting and
product services. Ingo is currently General Manager at
BehavioSec Germany. Working with DARPA on the Active
Authentication Initiative, Ingo filed several patents targeting

behavioural biometrics and is active in biometric research.
His prior experience includes, General Manager Germany
at smart card manufactures Gemplus, as well as a period
with the Swedish start-up company Celo Communication,
where he was responsible for R&D operations.
He is a Mathematician from the University Jena, Germany.
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Session: Rapid Fire Discussion
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The future of biometrics and banking
Rich Agostinelli, CEO Cross Match Technologies, USA

Biography
Rich Agostinelli is CEO of Cross Match Technologies, a
global leader in biometric identity management. Previously,
he was CEO of DigitalPersona, the leader in biometric
identity verification, and was instrumental in the sale
and merger of the business with Cross Match earlier this
year. Mr Agostinelli is no stranger to the ID Management
industry, having served as President of the Biometrics
Division of L-1 Identity Solutions, which comprised six

businesses acquired by L-1: Identix, SecuriMetrics,
ComnetiX, Retica, BioScrypt and Iridian Technologies.
Prior to becoming President of L-1’s Biometrics Division,
Mr Agostinelli was Chief Financial and Operating Officer
of SecuriMetrics. He received a Bachelor’s Degree in
Accounting from Loyola University of Chicago, Summa
Cum Laude, and a Master’s Degree in Management
from Northwestern University’s J.L. Kellogg School of
Management.

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 16:40

Session: Rapid Fire Discussion

The construct of identity in a digital commercial landscape
Russell S. King, Founder and CEO, Paycasso, UK

Biography
Russell S. King is the Founder and CEO of Paycasso.
Most recently he was responsible for the regulatory
approval and subsequent launch of the first Top Level
Domain (TLD) in over seven years. Prior to this he was the
CEO and Chairman of the Board of ZirMed, Inc. Under

his leadership, ZirMed’s Revenue Cycle Management
Solutions were recognised as a market leader in
supporting US HIPAA Regulatory Compliance. Its solutions
are integrated within Insurance Company Provider Portals
and serve over 200,000 Physician Practices and Hospitals
throughout all 50 States and Puerto Rico.

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 16:45

Session: Rapid Fire Discussion

Biometrics as a means of privacy protection
Peter Smallridge, Global Segment Marketer, 3M Traffic Safety & Security Division, UK

Biography
Peter Smallridge joined 3M in 2008 having previously
worked for a provider of self-service check-in kiosks for

the airline industry. In his current role he is focussing on
authenticating people at borders using biometrics, secure
documents and document readers.

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Wednesday, 22 October 2014 • Time: 16:50

Session: Rapid Fire Discussion

What’s coming next for voice ID?
Philippe Vinci, Executive Vice President Marketing and Sales, AGNITiO, Spain

Biography
Philippe Vinci has over 20 years of proven experience in
rapidly growing revenues of information technologies,
innovations, software and services companies. Philippe is
currently the Executive Vice President of Marketing and
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Sales for AGNITiO. Before joining the AGNITiO team,
he successfully led and managed international teams in
Europe, Africa, Middle East, North and South America,
and South East Asia. Philippe has an extensive experience
in innovative software, biometrics and security solutions.

Thursday 23 October 2014
MOUNTBATTEN ROOM The Big Privacy Debate
09.00

DISCUSSION

09.45

In conversation with Rafael Capurro about ethical aspects of biometrics
Rafael Capurro, President, International Center for Information Ethics (ICIE) , Germany
Interviewed by: Juliet Lodge, University of Leeds; Member, Privacy Expert Group, Biometrics Institute
Discussion session: (Y)our data? Why privacy matters
Moderator: Joseph Atick, Chairman, Identity Counsel International, USA
Rafael Capurro
PANELLISTS
Ethics perspective: Rafael Capurro, President, International Center for Information Ethics (ICIE), Germany
Industry perspective: Jim Jasinski, SVP of Business Development, Digital Signal Corporation, USA
Government perspective: Simon Rice, Group Manager (Technology), Information Commissioner’s Office, UK
Privacy advocates: Emma Carr, Deputy Director, Big Brother Watch, UK. Pam Dixon, Founder and Executive Director,
World Privacy Forum, USA
Consumer facing perspective: Andy Foote, VP, Innovation Research & Development, Wholesale Services Group, Wells
Fargo Bank N.A. USA. Andrew McClelland, Chief Operations & Policy Officer, IMRG (Interactive Media in Retail Group),
UK. Vlad Botic,Chief Technology Officer - Europe, EHQ Enterprise Business Operations, Samsung Electronics EHQ, UK

11.00 – 11.30 Refreshment Break
MOUNTBATTEN ROOM
Vulnerability, Liveness Detection and Testing – Building Trust in Biometrics

Session Moderator: Ted Dunstone, Chair, BVAEG, Biometrics Institute

Face recognition at the limit: FRVT results and the JANUS program
Patrick Grother, Biometric Standards and Testing Lead, National Institute of Standards & Technology, USA and
Mark Burge, Program Manager for the JANUS Program, IARPA, USA

11.50

A framework for conducting vulnerability assessments
Joy Smith, Director, Novetta, USA

12.10

Discussion session: Biometrics Vulnerability Assessments – Identifying the gaps and making biometrics more secure
Moderator: Ted Dunstone, Head, BVAEG, Biometrics Institute

DISCUSSION

11.30

BVAEG (Biometrics Vulnerability Assessments Expert Group) Panellists:
Nigel Gordon, Communications Electronic Securities Group (CESG), UK, Biometrics Working Group (BWG), UK
Ralph Breithaupt, Project Manager & Senior Scientist, Federal Office for Information Security, Germany
Raul Sanchez-Reillo, University Carlos III of Madrid (UC3M) – Electronic Technology Department, Spain
Sébastien Marcel, Head of Biometrics Group, Idiap Research Institute and Director, Swiss Center for Biometrics
Research and Testing at Idiap, Switzerland
Patrick Grother, Biometric Standards and Testing Lead, National Institute of Standards & Technology, USA

13.00 – 13.45 Lunch and Exhibition Viewing
ELIZABETH
WINDSOR ROOM

13.45

Introduction to the Unconference
After 2½ days of discussions and presentations, this session will provide you with the
opportunity to have some of your ideas and questions heard in smaller group discussions and
take home some real answers.

14.00

Interactive working group discussion
The themes for discussion will include:
• Mobility rules? How will mobility affect the future of ID?
• Why privacy matters – How will privacy be protected?
• Identity management in government applications
• Biometrics in commercial/consumer applications
• How can vulnerabilities be managed?
• Additional topics suggested by conference delegates.

14.30

MOUNTBATTEN ROOM Reflections from the working groups
Results, questions, and challenges shared by the working groups.
Leave with lots of ideas on how to shape the future of identity until
we reconvene at Biometrics 2015.

biometrics
un-conference
QUO VADIS
IDENTITY?

15.00

MOUNTBATTEN ROOM CLOSING KEYNOTE ADDRESS: The performance of the self
Gary Carter, Chairman, Northern European Operations, Shine360°, UK

15.30 End of Conference

Gary Carter
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09.20

Session Moderator: Joseph Atick, Chairman, Identity Counsel International, USA
Why privacy matters
Simon Rice, Group Manager (Technology), Information Commissioner’s Office, UK
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THE BIG PRIVACY DEBATE

Mountbatten Room:
Thursday, 23 October 2014 • Time: 09:00

Session Moderator

Biography

Joseph Atick, Chairman,
Identity Counsel International,
USA

Dr Joseph Atick is a recognized identity industry veteran,
having been involved in the space since its inception
more than 20 years ago through a series of companies
that he co-founded and led as President and CEO from
the early development phase through validation and
commercialization. These include Visionics, Identix, and
L-1 Identity Solutions, until the latter was acquired by
Safran Morpho in July 2011. Shortly after that, he founded
the Identity Counsel, a strategic consultancy and advisory
forum, which provides counsel to CEOs, company boards,
investors, governments and international development
organizations on strategic, operational and policy matters
related to all aspects of identity.
Dr Atick is the cofounder and director emeritus of the
International Biometrics and Identification Association,
representing the leading companies in the space. He is
a frequent chairman for conferences in the sector and
is a highly sought after speaker at industry events and
a frequent commentator in the media. He also testifies
frequently before international governmental bodies
on issues related to privacy and the responsible use of
identity technologies.
Dr Atick holds a PhD in Mathematical Physics from
Stanford University.

Mountbatten Room:
Thursday, 23 October 2014 • Time: 09:00

Session: The Big Privacy Debate

Why privacy matters
Simon Rice, Principal Policy Adviser (Technology), Information Commissioner’s Office, UK

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Simon Rice became the Principal Policy Adviser
(Technology) at the Information Commissioner’s Office
(ICO) in February 2011, with responsibility to lead and
develop the technical and information security expertise
within the office. Simon achieves this by advising on
the technical aspects of complaints received and databreach investigations. He also monitors the technology
environment to identify the developments that may impact
on information rights.

Biometrics refers to the use of individuals’ measurable
biological properties. As a result, that data will more often
than not ‘relate to’ an individual and, when an individual
can be identified from biometric data, it will be personal
data with its use governed by the Data Protection Act (the
DPA).

Between 2005 and 2011, Simon was a database and
software developer at the Health and Safety Laboratory,
the principal source of scientific support for the Health and
Safety Executive.
Prior to joining the Health and Safety Laboratory, Simon
studied for his PhD at the University of Manchester in
the field of data mining. His research utilised a range of
machine-learning techniques to extract information from
large collections of numeric and textual data.
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In this talk, Simon will explore the data protection and
wider privacy concerns that are often raised with regards
to the use of biometrics and discuss the current and future
legislation surrounding the technology.
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Mountbatten Room:
Thursday, 23 October 2014 • Time: 09:20

Rafael Capurro, President, International Center for Information Ethics (ICIE), Germany
Moderator: Juliet Lodge, Professor Emeritus, Jean Monnet European Centre of Excellence, University of
Leeds; Member, Privacy Expert Group, Biometrics Institute

Biographies
Juliet Lodge is Professor Emeritus at the University of
Leeds and a member of the Privacy Expert group of the
Biometrics Institute. She has published widely on EU
issues, e-border management, security, transparency and
accountability and the ethical and privacy challenges of
biometric applications. She has given evidence on these
issues to the European parliament and several national
parliaments and worked on international research
programmes on automated cross-border information
exchange.
Rafael Capurro was born 1945 in Montevideo (Uruguay).
He obtained his DPhil. in Philosophy from Düsseldorf
University in 1978. He obtained a Postdoctoral teaching
qualification (Habilitation) in Practical Philosophy (Ethics)
from Stuttgart University in 1989 and from 1986-2009
was Professor Emeritus of Information Science and
Information Ethics at Stuttgart Media University, and from
1989-2004, was a Lecturer in Ethics at the University of
Stuttgart. He is currently President of the International
Center for Information Ethics (ICIE) and Editor-in-Chief
of the International Review of Information Ethics (IRIE).
He has held the posts of Distinguished Researcher
in Information Ethics, School of Information Studies,
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, USA from 20102012, and Distinguished Researcher at the African Centre
of Excellence for Information Ethics, Department of
Information Science, University of Pretoria, South Africa
(2012-). Rafael is a former member of the European Group
on Ethics in Science and New Technologies (EGE) to the
European Commission (2000-2010) and Co-Founder of the
Capurro-Fiek-Foundation for Information Ethics.

that overlooks that any contract and the reasons thereof
are based on a free, groundless and hence risky interplay
that the contract is supposed to protect, not to create.
Reason is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for a
humane society; reason cannot set up a free society. The
other condition is (risky) freedom itself. Society should
look for good reasons to use biometric devices to protect
its immune systems — without moving step-by-step or
precipitously to a reduction or even annihilation of liberty
by protecting the systems while misusing, for instance,
anti-spoofing techniques to increase surveillance of the
citizens.

Presentation Synopsis

Any social immune system that is created in order to
protect the life and well-being of an individual or of a
society might turn into a danger for the system if it remains
inflexible when the individual or the society is confronted
with exceptional challenges. To ‘spoof’ or, in order to
avoid a terminological and conceptual misunderstanding,
to use a false identity, might be justified by the Rule of Law
(in principle or by exception) in order to unveil a person
or a group of persons who are misusing societal rules for
criminal purposes. The key question is then how far and
within which limits this can (or even should) be used as a
legal instrument. Situations such as war, terrorist attacks
or the unveiling of a network of children pornography
are circumstances that can make identity veiling morally
and legally justifiable or obligatory following a thorough
weighing of values and principles that cannot be decided
a priori. Once such legal identity veiling has taken place,
its goal being neither to deceive, to defraud, or to take
personal advantage of the other is achieved, it is important
in a democratic society that the weighing process, as far
as it was not publicly done for obvious reasons, becomes
public and the object of critical analysis.

Biometric systems concern social and ethical issues
such as transparency, communication, digitization and
digital interaction, efficiency and effectiveness of social
transactions, security, autonomy, and social flexibility.
Spoofing attacks, for instance, might induce individuals
and society to delimit and weigh ethical values and
options for a better social interplay by choosing more
secrecy and less transparency, defence mechanisms over
communication, security and safety over efficiency and
effectiveness, or reducing autonomy and social flexibility.
It is evident that such ethical and legal weighing imply that
reasons for decisions can change according to different
contexts and goals, and that every decision implies a risk
and an opportunity in the one or other direction. There
is no permanent and stable foundation for the social
interplay. The social awareness of this basic insecurity is
the first step for avoiding fundamentalisms or fantasies
regarding technical security measures, including the
fantasy of a society as a mere product of a social contract

Anti-spoofing techniques, for instance, might create
a social atmosphere of mistrust, or just make social
interaction more complex and expensive, even giving rise
to unreasonable suspicion leading to mechanisms of overcontrol or over-surveillance similarly to what happens in a
real-life environment when people protect their property
with all kinds of defence devices that might lead wrongdoers to the suspicion that something very valuable is
behind the walls. If over-surveillance becomes widespread,
the societal problem giving rise to it cannot be solved with
more security measures alone, but by addressing the social
problems themselves. In other words, there is an ethical
and legal question of balance between trust and security
that must be addressed by a careful analysis of the context
and the goals of the networks and systems at stake that are
to be protected. Creating mechanisms that enhance trust
might be as useful and ethically important as using antispoofing techniques. It might even be cheaper.
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Privacy at the Cross Road: A Debate on Frameworks
Discussion Synopsis
As biometrics and digital identity become part of the
consumers’ daily lives, questions about privacy and
anonymity are becoming more relevant than ever.
This is happening at the same time that a broader set
of technologies with potential impact on privacy are
rapidly converging, including mobile, social media and
location-based services. Some see in this convergence an
unprecedented threat to society’s notions of privacy and a
slippery slope towards the loss of control over our personal
identity and other sensitive data; while others see in these
developments a natural progression of innovation that is
empowering people to do more things more efficiently,
albeit at a certain cost to privacy. Some argue for the need
for legislation to protect consumers, while others believe
that industry self-regulation is sufficient to achieve the
desired outcome of allowing responsible and transparent
progress. In many ways we have entered an era of
confusion characterized by diversion and polarization
in the points of views about a subject that touches at the
heart of human existence. In this state of confusion, one
thing is clear. There is no clear winner. The industry, the
consumers and the legislators are all negatively impacted
by lack of clarity on this issue. This calls for dialogue.
It is in this context that this debate was constructed with
the ambition to create a multi-stakeholder, good-faith
dialogue to try to identify a common path forward that
will protect privacy and civil liberties, while allowing
continued innovation. The panel features thought leaders
from industry, privacy advocacy and government who
will be challenged to outline and defend the views of the
stakeholders they represent in the search for the common
ground. Topics that will be debated include:
• What is privacy and anonymity in a modern world?
• Do we need to forfeit privacy to live in a modern world?
• The surveillance society in the era of big data.
• The impact of mobile technology.
• How digital identity imposes additional constraints.
• Identity intelligence and identity analytics: legitimate or
dangerous tools?
• Self-regulation versus legislation?
• The role of privacy-enhancing technologies.
• The role of notice and informed consent.
• Harmonization of data protection practices across the
global market. Role of standards and best practice
guidelines?
• The institutional and legal frameworks.

Panellists
Vlad Botic, Chief Technology Officer – Europe, EHQ
Enterprise Business Operations, Samsung Electronics EHQ,
UK
Rafael Capurro, President, International Center for
Information Ethics (ICIE), Germany
Emma Carr, Deputy Director, Big Brother Watch, UK
Pam Dixon, Founder and Executive Director, World Privacy
Forum, USA
Pam Dixon is the founder and executive of the World
Privacy Forum, a US-based public interest research
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group that is well-known and respected for its consumer
privacy research. An author and a researcher, Dixon has
consistently broken critical new ground in her work. She
has written groundbreaking and influential studies in
the area of privacy, including The Scoring of America,
a substantive report on predictive analytics and privacy
written with Bob Gellman. She has also written wellknown reports on medical identity theft, the One Way
Mirror Society report on digital signage networks and
retail privacy, and a series of reports on data brokers,
among others. Dixon has also conducted substantive
biometrics research in India.
Dixon has testified before the US Congress, the US
Federal Trade Commission, and other agencies on
prominent consumer privacy issues, including issues
related to data brokers, identity, health privacy, genetic
privacy, the Common Rule, facial recognition, and online
and offline privacy. She was appointed by the California
Secretary of State as co-chair of the California Privacy and
Security Advisory Board, where she served for two years.
Dixon was formerly a research fellow with the Privacy
Foundation at Denver University’s Sturm School of Law.
Andy Foote, VP Innovation Research & Development,
Wholesale Services Group, Wells Fargo Bank NA, USA
James Jasinski, Senior Vice President, Digital Signal
Corporation, USA
James Jasinski joined Digital Signal Corporation in 2013
following 12 years as an Executive Vice President with
3M Cogent, supporting government and commercial
biometric systems. Before joining 3M Cogent, he served
as a Vice President for DynCorp, an integration and
service company. Jim’s career included 23 years as a
Special Agent for the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and
he retired as a member of the Senior Executive Service.
His last FBI position was as the Program Manager for
development of the FBI’s fingerprint matching system, the
Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System
(AFIS). His duties included helping to establish biometric
interoperability standards. Prior to joining the FBI, he was
a practicing attorney.
Andrew McClelland, Chief Operations & Policy Officer,
Interactive Media in Retail Group (IMRG), UK
Andrew McClelland has a background spanning IT,
Telecommunications and Distribution in commercial,
strategic and marketing roles. In addition, after
spending several years trading agricultural commodities
domestically and internationally, Andrew has a keen
interest in trends, forecasting and industry development.
Having held senior positions with IMRG for over 10 years,
Andrew has witnessed the rapid growth of e-retail first
hand, and has responsibilities including coordinating
IMRG regulatory response activities, events, forums
and projects. Areas of interest include legal, eCrime,
ePayments, international market development, interactive
marketing and industry reporting. These activities include
presenting to a wide variety of interested parties on the
development of eRetail. Responsible for key partnership
arrangements, Andrew is currently participating in/
managing a variety of projects involving major industry
players, government and stakeholder groups.
Simon Rice, Principal Policy Adviser (Technology),
Information Commissioner’s Office, UK
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Session Moderator

Biography

Ted Dunstone, Chair, BVAEG,
Biometrics Institute

Dr Ted Dunstone is the CEO and founder of Biometix,
which is one of the most experienced biometric consulting,
risk management and evaluation companies in the industry,
and was also the founder of the Biometrics Institute. He has
personally provided consultancy and biometric evaluation
services over the past 15 years to a wide range of
government agencies both in Australia and internationally.
He is a frequent speaker on the application of biometrics
and is currently the chair of the technical committee of the
Biometrics Institute, as well as the Biometric Vulnerability
Experts Advisory Group. In 1998 he co-authored a textbook
on biometric data analysis, published by Springer.
Ted holds a Bachelor of Engineering from the University
of South Australia and Doctor of Philosophy from the
University of Wollongong, and was awarded the NSW
Pearcy Award, which is given for innovative and pioneering
achievement and contribution to research and development
within the IT&T industry.
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Face recognition at the limit: FRVT results and the JANUS program
Patrick Grother, Biometric Standards and Testing Lead, National Institute of Standards &Technology
(NIST), USA, and Mark Burge, Program Manager for the JANUS program, IARPA, USA

Biographies

Presentation Synopsis

Patrick Grother is a scientist at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, responsible for biometric
standards and testing. He leads the MINEX, IREX,
FRVT and FIVE evaluations of fingerprint, iris and
face recognition technologies that support biometrics
in national-scale identity management. He received
Department of Commerce Gold Medals for tests of border
management technologies (2003) and for specification
of biometrics in the US Government’s PIV credentialing
program (2007). He assists US Government agencies on
research, development and evaluation, and serves as
editor of several ISO standards – he received the IEC 1906
Award in 2009 and the ANSI Lohse IT Medal in 2013.

Intelligence analysts often rely on facial images to assist in
establishing the identity of an individual, but too often, just
examining the sheer volume of possibly relevant images
and videos can be daunting. While biometric tools like
automated face recognition could assist analysts in this
task, current tools perform best on the well-posed, frontal
facial photos taken for identification purposes. IARPA’s
Janus program aims to improve dramatically the current
performance of face recognition tools by fusing the rich
spatial, temporal, and contextual information available
from the multiple views captured by today’s ‘media in
the wild’. The program will move beyond largely twodimensional image matching methods used currently into
more model-based matching that fuses all views from
whatever video and stills are available. Data volume now
becomes an integral part of the

Dr Mark Burge is a Program Manager at the Intelligence
Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA) in the Office
of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI), where he
currently leads the Janus and BEST programs. His broad
focus areas are computer vision and pattern recognition,
especially as applied to biometrics. He previously served
at the National Science Foundation (NSF) as a Program
Manager and as a research scientist at the Swiss Federal
Institute of Science (ETH), the Johannes Kepler University
in Austria, and the MITRE Corporation. His publications
include the three-volume set, ‘Principles of Digital Image
Processing’, which has been translated into both German
and Chinese and ‘The Handbook for Iris Recognition’. He
holds a Visiting Professor appointment at the United States
Naval Academy (USNA).
Note: The Intelligence Advanced Research Projects
Activity (IARPA) invests in high-risk/high-payoff research
programs that have the potential to provide our nation
with an overwhelming intelligence advantage over future
adversaries.

The program is funding rigorous, high-quality research,
which uses innovative and promising approaches drawn
from a variety of fields to develop novel representational
models capable of encoding the shape, texture, and
dynamics of a face. Instead of relying on a ‘single best
frame approach’, these representations address the
challenges of Aging, Pose, Illumination, and Expression
(A-PIE) by exploiting all available imagery. Technologies
must support analysts working with partial information by
addressing the uncertainties which arise when working
with possibly incomplete, erroneous, and ambiguous
data. The goal of the program is to test and validate
techniques that have the potential to improve significantly
the performance of biometric recognition in unconstrained
imagery, to that end, the program relies on empirical
testing of recognition performance across unconstrained
videos, camera stills, and scanned photos exhibiting a
broad range of real-world imaging conditions.
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A framework for conducting vulnerability assessments
Joy Smith, Director, Identity Intelligence, Novetta Solutions, USA

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Joy Smith is Director, Identity Intelligence at Novetta
Solutions (formerly IBG). She has provided biometrics
subject matter expertise to customers in law enforcement,
defense, intelligence, and the Fortune 500 for over six
years. Ms Smith has been quoted by Fortune and CIO
Leadership magazines on the topic of biometrics, and
was an item writer for the Certified Biometric Professional
examination. She is currently focused on developing stateof-the-art tools and processes for identity protection. Ms
Smith is a PMP and CISSP certification holder, and has a
BS in biomedical engineering from the University of North
Carolina. She is currently pursuing an MBA from Wharton
Business School at the University of Pennsylvania.

As a deployer of biometric systems, you are responsible for
safeguarding your users’ information and understanding
the risks associated with your deployment. In this session,
we will focus on understanding the vulnerabilities of
biometric capture devices, for which a framework will be
presented.
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Topics covered will include:
• Key metrics for evaluating biometric vulnerabilities;
• A framework for vulnerability testing biometric devices;
• Mitigation strategies;
• The benefits of vulnerability testing of biometrics.

Speaker Profiles
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Mountbatten Room:
Thursday, 23 October 2014 • Time: 12:10

Panel Synopsis
Conference delegates will have exclusive access to
the members of the Biometrics Institute Vulnerability
Assessment Expert Group (BVAEG), who will provide an
update on the activities of the BVAEG. Over the past four,
years this group of international experts including the UK
and German governments, as well as several independent
expert researchers, have been addressing the question on
how to address vulnerabilities in biometrics, how to find a
common methodology for testing, and how to collaborate
regarding international standards development. The
Group most recently met in the USA looking at gaps in
vulnerability assessments and a roadmap for the future.
They will share some of their insights in this open
discussion session and offer delegates an opportunity to
provide input and ask questions.

Panellists
Ted Dunstone, Chair, BVAEG, Biometrics Institute
Ralph Breithaupt, Project Manager & Senior Scientist,
Federal Office for Information Security, Germany
Ralph Breithaupt is currently Project Manager in the
department of New Technologies and Foundations at BSI
- Federal Office for Information Security in Germany. His
work concentrates on biometric devices, biometric access
control, border security, fake-ability of biometric devices,
performance evaluation, development of fake detection
sensors and development of new biometric sensors.
His projects include Lifefinger I, II, III, OCT-Finger and USFinger. Previously, he worked as a project manager for EC
projects at Fraunhofer Gesellschaft - Institute for Intelligent
Analysis and Information Systems IAIS and for four years as
a Senior Scientist at Fraunhofer Gesellschaft - Institute for
Autonomous Intelligent Systems.
Ralph has a diploma in Applied Physics and undertaken
research in artificial intelligence, neural networks,
robot control architectures, learning strategies and
reinforcement learning.
Nigel Gordon, Communications Electronic Securities
Group (CESG), UK, and Chair, Biometric Working Group
(BWG), UK
Nigel Gordon works at the Government’s National
Technical Authority for Information Assurance (CESG),
where he heads up a team performing research into
identity assurance techniques, including biometrics.
In addition, he is chairman of the UK Government
Biometric Working Group, which facilitates the sharing

of information and best practice between government
departments with an interest in this technology. He is
also actively involved in the development of relevant
international standards, and is currently the convenor
of Working Group 5 of ISO/IEC JTC1 SC37 – the
International Standards Organisation’s sub-committee on
biometrics.
Patrick Grother, Biometric Standards and Testing Lead,
National Institute of Standards &Technology (NIST), USA
Sébastien Marcel, Head of Biometrics Group, Idiap
Research Institute, Swiss Center for Biometrics Research
and Testing, Switzerland
Sébastien Marcel is a senior researcher at the Idiap
Research Institute (Switzerland), where he heads a
research team on biometrics (face, voice, vein and
spoofing attacks detection), and is also lecturer at the
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL).
He has been an Associate Editor of IEEE Transaction on
Information Forensics and Security (TIFS) since 2013, is
co-Editor of the Handbook of Biometric Anti-Spoofing,
Guest Editor of an IEEE TIFS Special Issue on ‘Biometric
Spoofing and Countermeasures’ and of IEEE Signal
Processing Magazine Special Issue on ‘Biometric Security
and Privacy’.
He is the principal investigator of EU FP7 research projects
including MOBIO, TABULA RASA and BEAT, and is also
the Director of the Swiss Center for Biometrics Research
and Testing.
Raul Sanchez-Reillo, University Carlos III of Madrid
(UC3M) – Electronic Technology Department, Spain
Raul graduated as a Telecommunication Engineer from
the Polytechnic University of Madrid, obtaining his
PhD at the same University in 2000, based on Biometric
Authentication in Smart Cards.
From 1994 he has been researching at the University
Group for Identification Technologies, and has been
managing the group since 2000.
He is currently Associate Professor at Carlos III University
of Madrid. He is also a member of ISO/IEC JTC1 SC17,
SC27 and SC37 standardization bodies, chairing the
Spanish SC17 and is the Secretariat of the Spanish SC37.
His interests in R&D cover all personal identification
technologies, including smart cards, biometric and secure
authentication systems. He is founder of IDTestingLab, an
evaluation facility for identification products.
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Session Moderator

Paul Cross, Assistant Secretary, Identity Branch, Department
of Immigration and Border Control (DIBP), Australia

David Birch, Ambassador,
Consult Hyperion, UK

Ted Dunstone, Chair, BVAEG, Biometrics Institute
Carl Gohringer, Strategic Business Development Manager,
Euope/Asia Pacific, Cross Match Technologies, UK
Greg Henwood, Director Biometrics Institute
Juliet Lodge, Professor Emeritus, Jean Monnet European
Centre of Excellence, University of Leeds; Member, Privacy
Expert Group, Biometrics Institute
Jim Loudermilk, Director, Biometrics Institute and Senior
Level Technologist, Science and Technology Branch,
Federal Bureau of Investigation, USA

Facilitators
Daniel Bachenheimer, Technical Director, Unique
Identity Services, Accenture, USA
Arron Baker, Senior Business Representative –
IGMS, Office of DCE-Immigration, Immigration New
Zealand; Chairman & Director, Biometrics Institute]
Clive Bourke, VP Sales EMEA, Daon, Ireland

Brett McDowell, Executive Director, FIDO Alliance, USA
Juergen Pampus, VP Sales and Marketing, Cognitec
Systems, Germany
Andrew Rice, Assistant Secretary Cyber and Identity
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CLOSING KEYNOTE ADDRESS

The performance of the self
Gary Carter, Chairman Northern European
Operations, Shine 360°, UK

and became, first, President, Creative Networks and,
latterly, Chief Operating Officer. In 2012 he resigned, and
after 6 months in New York at @radical.media, he joined
Shine as Chairman, Northern Europe (working with Shine
Nordics), and Chairman of Shine 360°.

Presentation Synopsis
The Real Me
It’s the place where my prediction from the Sixties finally
came true: “In the future everyone will be famous for
fifteen minutes.” I’m bored with that line. I never use it
anymore. My new line is, “In fifteen minutes everybody
will be famous.” (Andy Warhol)

Biography
Gary Carter was an actor in his native South Africa, before
moving to Britain in the 1980s, where he became an
agent. He represented writers, producers, directors and
choreographers before becoming active in the emerging
format industry. After 2 years with Planet 24, where he
worked on the development and distribution of Survivor!,
he became Director of Programme Affairs at Endemol
International. He oversaw much of the European rollout of Celador’s Who Wants To Be A Millionaire, and of
Endemol’s Big Brother. In 2003 he joined FremantleMedia,
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Gary Carter is a European television executive whose
career has been inextricably bound up with the rise
of what is commonly called Reality Television. In this
presentation, he will give a personal perspective on
the ways that the presentation of the individual self
have changed and developed. Moving from object to
subject, from passive to active, from undemocratic to
democratic, the performance of the self and related claims
to authenticity have come to dominate audio-visual and
online presentation of identity. These changes, enabled by
technology, have profoundly altered our understanding of
who ‘we’ are.

Independent, Impartial, International

The Biometrics Institute
Promoting the responsible use of biometrics
Our mission is to promote the responsible use of biometrics as an independent
and impartial international forum for biometric users and other interested parties.
In an industry with ever-changing technologies and standards, our role is pivotal
in providing organisations with the right information and a network of people
to assist build your business and share best-practice.

Come and join us on this journey as a member!
The Biometrics Institute is at the forefront in working with government, industry
and regulators to promote the responsible use of biometrics.
Our members and board directors include representatives from:
FBI, UK Home Office, Immigration New Zealand, Australian Attorney-General’s,
Ministry for Information Security Germany, Prime Minister’s Office Israel, British Airways, ICAO, Royal Bank of Scotland.
For further information, please contact Michelle Whitfield at the Biometrics Institute.

Biometrics Institute Limited
Australia: Ph: +61 2 9431 8688 | UK: Ph: +44 7952 712 310 | michelle@biometricsintitute.org

www.biometricsinstitute.org
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The face recognition company
Cognitec develops market-leading face recognition technologies and
applications for enterprise and government customers around the world.
Face recognition technologies are
constantly evolving in response
to new applications and quickly
changing biometric markets.
Cognitec’s leading-edge products
efficiently implement the different
processes involved in today’s
identity management systems
using facial data:
identity verification
duplicate check
background check
management of identity
information
real-time identification in video
streams
acquisition of biometric facial
photographs

At the same time, Cognitec’s
products enable new commercial
and consumer applications using
facial data:
analyzing people flow by count,
age, gender and other measures
recognizing VIP customers
enabling digital signs to tailor
advertisements
logging in to computers, phones
and banking machines
indexing and sorting photographs
in digital photo albums
automotive applications for
convenience and safety
allowing humanoid/service robots
to recognize faces and interact
with people

Biometric performance has always
been the focus of Cognitec’s
research and development.
Continued tests by government
authorities and industry have
validated Cognitec‘s leadership
position within the face recognition
market since 2002, resulting in a
track record of successful reference
projects worldwide.
With a clear focus on face
recognition technology, we are
committed to deliver the best
performance available on the
market.

www.cognitec.com • info@cognitec.com

